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ABSTRACT

This is a study of the distribution of 2oll instances of simultaneous speech in a
91,802-word subcorpus from the London-Lund corpus of Spoken Engrish. Five

categories of simultaneous speech (successful and unsuccessful turn-bidding,

successful and unsuccessful turn-competing, and backchannelling) were analysed

in terms of:

(a) characteristics of the prosodic, lexical and grammatical context in which

simultaneous speech occurs;

(b) linguistic devices and strategies in aspects of prosody, discourse and pragmatics

which are frequentry used to introduce simurtaneous speech;

(c) variables such as speech domain, degree of familiarity between interlocutors,

speakers' status and gender which may influence the frequency of simultaneous

speech and affect the occurrence of the linguistic features and devices associated

with simultaneous speech.

In a complementary case snldy, 288 instances of simultaneous speech in Chinese

(cantonese) were also analysed in a 10385-word sample of Chinese conversation,

and compared with simultaneous speech in English.

The findings of the study show:

(a) Simultaneous speech is rule-governed and context-constrained. It is most likely
to occur at a unit boundary which is prosodically, lexically and syntactically

marked' It is often introduced and carried out by a number of prosodic devices,

discourse items and repetition strategies. This is particularly the case in turn-

bidding and turn-competition.

(b) Frequency of simultaneous speech seems to be strongly associated with degree

of formality of speech domain and degree of familiarity between interlocutors.
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but loosely related to speakers' status and gender. However, particular

linguistic devices and strategies seem more prefened by interlocutors in a

specific speech domain, or with a specific degree of familiarity, or having

specific status or gender.

(c) Chinese and English simultaneous speech share many similarities in terms of
pragmatic functions, and linguistic devices and strategies employed, though

equivalents between the two languages are not always found. However social

constraints on turn-bidding seem different in the two languages especially in

terms of age, status and gender.

The descriptive findings of the study help explain why Chinese learners of English

find it difficult to take a turn in English conversation, and especially to bid for a

turn' Thus the study enhances our awareness of the linguistic features of English

conversation and the factors which can affect Chinese students' pragmatic and

discourse competence. Moreover, the computer corpus approach adopted in the

research provides a way of obtaining rich input for teaching English discourse

devices in terms of prosody, lexicon and syntax and suggests further applications

of corpus-based research in the study of ranguage teaching and rearning.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In general conversation, a commonly accepted norm is that speakers should take

turns to speak, one speaker at a time. Yet in reality, it frequently happens that more

than one person attempts to speak at the same time resulting -in overlap or

simultaneous speaking. Some simultaneous speech occurs in the middle of the

current speaker's tum when the hearer is giving feedback usually known as a

backchannel; some simultaneous speech occurs near the end of the current

speaker's turn when the next speaker is trying to bid for a turn; and some

simultaneous speech occurs when two speakers compete for the floor after a prior

speaker has finished. The present research studies all these kinds of simultaneous

speaking phenomena in a 91802-word computerised corpus of native English

speakers' conversation. The study has been undertaken in the belief that a
conversation analysis on a database of this size will reveal the recurrent patterns and

mechanisms of these different kinds of simultaneous speech and show strategies of
listening and speaking. The result should contribute to the teaching and learning of
English by non-native speakers in particular.

1

Many non-native English learners have experienced difficulties in English

conversation, including how long one is expected to speak for, when one is obliged

to be silent, and how one should take the floor, or give feedback or make an

intemrption. A study of l0l mainland Chinese students in 7 British universities

and 37 of their British supervisors (Jin: 1gg2) reveals that many students

"experienced problems with perceptions of turn-taking and pausing in spoken

English which means that they felt unable to participate adequately in seminars or
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tutorials" (Jin & Cortazzi,l995). Similarly many native English-speaking teachers

find their Chinese students not active enough in English conversation and lacking in

positive listening, thus resulting in ineffective communication. It is not known

whether this is due to a cultural difference in speech etiquette or whether it is due to

a lack of an English language communicative strategy. As a Chinese who has been

teaching English for about twenty years in Chinese primary schools, middle

schools and at university level and is now living and studying in an English

speaking counbry,I have taken the opportunity to study English conversations so as

to find out:

(a) how often simultaneous speech occurs in native English speakers' conversation;

(b) how simultaneous speech is affected by different speech domains, by different

degrees of familiarity between interlocutors, and by the relative status and

gender of the interlocutors;

(c) when, where and how simultaneous speech is likely to occur;

(d) how findings on the above can be applied to English teaching for non-native

English learners .

Previous studies of simultaneous speech have addressed these phenomena from

different directions and by different approaches, parricularly in studying the

phenomenon of intemrption. Researchers such as Duncan (1972,lg73),Jefferson

(1973), sacks, schegloff & Jefferson (1974), Ferguson (1977), French & Local

(1986), Schegloff (1987), Stenstrdm (1994) have taken a linguistic approach to the

formal aspects of intemrption and studied the linguistic bases, the language features

and discourse functions of intemrption. Others such as Zimmerman & West

(1977), Tannen (1984, 1989, 1990), Roger et al. (198g), coates (1999), Ng er al.

(1993) have taken a sociolinguistic or psycholinguistic approach to the functional

aspects of intemrption, such as the association between interruption and social

context, intemrption and gender, intemrption and power or dominance. Other

kinds of simultaneous speech such as backchannels or brief feedbaek have been

studied by crystal & Davy (1969), Duncan (1973), Kendon (1977), Tao &
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Thompson (1991) who looked at form and function and ethnic and cultural

differences in their use.

However, these previous studies of simultaneous speech fall either into the category

of qualitative case studies, or into quantitative studies using only a few dozen

examples, or focusing on only one kind of simultaneous speech. There is not yer a

comprehensive study of all kinds of simultaneous speech in a large body of data,

looking at potential strategies of positive and active listening and speaking. Neither

is there a large scale study made of all kinds of simultaneous speech in terms of its

multi-layer linguistic features --- prosodic, lexical, syntactic, and in terms of its

association with different conversational domains and the speaker's age, status,

gender and cultural background. The present study focuses on the linguistic aspect

of simultaneous speech and its relation to some social factors such as speech

domains, gender and status of participants, and its relevance for the teaching and

learning of English. Furthermore, instead of being based entirely on experimental

or case study data a much larger corpus of nanlrally occurring speech is used in the

present study for analysis by computer.

This study investigates simultaneous speech using a 91,802-word subcorpus from

the London-Lund corpus of spoken English (LLC) (svartvik & euirk, l9g0), and

explores the Iinguistic environment and devices used for different kinds of
simultaneous speech. Both a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the corpus is

undertaken. This study takes a formal linguistic point of view in looking for the

recurrent language patterns or features of different kinds of simultaneous speech, a

view which can reveal insights into cunent English use and which can produce rich

input for English teaching. It also takes a sociolinguistic view of how different

social factors, which could contrast with Chinese traditional values, may influence

the occurrence of each kind of simultaneous speech. No corpus of spoken Chinese

currently exists to compare with the English data from the LLC. A case studv
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however, has been undertaken using Chinese conversational data available to the

researcher and a comparison has been made between a Chinese sample and an

English sample of casual conversation.

The description of conversational norms in this study is based on, and limited to,

corpora of spoken British English and Cantonese, and conclusions drawn about

them do not necessarily apply to other varieties of English or Chinese. One of the

sources of data in this study is a 91,g02-word corpus of British English

conversation and the other is a 10,385-word corpus of Cantonese conversation.

Cantonese does not represent the Chinese-speaking world any more than British

English does the English-speaking world. However, these sources of data were the

only ones currently available. Nevertheless, as one of the seven major "dialects" of

Chinese, Cantonese is similar enough to the grammatical structure of Mandarin in

its syntactic aspect to be used in the comparative study in chapter v. The

differences in the corpora are discussed in Chapter IV, and the interpretation of the

results of the comparison of the two languages based on them in Chapter V needs to

be seen in this light.

The potential significance of this study is that it provides a more comprehensive

picture of the multi-layer linguistic features of the speech mechanisms in carrying

out different kinds of conversation, particularly the aspect of active listening

responses. Both quantitative and qualitative findings from this srudy could become

valuable input for teaching English to either native or non-native English learners,

particularly in training them to be active and positive participants in English

conversation. Moreover, the case study of Chinese conversational data can throw

further light on the nature and processes of simultaneous speech, and increase the

mutual understanding between English teachers and leamers who do not share the

same cultural backgrounds and norrns so that language teaching can be carried out
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in a more cooperative and effective way. The present study is concerned with the

following research questions:

Research question I
How often does simultaneous speech occur in English conversation? How

is it distributed in different kinds of simultaneous speech such as turn-

bidding, turn-competing and backchannelling?

Research question 2

What are the characteristics of the linguistic environment (prosodic,

lexical, grammatical) which are most likely to be associated with

simultaneous speech as a whole and associated with different kinds of

simultaneous speech in particular?

Research question 3

What are the most frequently used linguistic devices and strategies

(prosodic, discoursal and pragmatic) for introducing different kinds of

simultaneous speech and how do they function in a successful

conversation?

Research question 4

How are the frequency of different kinds of simultaneous speech and their

linguistic features associated with speech domain, degree of familiarity

between interlocutors and speakers' status and gender?
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Research question 5

How do these characteristics of English simultaneous speech compare with

simultaneous speech in chinese conversation and how could any

differences help account for difficulties experienced by Chinese learners of

English?

Chapter II contains a literature review which addresses a number of key terms and

issues in this study, the different approaches which have been used for studying

simultaneous speech, and their findings as well.

Chapter III provides a detailed account of the methods and procedures designed for

this study. It describes the methods used for both English and Chinese data

collection, corpus construction and editing, and data retrieval.

Chapter IV presents the results of the analysis of the English spoken corpus in

which the findings are interpreted and the first four research questions are

discussed.

Chapter V presents the results of a

comparison with the English sample.

research question is discussed.

case study of the Chinese spoken data in

The findings are interpreted and the fifth

Chapter VI draws conclusions from the previous two chapters and discusses their

implications for language description and English teaching, particularly in China.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

2.I APPROACHES TO THB STUDY OF
CONVERSATION

Conversation is the most typical kind of verbal behaviour in human communication.

Generally it is a speech interaction between two or more participants. A normal

conversation is a sequenced alternation of speakers. That is, the participants take

rurns to speak. When a current speaker A is speaking and the other interlocutors, B

and"/or C are listening, A is said to be having a turn. When A comes to the end of

the turn and the next two speakers, B and c, start speaking at the same time, they

are competing for a turn. When only one speaker, B, takes up a turn after A has

stopped speaking, he or she is claiming a turn. If the next speaker, B, starts

speaking even before A stops speaking, B may be giving feedback to A or may be

bidding for a turn by intemrpting A's speaking. In studying how such a turn-

taking system actually works in conversation, there have been two main approaches

in the Ianguage sciences, namely conversation analysis and discourse analysis.

Conversation analysis is distinguished from discourse analysis by Levinson (1983:

286-287)) and Schiffrin (1994: 223) as being based on a rigorously empirical

approach derived from ethnomethodology. It is interested in how participants in

conversation construct systematic solutions to recurrent organisation problems such
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as how to carry on turns, allocate turns, bid for turns, compete for turns, or support

on-going turns. The assumption is that:

it is because actors succeed in using the sequential progression of
interaction to display their understandings of its events and rules that the

shared world that has been'jointly achieved is publicly available for
analysis.

(Taylor & Cameron, 1987: 104, cited by Schiffrin, 1994:234\

Therefore conversation analysis, as practised by Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson

(1974) and others, was undertaken by locating as many instances.as possible of

particular turn-taking phenomena in a corpus of naturally occurring conversation,

and then searching for recurrent patterns ircross those records, (sequentially-based

distribution), showing that what are hypothesised to be sequential expectations are

actually carried out by participants. [n other words, such analysis places emphasii

on the interactional and inferential consequences of the choices between alternative

utterances and thus inductively generalises a set of rules in a turn-taking system.

On the other hand, discourse analvsis

employs both the methodology and the kinds of theoretical principles
and primitive concepts (eg. rule, weil-formed formula) typical of
linguistics. It is essentially a series of attempts to extend the techniques

so successful in linguistics, beyond the unit of the sentence.

(lrvinson, 1983: 286)

Such an approach, as practised by Sinclair & Coulthard (1975), Coulthard &Brazil
(1979) and others, proceeds in a deductive way. It firstly isolates a set of basic

categories or units of discourse and formulates a set of concatenation rules over

those categories, delimiting well-formed sequences. Then it takes one or more texts

(often constructed by the analyst) and analyses them in depth for all the interesting

features of this limited domain, particularly in terms of syntactic description, and
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thus reveals "what is really going on" in this piece of conversation discourse (see

Levinson, ibid.).

The present study adopts both approaches, because the writer shares Schiffrin's

view that "the link between knowledge and action has an important bearing on the

study of language" (1994:224). ln this study the conversation analysis approach

may start on a large database of naturally occurring English conversation on which

all instances of simultaneous speech are sorted out, regardless of their speakers'

identities, status or age, but with an emphasis on the authenticity of the research

data. Then when analysing various features of simultaneous speech within the

corpus, a discourse analysis approach is adopted to describe the form and function

of those features in terms of prosody, lexicon, syntax and discourse coherence.

Finally when exploring the association between the linguistic characteristics of

simultaneous speech and their social dimensions, both approaches contribute again

to the study. Before we go into the methods and procedures in detail, a definition

of a number of key terms and a survey of literature related to simultaneous speech is

necessary.

2.2 DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS

2.2.1. TURN

Any piece of conversation can be regarded as an example of turn-taking in which a

turn is a basic unit. A turn can be defined in a technical way or be based on the

participants' intuition. The latter approach means that having a turn is a state of

mind in addition to the display of particular behaviour and it should be judged by

the speaker's sense or intention (see Edelsky, l98l: 385). However, the former

approach, ie., the formal description of a turn, seems to be used by more

researchers in conversation analysis. Some major definitions have been

summarised by Edelsky (ibid) as follows:
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Jaffe & Feldstein (1970) were the first who advocated a technique of
chronography to identify a turn. They defined a turn as a solo talk

beginning the instant one person starts to talk and ending prior to the

instant someone else begins to talk alone. Obviously any overlaps are

not considered part of anyone's turn.

Duncan (1973) looked for signals that themselves organise the stream

of talk and that thus accomplish the smooth exchange of turns.

Therefore he defined a turn as a unit of interaction with an end

boundary marked by a turn-claiming response from the auditor.

Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (1974) emphasised the technical, non-

intuitive characterisation of turns and said what occupies a turn slot is a

tum unit containing one or more (turn) transition-relevance places (ie. a

possible completion point) and that any change of speaker constitutes a

trade of turn.

In this study, a turn is also defined in a technical way. It adopts Stenstnim's more

simple and direct definition, saying that a turn is "everything the current speaker

says before the next speaker takes over" (Stenstrdm , 1994:33). eg.

TURNttl
B: ...I think they've got quite a good opinion of him#-

A: well [@] I I have too#

B: m#

A: [@:m] - ((well I mean)) . the way these chaps go#

B: [m] [hm]#

I

2

3

4

5

Note:
For an explanation of all
page xiv.

(cited by Stenst6m, 1994:34)

prosodic markers in the examples used in this thesis, see

In Il], there are five turns with four turn-shifts involved. All the utterances,

regardless of length, constitute turns in their own right, even B's "m" and "mhm"

in this case. Let us consider another example:
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12] TURN
B: ...I've got three or four ye:trs more of examining which makes *a* I

A: *m*

B: spot of money for me# ---

A: oh well I don't think that anybody suggests for one moment z

(cited by Stenstr<im, 1994: 35)
Note:
The asterisk "*" in the examples throughout the thesis indicates the beginning and
the end of simultaneous speech. For the convenience of printing, the overlapped
speech of two speakers is not normally displayed in parallel.

In [2], there is only one turn shift. A's "m" starts and ends within B's turn

indicating A is only giving a brief feedback to B, but not taking over the turn.

Therefore a turn-taking presupposes a shift of speaker only when the speaker takes

over the floor. Any unerance produced while the other party goes on speaking can

consequently not be regarded as a turn. The advantage of such a definition is that,

firstly, analysis can be carried out by machine, thus surveying more data without

depending on the participants' personal judgement; secondly, it can make use of the

linguistic forms used by speaker and hearer to reveal certain features of

synchronised speaker change which are the focus of this study.

2.2.2 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Simultaneous speech, in which two (or more)

frequent phenomenon in conversation. The

following aspects of simultaneous speech:

(a) where does it occur?

(b) between whom does it occur?

(c) how long does it last?

(d) how is it actually realised?

(e) what function does it play in conversation?

speakers talk at the same time, is a

present study is interested in the
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To answer these questions, a further classification of simultaneous speech is

necessary. ln previous studies, some researchers classified simultaneous speech by

means of functional criteria, but more researchers categorised simultaneous speech

with formal criteria.

In terms of functional criteria, West and Zimmerman (1983) classified simultaneous

speech by distinguishing "overlap" from "intemrption". This is made by the

researcher's subjective judgement, ie. to see whether simultaneous speech is

facilitative or disruptive. They said:

overlaps are (l) events occurring in the immediate vicinity of possible

turn-transition places; and (2) those brief utterances (eg. "yeah",
"right") or longer incursions (eg. "saying the same thing at the same

time") which have some facilitative warrant. ... (while) intemrptions,
in contrast, have no such facilitative warrant. Instead, these incursions
have the potential to disrupt turns at talk, disorganise the ongoing
construction of conversation topics, and violate the current speaker's
right to be engaged in speaking.

(West & Zmmerman, 1983: 105)

Based on West & Zimmerman's distinction between overlap and interruption,

Kennedy & Camden (1983) made a further classification of intemrptions in terms

of their functions. They identified intemrptions in terms of "Clarification" (ie. an

attempt to understand the current speaker's message), "Agreement" (ie. a

demonstration of agreement, support, concurence or compliance with the cunent

speaker's idea), "Disagreement" (ie. a demonstration of rejection, disagreement,

challenge or contradiction of the current speaker's communication),

"Tangentialization" (ie. a speech which reflects an awareness of the current

speaker's statement or in some way minimises it ), "Subject change" (ie. no

awareness of the current speaker's statement or an issue of a new theme irrelevant
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to the culrent speaker's) and "Others" (ie. any speech not appropriate to the above

categories) (see Kennedy & Camden, 1983: 5l).

Tannen, on the other hand, categorised intemrption criteria according to whether it

is intended by the intemrption maker and whether it is perceived as being disruptive

by the person whose speech is intemrpted. In other words, the researcher has to

know a lot about both speakers and the situation, ie. what the current speaker has

been actually doing and what the second speaker is actually trying to do. Therefore

"it is a matter of individual perceptions of rights and obligations, as they grow out

of individual habits and expectations" (Tannen, 1990: 192). Based on this, she

classified several types such as intemrption without overlap, overlap without

interruption, successful cooperative overlapping and unsuccessful cooperative

overlapping (see ibid: 192-200).

As the present study is carried out on a large computerised corpus, it is impossible

to go into each simultaneous speech case in detail, nor can one retrospectively know

the speakers'actual perceptions, feelings and purpose when they were overlapping

others' speech or when their own speech was overlapped. Therefore in using a

computerised corpus as database, it is necessary to use formal criteria as a starting

point, as Sacks (1989: 29) said: "naturally occurring social activities are subjectable

to formal description" and such description can "permit us to see non-trivial ways

that actual activities in their details are simple." (cited by psathas, 1995: l4). In
terms of formal criteria, the following three models have been the most frequently

used by previous researchers. They are the three formal classifications of

simultaneous speech made by Sacks etal. (1974), Duncan (1973) and Ferguson

(1977) respectively.

First, in the model of turn+aking proposed by Sacks et al. ( lg74), all simultaneous

speech is called overlap, among which three kinds of overlaps are further identified:
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(a) self-selectors' competition, ie. two or more new speakers compete for a new

turn after the current speaker's turn is finished, see [3];

(b) overlap, ie. a speaker starts to speak at a transition-relevance place of the current

speaker's turn, see [4];

(c) intemtption, ie. a speaker starts to speak at a non-transition-relevance place of

the current speaker's turn, see [5].

Mike: I know who d'guy is -

Vic: * he's ba:::d*
James: *you know* the gu:y

(cited by Sacks et al., 1974:707)

Desk: is it a stretcher patient *ma'am*

Caller: *it's *- uh yes he is

(cited by Jefferson, 1973: 47)

A: and Wednesdays I go back in the evening -I *take the car so I*
B: *oh you come home?*

A: Ieave about five o'clock.

(Schegloff, 1987:76)

Here in [3], Mike yields his turn without particularly selecting the next speaker,

therefore Vic and James both start to talk at the same time to compete for a tum. In

[4], the Caller starts to speak when the Desk says "ma'am" which is an address

term occurring in "tag" position as the last particle of an otherwise possibly

complete utterance, so it is an overlap. However in [5], B intemrps A after A has

just started a new utterance. "I..." is obviously not a possible completion point;

therefore it is an intemrption. In summary, the categorisation proposed by Sacks et

al. reiterates two points: firstly, whether the simultaneous speech occurs at a place

where the current speaker finishes the turn without selecting the next speaker and

secondly, whether the simultaneous speech occurs at a transition-relevance place of

the current speaker's turn, ie. a possible completion point in the current speaker's

14)

tsl
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utterance. Yet this model does not account for those short utterances like "yeah" or

"uhuh' which do not. cause a turn-shift but are just made by the hearer

simultaneously accompanying the current speaker's turn. As a remedy, Schegloff

(1981) later called those discourse items "continuers" in conversation.

Second, Duncan's categorisation of simultaneous speech (1972:286) takes full

account of auditor response occurring simultaneously with the current speaker's

speech, no matter whether it is verbal or non-verbal and no matter whether it causes

a turn-shift or not. He classified them into two major kinds:

(a) simultaneous talk, ie the auditor gives a brief feedback to the itirrent speaker

without constructing a claim for the tum, see [6] below;

(b) simultaneous tum, ie the auditor claims the tum when the current speaker's turn

has not finished, see [5] above.

B: I've got three or four years more of examining which makes *a* spot of
A: *m*

(LLC, Sl.l:41l4l4)

Here in [6], A's "m" is a brief response to B's speech and does not constitute a

claim for the turn. However in [5], B, the auditor attempts to take his turn while

the original speaker continues with his. Thus both participants simultaneously

claim the speaking turn. Duncan's analysis emphasises the auditors' turn-taking

attempts, ie. whether they are claiming the speaker's turn or retaining their auditor's

role. His "simultaneous talk" corresponds to "backchannel behaviour" (Yngve:

1970), or an "accompaniment signal" (Kendon: 1967), or a "supportive minimal

response" (stubbe: l99l) or a "continuer" (schegloff: lggl). And his

"simultaneous turn" is similar to Sacks et al.'s "intemrption". However as Duncan

considers "the 'turn-taking mechanism' is not designated to explain how the state of

simultaneous turns is resolved" (1972:286), his model does not address the result

t61
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of simultaneous speech, ie. which one of the two speakers will continue and which

one will fall silent after the overlap ends.

Third, Ferguson's categorisation (1977: 296-297) emphasises the result of

simultaneous speech. Her criteria in classifying simultaneous speech and

intemrption involve three conditions: first, whether there is simultaneous speech

between two participants; second, whether such simultaneous speech causes a

break in verbal continuity in one speaker's output; and third, whether the second

speaker takes the floor after simultaneous speech. As a result, she classifies four

kinds of simultaneous speech:

(a) simple intemrption, ie. the second speaker's intemrption breaks the continuity

of the current speaker and gains the floor, see [7].

(b) buning-in intemrption, ie. the second speaker's intemrption breaks off before it

is completed, see [8].

(c) overlap, ie. the second speaker takes the floor after a brief overlap but such

simultaneous speech does not cause an apparent break in the current speaker's

turn, see [9].

(d) interjection remarks, ie. the auditor's brief response which does not cause a

speaker switch, see [9] again.

I7l (Simple intemrption)

A: ... and this bit about him being bankrupt and having no money I just
don't see how it's possible be*cause*

B: *I hav*en't heard that.

(Ferguson, 1977:296)

t8l @utting-in intemrption)

A: I don't know *I've got mix*ed feelings I think it would be nice to
have a baby

B: *I think I - *
(ibid:297)
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t9l (overlap, interjecrion)

A:...I expect you would like to go *with him*
B: *well I'*d prefer *it* yeah - but then he would want me to go to a

Ranger's football match ...

A: *yes* (ibid:296)

According to Ferguson's description, in [7], B breaks the continuity of A's turn

and takes the floor. In [8], B intemrpts A but fails to complete his own utterance,

because A continues to speak after the simultaneous speech. In [9], B gains a turn

but in contrasr with [7], there is no apparent break off in A's turn. Again in [9],

A's "yes" is regarded as an intedection response. It does not lead to a turn-switch,

because B continues to speak after that. In Ferguson's category, "simple

intemrption" seems to correspond to Mishler & Waxler's (1968) '.successful

interruption", while "butting-in interruption" corresponds to "unsuccessful

intemrption". The case of "overlap" here is quite similar to Sacks et al.'s second

type of overlap while the case of "interjection remarks" is like a backchannel in

Duncan's model. Although Ferguson accounts for the result of intemrption, her

criterion of "breaks in verbal continuity of one speaker's output" (Ferguson, 1977:

297) seems to address both internrpter and interruptee's output, and this could

cause confusion in judging who is actually being intemrpted, because in [g],
according to her description, it is B, the intemrpter's verbal continuity being broken

off.

Benefiting from the above three models, the present study maintains a formal rather

than functional classification of simultaneous speech. It adopts the formal criteria

set out above but with some modifications. It also subcategorises some formally

classified simultaneous speech according to functional criteria. Simultaneous

speech is regarded as a conversational strategy because it can display hearers,

active participation in conversation and their strategies in taking turns with a smaller

gap between the current speaker and the next speaker. Moreover, as this study was
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carried out on a computerised corpus, it was necessary to develop a model with a

set of definitions and classification criteria as unambiguous and explicit as possible

so that the data could be sorted out by means of the computer. Here

"unambiguous" means that the model can clearly separate the kind of simultaneous

speech which occurs when a speaker is trying to take over the current speaker's

turn, from the other kind of simultaneous speech which occurs when a speaker is

just offering a brief feedback (usually supportive and agreeable) to the current

speaker's words. By "explicit", we mean that the model should have the power of

classifying different types of simultaneous speech by their distinguishable formal

appeiuance, ie. represented by different formal features. It is for this reason that

the present study takes the recurrent formal patterns as primary criteria to classify

different categories of simultaneous speech and then uses the functional criteria as

complementary only when ambiguity occurs in the formal patterns.

In terms of formal position, simurtaneous speech can occur as follows:

(a) at the beginning of two tum-competitors' utterances:

This is the formula of a turn-competing case (TC) in which A is the prior speaker

who ends the turn without selecting the next speaker. Therefore, B and C self-

select themselves to compete for the next turn. Here B is regarded as an

unsuccessful turn-competing case (urc) while c is a successful one (src).
Whether one can continue to speak after simultaneous speech is a key criterion in

judging whether one has taken the turn or gained the floor to speak. (see [3]).
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(b) near the end of the current speaker's turn:

This is the formula of a typical successful turn-bidding case (STB) in which B is

regarded as a successful turn-bidder, because B continues to speak after the overlap

(see Fl)

(c) in the middle of the curent speaker's turn:

A:.... *.....

B:*
This is the formula of either a turn-bidding case or a backchannelling case, because

B can either be a turn-bidder or a backchannel maker. This needs further

categorisation according to its content and function.

In terms of functional meaning, the third category of simultaneous speech above

can be subdivided into:

(cl) backchannelling (Bc), if it is composed of a single sound like ..mm,

mhm, uhuh, aha, yes, yeah, ok, right" or short phrases like "I see",

"That's right" etc.(see [6])

(c2) unsuccessful turn-bidding (UTB), if it is not composed of the words in

(cl) but by longer utterances whose meaning is commenting, or

challenging, or questioning the current speaker's utterance or trying to

start a new topic (see [g]).

Finally the five categories can be summarized as in the following diagram. More
detail is given in Chaptertr.
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Five Catesories of Simultaneous Speech

successful (STB)

unsuccessful (UTB)

*
*

:F

:F

turn bidding (TB)
*
)f

Simultaneous A:....
Speech turn competing(TC) successful (STC) B: *

unsuccessful(UTc) C: *

backchannelling(BC)

In this diagram, all the abbreviations of simultaneous speech such as TB and BC

refer to the process of making that type of speech act. TB corresponds to Sacks et

al''s "intemtption" or to Duncan's "simultaneous turn". It is carried out by a

hearer who starts speaking when the cunent speaker has already started speaking

(no matter how long he or she has spoken) thus causing some verbal overlap

between the two (no matter how long that overlap lasts). STB corresponds to

Ferguson's "simple intemrption" while UTB corresponds to her "butting-in

intemrption". In other words, STB is a successful turn-bidding case, because the

second speaker continues to speak after the overlap ends (no matter how long he or

she continues). But UTB is an unsuccessful case, because the second speaker

does not continue to speak after the overlap ends.

TC is what Sacks et al call "self-selectors" competing for the turn in which two (or

more) subsequent speakers strive for a turn after the current speaker's turn is

finished. It is further categorised into successful turn-competing (STC) and

unsuccessful turn-competing (UTC) using the same criterion which were used to

distinguish STB from UTB.
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The term "backchannelling" (BC) is adopted from Yngve (1970). It is mainly

composed of single words like "mm", "mhm", "uhuh", "aha", "oh", "yeah",

"yep", "yes", "ok", "right", "good", but it does not extend backchannel activity (as

Duncan (1972) does in his model) to include sentence completions, requests for

clarifi cation, brief statements and non- verbal responses.

The rationale for the model used in this thesis is:

(a) It uses the more neutral terms "turn-bidding" and "turn-competing" instead of

"intemrption" and "overlap", because bidding for a turn does not necessarily

mean the turn-bidder is deliberately wishing to intemrpt, thus depriving the

current speaker of the right to speak, nor does it mean that the current speaker

actually feels intemrpted by the turn-bidder. The word "intemrption" often has a

negative connotation in social behaviour and the word "overlap" is too general

and not sensitive to different kinds of simultaneous speech. Moreover the

words "turn-bidding" and "turn-competing" are more closely related to hearers'

turn-taking or turn-responding strategies in conversation, which is the focus of

the present study.

(b) It uses a formal classification as a starting point, which is easier to use in

identifying and annotating the three general categories of simultaneous speech

(ie. TB, TC and BC) in a large tagged computerised corpus. Formal

classification need not go into the detailed content of the colpus, which may be

complicated and unreliable (due to the lack of audio and video recording of the

presently available LLC data). Then, based on the formally identified

simultaneous speech, we may, with the help of functional criteria, go into the

verbal meaning and function of the third category of simultaneous speech, so as

to distinguish UTB from BC by looking at its verbal and contexrual meaning.
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(c) It emphasises the outcome of simultaneous speech by subcategorising the

successful and non-successful turn bidders or turn competitors (ie. it subdivides '

TB into STB vs. LITB, and TC into STC vs. UTC), because by exploring the

linguistic environment and devices associated with these two categories, we can

obtain insight into the mechanisms of discourse. ln addition, possible linguistic

input for helping develop language tearners' communicative skills may be

obtained.

2.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON SIMI]LTANEOUS

SPEECH

After setting up the classification of five categories of simultaneous speech, we can

explore this phenomenon in terms of:

(a) why simultaneous speech occurs -- its pragmatic foundation

(b) where or when it is likely to occur -- its linguistic environment

(c) how it is actually realised --- the linguistic devices and strategies which are used to

initiate simultaneous speech

(d) how it is associated with social context -- the sociolinguistic features which

infl uence simultaneouS speech

The following are the major findings related to these four aspects in previous research.

2.3.1 THE PRAGMATIC FOUNDATION OF SIMULTANEOUS

SPEECH

In addressing the pragmatic foundation of simultaneous speech, three different

approaches should be mentioned. They are (a) Sacks et al's sequence-producing
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approach, (b) Duncan's signalling approach and (c) Stenstrdm's discourse

approach.

(1) Sequence Producing Approach

Sacks et al. (1974) consider that turn-allocating and turn-taking is a rule-governed

system in which two basic patterns are posited:

Pattern l: One party talks at a time, which is achieved by
(a) the culrent speaker selecting the next speaker when he or she yields a turn

by addressing him or her verbally or non-verbally,
(b) one subsequent speaker self-selecting to start speaking after the current

speaker ends the turn without selecting the next speaker.

Pattern 2: More than one party talks at a time, which is achieved by
a) more than one "next speaker" self-selecting themselves (in multi-party

conversation) to start speaking after the current speaker ends the turn
without selecting the next. (see [3])

b) one subsequent speaker starting to talk even before the current speaker
actually yields the turn.

Obviously it is in the situation of Pattern 2 that simultaneous speech occurs. As

described by sacks et al., in the case of pattern 2 (a), when the current speaker

ends the turn without selecting the next , he or she in fact

in allocating a turn to that self-selector who starts first, encourages (the)
earliest possible start for each self-selector. It thereby provides for
overlap by competing self-selectors for a next turn, when each projects
his start to be (the) earliest possible start at some possible transition-
relevance place, producing simultaneous starts.

(Sacks et al, 197 4: 706-707)

However in the case of Pattern 2 (b), there exists another basis of overlap which
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derives from the projectability of possible completion or transition-

relevance places. Variation in the articulation of the projected Iast part

of a projectably last component of a turn's talk, which is in fact a

consequential locus of articulatory variation, will expectably produce

overlap between a current hrrn and a next.

(ibid)

tl0l A: well if you know my argument why did you bother to a:*sk*

B: *be*cause I'd like to defend my argument

(cited by Sacks et al. 1974:7M)

In [10], B may regard A's "why did you bother to ..." as a projected last part of the

turn. Therefore he takes it as a transition-relevance place and starts speaking,

resulting in overlapped speech.

(2) Signallins Approach

Duncan's signalling approach considers that the turn-taking mechanism which

involves turn-yielding, claim-suppressing and within-turn segmentation signals is

essential in organising and directing the stream of conversation. Duncan is

interested in the cooperation between speakers' turn signals and auditors'

responses. His research reveals that:

simultaneous turns may be caused by a violation of the system on the
part of either participant. The previous speaker may fail to relinquish
his turn after displaying a turn signal and the auditor's subsequent claim
of the turn; or the previous auditor may suddenry intemrpt by claiming
the turn in the absence of the speaker's turn signal.

(Duncan, 1973:33)

I l] B: ... it was the ^day \after# - *^on ((my I syll)) [@]*
A: *^m\ay have been# - ^m\ay have been#*

B: ^when I r=ang# ((and)) we and we ^fixed up to meet (( in our h\ouse#))

(LLC, Sl.2: 90-94)
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In I l], B, the current speaker has produced, before the overlap, some signals

which could be regarded as turn-yielding signals in Duncan's terms, such as a

phonemic clause boundary "#", I falling nuclear tone on "after", and a pause after

it. Yet B does not relinquish his turn after giving such signals, and therefore, A's

subsequent claim of the turn causes a simultaneous turn. This is a case of the

current speaker's violation of the turn-taking system in Duncan's sense. An

example of the second cause of a simultaneous turn is as follows:

Il2l B: ^I suppose I ^mean 
*. pre^sVumably#*

A: *you 
^have some "p\ull* {with the ^m\anagement'do you#}#

(LLC, S.2.10: 775-76)

Here A starts his turn after B's "I mean" which is by no means a turn-yielding

signal in Duncan's terms. A's sudden intemrption also causes a simultaneous turn

and this is a case of current auditor's violation of the turn system in Duncan's

sense.

(3) Discourse Approach

Stenstrdm's discourse approach summarises three reasons for the occurrence of

intemrption in conversation, which are also relevant to this study. According to her

observation, when B is listening to A's speech, B may intemrpt A in the following

three situations:

(a) B has got the impression that A has nothing more to say;

(b) B thinks that she or he has got the message and that there is no need

for A to elaborate;

(c) B wants to speak up at a particular point in the on-going talk, before

it is too late.

(Stenstnim, 1994: 73-7 4)
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t13l A: ... well his manner appealed to me

B:m
A: y\es *((I .I))*
B: *I can see thatx if you dVdn't . get \on with it

(LLC, Sl.5: 126-134)

tl4l Female: but I uh asked my physics professor if I couldn't chan*ge that*
Male: *don't* touch that

Female: what

Male: I've got everything jus'how I want it in that notebook, you'll screw
it up leafin' through it like ttrat

(West & Zmmerman, 1983: 105)

Here in [13], B's "r can see that" overlaps with "I . I" in A's preceding turn.

Maybe B has got A's message before it is spoken and therefore manages to silence

A and take the turn. In [4], B intemrpts A all of a sudden because he wants to

stop B from spoiling his notebook before it is too late.

As to the causes of other kinds of simultaneous speech such as backchannels,

Hatch (1992) stresses the speakers' psychological need of backchannels. She savs

When we begin a conversation, we expect that others wish to converse
with us and will value what we have to say. In part, we judge this
willingness in terms of backchannel signals. ... (such) overlaps will let
the speaker know that he or she is not talking to the wall -- everyone is
participating.

(Hatch, 1992:49-53\

In summary, Sacks et al.'s approach is explained by the projectability of speech

which is based on those so-called "transition-rerevance places"; Duncan's approach

emphasises the speakers' turn-signals which are composed of a set of linguistic and

non-linguistic cues; and Stenstrtim's approach is more interested in the value of

information developing in a conversational discourse. All of them explain the

causes of simultaneous'speech to some extent. Yet the problem is how such
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transition-relevance places are signalled, represented by the speaker and recognised

by the hearer, or how the hearer can know that the current speaker has no more to

say. This problem leads to further examination of the linguistic context in which

simultaneous speech is likely to occur.

2.3.2 THE LINGUISTIC ENVIRONMENT ASSOCIATED

WITH SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

With regard to the Iinguistic environment associated with simultaneous speech,

previous research is mainly concerned with linguistic contexts in which intemrption

is likely to occur, yet the findings are interesting enough to extend to other kinds of

simultaneous speech.

Sacks et al.'s study (1974) includes the syntactic context of overlap. It assumes

that every speaking turn is realised by one or more flrrn-constructional units and the

boundaries of these units are defined as having transition relevance. Constructional

units are syntactic, where the range of unit types is demarcated by grammatical

categorisation. They "turn out to be 'possible completion points' of sentences,

clauses, phrases, and one-word constructions" (ibid: 721). In other words, it is the

completion of any syntactic construction that provides hearers with an opportunity

to take the turn. eg.

[l5] old man: Th' Funfair changed it 'n *ah*ful lot +didn't it+
Parky: *Th-* +That -+

Note:
(cited by Sacks et al., 1974:7ZI)

The marker "+" here indicates a second case of simultaneous speaking which
occurs immediately after the first case marked with ..*".
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t16l A: we just came in from Alexandria, just got home and *these winds*
B: *mm hm*
A: were so bad we're gettin scared again heh

B: no, *we doh -*
A:*and we* wondered whether we should go to a motel or something
B: no, you stay right where you are ...

(cited by Sacks et al. 1974:72t)

Here in [15], the next two turn-starts made by Parky come at the first possible

transition-relevance place (ie. a phrasal boundary) and the next possible transition-

place (ie. a tag question boundary). In il61, A finishes two turn-constructional

units before B comes in, A comes back in after a first-lexical-unit (ie. after B's

word "no"), and B comes back in at the first possible completion of a first-

sentential-unit (see Sacks et al., 1974:721). Yet Sacks et al. do not describe and

demonstrate those syntactic boundaries in detail; they do not define the concept of

"possible completion point", neither do they take full account of those overlaps

which happen to start at non-unit boundaries.

An adjacency pair is another syntactic construction which could elicit overlap in

Sacks et al.'s turn-taking system. They considered that

the turn-taking machinery includes as one component a set of
procedures for organising the selection of 'next speakers', and, as

another, a set of procedures for locating the occasions on which
transition to a next speaker may or should occur. ... It is within any
current utterance that possible next speaker selection is accomplished,
and upon possible completion of any current utterance that such
selection takes effect and transition to a next speaker becomes relevant.

(Schegloff & Sacks, 1973: 293)

That being the case, adjacency pairs such as an exchange of .,Bye-bye", the overall

structural organisation such as a greeting exchange, a terminating exchange or

asking a question; and the pre-closing markers such as ,,well, ok, so,' (with
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downward intonation contours) can all initiate a closing section or can be a

transition-relevance plac.e. This is the mechanism of turn-shifting on the curent

speaker's side.

Correspondingly on the next speaker's side,

a recipient of some ongoing talk has the technical capacity to produce

his talk with precision in relation to that ongoing talk, because a current
speaker may position some objects within his utterance by reference to
the recipient's capacity for and orientation to precision placement of his

responsive talk.

(Jefferson, 1973:49)

117l (at the end of Jean and Mel's conversation)

Jean: thank you *Mel*

Mel: *Thank you* #Jean+

Jean: +Bye**bye*
Mel: *Bye+

(cited by Jefferson, 1973: 49)

This is an example of an adjacency pair. The first two turns form a pair and the

next two form another pair. When Jean says "thank you", she is producing the first

part of a pair which Mel can take as a possible completing point and expect that Jean

is going to stop after finishing it. So Mel overlaps Jean's turn and starts hers,

which turns out to be another adjacency pair being overlapped by Jean in the same

way. Jefferson calls this.a case of precision timing in tag-position addressing

terms. Let us consider another example.

tlSl Louise: No a soshe is someone who *is a carbon copy of their
friend*

Roger: *drinks Peps*

(cited by Jefferson, 1973: 50)
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This is an example of "collaborative sentence" in which Roger finds just the place to

start up with a "completion" of Louise's as yet incomplete utterance, because

a recipient of some sort of ongoing utterance has the technical capacity

to select a precise spot to start his own talk "no later" than the exact

appropriate moment to place it so that it will sound like a "continuation"

of the prior/ongoing talk.

(Jefferson, 1973: 5l)

Here Jefferson emphasises the hearer's technical capacity of precise timing, but she

does not go further to explore why hearers have such a capacity and how they

actually make use of it.

Instead of examining the syntactic environment, Duncan and his colleagues (1972,

1973, 1974, 1977,1981, 1985) are more interested in the vocal signals and

gestures of the current speaker issued before the auditor's response. He identified a

number of turn signals at the end of phonemic clauses such as :

(a) using any pitch level --- terminal juncture combination other than intermediate

pitch level at the end of a phonemic clause;

(b) drawing out the final syllable or on the stressed syllable of a phonemic clause;

(c) using sociocentric sequences such as one of several stereotyped expressions like

"but uh", "or something" or "you know" to tail off the nrrn;

(d) dropping in paralinguistic pitch and/or loudness in conjunction with one of the

sociocentric sequences described above;

(e) completing a grammatical clause, involving a subject-predicate combinafion.

Duncan's studies show a very high correlation (.987) between the number of

speaking turn signal displays and the auditors' response. Duncan mainly

addresses the normal and smooth turn-taking signals. Further research is needed to

explore the relation between speakers' turn-yielding signals and hearers' turn-

bidding signals in particular, and this is a primary focus of the present research.
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As to the placement of backchannels in conversarion, Bublitz (1988: 183 ) suggests

that it is subject to very few restrictions in terms of placement. It may be given

during a "planning" and "breathing" pause of the current speaker or simultaneously

with the current speaker's utterance. That is, it may occur at any position in an

utterance. However, it occurs less frequently at the initial words in a speaker

constnrction. According to Duncan(1972), the current speaker's within-turn signal

may precede the auditor's backchannel. Such within-turn signals are either

linguistic or paralinguistic: (a) a syntactic signal, ie. the completion of a grammatical

clause. (b) a head direction, ie. the current speaker turns his or her head towards

the auditor, from a previously "away" position. Although a bodyJanguage feature

cannot be analysed in the present computer corpus, fuither research is needed to see

if there are particular lexical or prosodic signals which could elicit backchannels.

In summary, the present study accepts Sacks et al.'s concept of a unit-type

boundary, but goes further by extending it to a different level of language. It
assumes there should be at least three levels of unit-type boundary --- prosodic,

lexical (at a discoursal level) and grammatical --- existing in the current speaker's

turn. Each of them displays signals or cues which serve as transition-relevance

places for the hearers to start simultaneous speech. It is also assumed that the three

levels of boundary markers combine together so as to create a stronger signal

eliciting the hearers' response. The present study also addresses the problem of

why some cases of simultaneous speech occur at non-unit-boundary places. It is

expected that the concept of projectability and the complementary distribution of

some boundary markers will help to answer this question. All this leads to a further

exploration of linguistic features within simultaneous speech.
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2.3.3 THE LINGUISTIC DEVICES AND STRATEGIES

ASSOCIATED WITH SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Previous studies of the linguistic devices and strategies used in simultaneous speech

are mainly related to turn-bidding or turn-competing phenomena. In terms of

prosodic devices, French & Local (1986: 158-178) address more basic questions of

how intemrptions are produced and responded to. They extend an analytic

consideration to the ways that participants make use of prosodic features in the

design of their overlapped speech and find that high pitch and high volume provide

a powerful resource for the achievement of turn-competitive intemrptions. eg.

tlgl A: ... we're trying to adapt it to *make it better*
B: *plus:::::* to keep her ...

<h.......h>

<f........f>

(cited by French & Local, 1986: 173)

I20l P: I can have a fascinating conversation I mean it's a bonus I'm re*garded
as*

S: *I wonder - I wonder* how they start these things up ...
<h..............................h>

<f...............................f>

(cited by French & Local, 1986: 173)
Note:
<h...h> indicates a rise of pitch in the intemrpter's overlap; <f...f> indicates an
increase of loudness in the similar part of the overlap; "::::" indicates the prolonged
sound of [s] in "plus".

Similar findings also occur in studies by Duncan & Fiske (1977), Roger (1999),

Ng et al. (1993) which all indicate that turn-competitive interruptions are

prosodically marked, and that features like rapid speech rate and higher vocal

amplitude are associated with successful intemrption, because such features make

turn transitions highly salient to participants and hence gaining the floor to speak is

made easier.
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In terms of lexical devices, attention has been paid to the initial words or phrases

for intemrpting speech. Schegloff (1987:74) identifies some intemrption markers

such as "wait a minute" er "oh" which are used to announce that an intemrption has

thereby started. He also identifies some pre-placed appositionals, which he calls an

"initial-to-the-turn". These include "well", "but", "so" "y' know", "yeah" etc.

which can be placed at the beginning of a turn, when the second speaker begins to

overlap so as to absorb the overlap with prior tums without impairing an actual turn

beginning.

[2ll Ken: you know the new fad in uh in about seven years will be women

smoking cigars you - because before it used to be all men were

smoking cigarettes *and they* -
*well so* +you'll be smoking a cigar in seven years+

+waita minute+
*I don't care*
*waita minute* they had a -

(cited by Jefferson, 1973: 80)

Here Al's "well so" and Ken's "waita minute" are all lexical signals for a start of

intemrption. Although Schegloff considers these lexical signals as devices for

minimising the gap and overlaps in conversation (because he regards overlaps and

intemrptions as abnormal), we can, from another angle, investigate those items as

lexical or discourse devices which are used for turn-bidding.

From a discoursal point of view, stenstrcim (1994:73-74) pointed out two primary

speech acts frequently occurring in cases of taking a turn by intemrpting. "Alerts"

initiate intemrption with words like "hey", "listen", "look" (usually in a separate

tone unit and in a falling tone). "Metacomments" start by saying "Can I just tell

...", of "could I halt you there..." or "Let me just ...", etc. Ail these can be

discourse markers for initiating a turn-bidding speech act.

AI:

Ken:

AI:

Ken:
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French & Local found that repetition is an important pragmatic strategy for making

successful turn-competition. They said:

there are ... non-prosodic features of talk which recur---more variably

and sporadically - in the in-overlap portions of intemrptions. In
particular, it appears that interrupters utilise resources of sound

sustention and repetitious incomplete syntax in displaying their turn-

requirements from within overlap.

(French & Local, 1986: 173)

If we examine [9] and [20] again, the intemrpter sustains the final sound segment

of the initial in-overlap component "plus:::::" and repeats the pattern of "I wonder- I

wonder", which all indicate that he has something to say on the matter being

addressed by the turn-occupant and that the saying of it is attendant upon the turn-

occupant's completion. Such features will last until the intemrpter has gained sole

occupation of the floor. This is similar to Sacks et al.'s "repair" mechanism in

dealing with abnormal turn-exchange cases such as mistiming the next attempt to

start a turn or intemrption. That is, after the simultaneous speech, either the

intemrpter or the intemrptee may partially repeat their incomplete sentence structure

so ils to restart the turn. However, the repetition mentioned above only relates to

those cases occurring in a self-repetition or self-repair and those occurring within or

after the overlap. It is assumed in the present study that even those repetitions

occurring at the initial pait of the overlap, ie. the hearer's repetition of the current

speaker's word or sentence pattern, can be significant in revealing the turn-taking

mechanism.

As for the linguistic features of backchannels (or "hearer signals" in Bublitz's

rerms), Bublitz (1988: 184) has argued that:
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(a) Prosodically, it is a characteristic feature of a hearer signal that its nuclear tone is

lower than the nuclear tone of the preceding or simultaneously uttered syllable

and that it is usually spoken with either falling or level intonation contour.

Moreover, it is always spoken with reduced loudness, ie. at a lower volume

than the preceding or simultaneous utterance and never heavily stressed.

(b) Lexically, hearer signals consist of short forms, usually monosyllables which

constitute a closed paradigm consisting of "yes" and a number of variants like

"yeah", "yep", "uhuh", "mhm" or "mm" or a few short forms such as "I sge" or
"Oh, really" (with falling nuclear tone).

t22l B: b=e awsy from home thVen until at \any rate the \end of *-* about the

end of \August --

A: *=m*

(cited by Bublitz, 1988: 176)

In 1221, A is backchannelling during a pause made by B. The single syllable sound

"m" is at level tone which is lower than the preceding stressed and falling-toned

word "end" in B's utterance.

AII the above findings are significant for further studies of simultaneous speech.

They raise new issues such as how far such linguistic devices and strategies can

extend to a larger scale data base of English conversation in different domains; how

often they are used by participants of different status and gender; or if there are

other important prosodic, discoursal features and pragmatic strategies used in

simultaneous speech and how they coexist in conversation.

2.4 SOCIOLINGUISTIC FEATURES OF
SIMULTANBOUS SPEECH

Some kinds of simultaneous speech such as intemrptions have long been a disputed

issue in social communication research. There have been many studies of
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sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic aspects, particularly in terms of the association

of simultaneous speech with gender, age, participants' relationship and culture.

2.4.1 INTERRUPTION AND GENDER

According to a comprehensive survey of the studies of intemrption related to gender

(James & Clarke, 1993:230-280), the traditional assumption that males make more

intemrptions than females in mixed-gender conversation (in order to achieve male

dominance and control) has been strongly challenged. This survey refers to

research in which the great majority of observed intemrptions have no distributional

difference associating to gender. In some cases, they even occur more in female

than in male conversation (see Kennedy & camden: 1983, Tannen: 1984, 1989,

Stubbe: l99l). These surveys also show that females' intemrptions function

differently from males'. The former seem more involved, supportive and

cooperative. Yet there has not been any particular study made to find out whether

male or female speakers use different linguistic devices and strategies in making

intemrptions and other kinds of simultaneous speech.

2.4.2 INTERRUPTION AND CONTEXT

It is normally accepted that the occurrence of interruption is associated with

communicative settings. Edelsky (1981) studied intemrption in a series of faculty

committee meetings and found that task-based conversation (ie. report talk) is less

likely to invite intemrption than free conversarion (ie. rapport talk). Coates (1989)

showed that intemrption occurs more in private conversation than in conversation in

the public domain, which is similar to the findings of Tannen's research (1990) on

family conversations. However, such comp:Lrative studies have not as yet extended

to domains such as non-face-to-face conversation and public radio discussion, in

which the stylistic differences of intemrption courd be significant.
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2.4.3 INTERRUPTION AND POWER

The status or power of a person can be displayed by his or her dominance or

control in speaking, and intemrption is usually regarded as a reliable and objective

indicator. Roger & Schumacher (1983: 700-705) tested l8 pairs of unacquainted

speaker dyads in three conditions designed to reflect the complementarity of the

dominance predispositions of partners: "high-low" (complementary) and "high-

high" and "low-low" (noncomplementary). They found that the significantly higher

rates of intemrption for the "high-high" dyads emerged only after an initial period

during which the three dyadic conditions did not differ from one another. That is,

when speakers are still strangers to each other, there are constraints on intemrpting,

thus indicating that shared social norms governing turn-taking do indeed limit

potentially offensive behaviour, such as intemrpting in noncomplementary pairs

during the initial stages of acquaintanceship. Ng et al. (1993) studied the

intemrption distribution in group conversation among unacquainted participants and

found that speakers who have a greater proportion of aggregate speaking turns tend

to have more intemrption-turns in speaking, thus indicating that the manner in

which speakership is gained contributes to an impression of influence. Moreover,

Goldberg (1990: 900) identified a relationally neutral intemrption outside the

traditionally defined power-carrying continuum. He designated intemrption as

relational acts of neutrality, power, or rapport, and claims that intemrptions are

indicative of interpersonal relations other than dominance. His research encourages

further study of intemrption distribution among participants with different status

and age.
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2.4.4 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH AND ETHNIC OR

CULTURAL BACKGROUND

In the past few years, a number of cross-cultural studies have addressed the use of

conversational mechanisms related to speakers with different cultural background.

Their interest seems to centre on the contrast between western and oriental cultures.

Results from three studies of conversation between native American English

speakers and native Japanese speakers using English (Maynard: 1986, White:

1989, Murata: 1994) show that native Japanese speakers seem to make fewer

intemrptions than native English speakers, especially in terms of intrusive

interruption. However, the fact that Japanese speakers make many more

backchannels than English speakers may be due to: (a) the greater frequency of

certain Japanese linguistic environments (eg. more short clause boundaries) that

favour backchannels, (b) the Japanese honorific system (eg. more consideration in

social status and intimacy of relationship), (c) the Japanese linguistic system (eg.

less tolerance of redundancy), and (d) the lack of fluency in English of the Japanese

participants. The study made by Tao and Thompson (1991), which compares

backchannels in conversations between English-dominant Chinese and Mandarin-

dominant Chinese, shows that the former type of Chinese speakers tend to make

more backchannels @oth in English and in Mandarin) than the latter type of Chinese

speaker, thus indicating interference from the second (now dominant) language on

the first.

The above findings reveal an interesting issue concerning the relationship between

culture and language. Although some conversational mechanisms are universal,

their actual applications are culturally specific. This is particularly the case when

people are communicating in a foreign language. The present study explores this

phenomenon by comparing the conversation of native English speakers' with that

of native Chinese speakers in order to find out how the speakers' cultural nonns or
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the speakers' foreign language proficiency are transferring and interfering, either

positively or negatively, in their use of simultaneous speaking devices in

conversation.

2.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed a number of issues arising from earlier research. They

include the classification of simultaneous speech, the pragmatic foundation, the

linguistic environment and language devices and strategies associated with

simultaneous speech. It also reviewed the literature about the association between

simultaneous speech and its communicative context and the interlocutor's gender,

status and cultural background. The present research will go further to see whether

the findings of the previous research can be supported by quantitative data from a

substantial corpus of English speech and whether such a large corpus can reveal

new information about the simultaneous speech phenomenon as a whole and of the

five categories of simultaneous speech in particular.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

After reviewing formal and functional approaches to simultaneous speech in

Chapter II, the present chapter gives an account of the methods and procedures

designed for this study. First, the reason why the present research used a computer

corPus as the source of data is explained. Then the English corpus used as the

basis for linguistic analysis, the London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English (LLC) is

introduced. Thirdly, the method used for compiling a subcorpus from the LLC, the

coding system used to annotate this subcorpus, and the procedures used for data

retrieval are outlined. Finally a complementary case study of Chinese conversation

for comparison with the English corpus is described.

3.I SOURCES OF DATA

3.1.1 A COMPUTER CORPUS AS A SOURCE OF DATA

Much of the research reviewed in Chapter 2 has been limited, either in terms of the

data sources, or in terms of the method of analysis. Some qualitative studies (eg.

French & Local: 1986, Tannen: 1990) have made detailed observations of a number

of examples of intemrption or focused on intemrption in a single case study. Their

findings have been based on authentic language data but are Iimited in size and lack

quantitative results. other experimental studies (eg. Duncan: 1972, Ng et al.,
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1993) have obtained results supported by statistical analyses, but their findings are

based on non-natural language data. That is, their data comes from recorded speech

produced spontaneously, but the situation in which it was elicited was

experimentally contrived and designed especially for producing the particular data

the researchers wanted. Although quantitative studies are extremely valuable as a

means of empirically testing a number of stereotypes and hypotheses and providing

consistent evidence of clear trends, they can fail to capture adequately the

complexities inherent in any analysis of interactional data. On the other hand,

although qualitative analysis can provide a basis for developing appropriate

classification systems, adding a valuable perspective to the interpredation of results,

it is usually based on limited data.

Moreover, the studies mentioned above have usually concentrated on one kind of

simultaneous speech (eg. intemrption) or on one dimension of its linguistic features

(eg. the amplification of the speaker's voice) or on one aspect of its function (eg.

supportive and non-supportive intemrption). AII of this is necessary but there

appears to be a lack of a comprehensive global study of simultaneous speech which

regards it as an important part of the interlocutors' strategic behaviour. Nor have

there been studies which explore the association between the teaching of foreign

languages and the training of non-native language learners in effective

communication. From an applied linguistic point of view, a study of a particular

language phenomenon first of all needs to elicit a true and comprehensive picture of

this phenomenon, then describe and generalise its patterns or features, explore their

functions, and finally draw out implications for language teaching and learning. In

this sense, a computerised corpus which can provide a potentially large source of

data for analysis is particularly appropriate as a basis for research.

Nowadays, computerised corpora are playing a more and more important role in

modern linguistic research because of their ability to provide huge amounts of data
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for analysis with accuracy and speed. With the availability of computerised corpora

since the 1960s, they have been recognised and explored as a source of

systematically retrievable data, a testbed for linguistic hypotheses and a useful tool

in applied linguistics. As Aijmer & Altenberg (1991:3) point out, "corpus

linguistics has developed into an important framework where description, model-

building and practical application prosper side by side." The main reasons lie

behind the use of a computer corpus in this study include its value as a source of

data for linguistic description, the application arising from the description and its

contribution to research methodology.

(f ) The Descriptive Function of Corpus Analysis

The advantages of using computer colpora for the description of a language are

twofold: (a) to provide a large and possibly representative data source; (b) to

describe a language phenomenon in a comprehensive way. In other words, in

dealing with a language phenomenon, or a language item, a computer corpus

analysis not only tells us what it is like and how it is constructed, but more

importantly, it can also tell us how often it is used and how it is actuallv used in

different contexts by different people.

Firstly, a systematic collection of authentic language data can provide a more

realistic foundation for the study of language than earlier types of material, a fact

which has given new impetus to descriptive studies of the English language in

terms of prosody, lexis, syntax and discourse. It also provides a fruitful basis for

comparing linguistic variation and stylistic properties of texts and genres. Since the

availability of the two eadiest computerised corpora, the Brown Corpus (Francis &

Kucera: 1964) and the LOB Corpus (Johansson et al.:1978) collected respectively

one million words of American and British written texts published in 1961,

covering 15 different genres of written English, there have been many studies

undertaken. In the 1980s, the first large publicly available computerised corpus of
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spoken English, the London-Lund Corpus (Svartvik & Quirk: 1980), provided

500,000 prosodically transcribed words of spoken British English from the 1960s

to 1980s, whose varieties ranged from formal to informal, private to public,

monologue to multi-party discussion. In the 1990s an even larger spoken corpus

has been compiled as part of the [ritish National Corpus (BNC). The International

Corpus of English (ICE), consisting of varieties of English from l9 major English

speaking countries or regions in the world, with one million words of spoken and

written texts in each variety, is under development. When finally completed, it will

be extremely valuable for studies which compare the English used in different

genres or in different regional or sociolinguistic varieties and will faiilitate research

on English across cultures as well (see Greenbaum: l99l; Kennedy: 1996).

secondly, a computer corpus offers a chance to describe a language in many

dimensions. As language is a system with different structural layers --- prosodic,

lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and so on --- each layer can contribute its

role in fulfilling a certain function. A comprehensive description of the features of

different layers can reveal how these features are coordinated in fulfilling a language

function. For this reason, any study with only one layer of language features can

be relatively limited. However, computer corpora, especially those grammatically

tagged or prosodically annotated, have opened up possibilities to address this

problem. For example, in studying a number of lexical items peculiar to spoken

English, stenstrdm (1990: 137-l7G) studied a discourse marker "really" as a

starting point. She first looked for its text frequency in a large corpus both in

spoken and written texts and found that a remarkable difference in distributional

frequency of "really" makes it a salient feature of conversation. Then to explore its

ecology in both corpora, she identified five functions of "really", some grammatical

and some discoursal. Furthermore a concordance analysis revealed its different

positions in the utterances or sentences and its different prosodic realisations

associated with each of the grammatical or discoursal functions. All this contributes
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to a full picture of "really", showing its multi-functions and multi-dimensional

features in real use, thus deepening our understanding of the working of the

language. Such descriptions have various applications including improving the

design and content of the curriculum for language teaching purposes (see Sinclair &

Renouf: 1988, Kjellmer:1992 and Kennedy: 1992).

(,2) The Effect of Corpus Analysis on Research Methodology

The availability and use of computerised corpora have led to the development of

more sophisticated research methodology. Many tasks which previously had to be

done by hand can now be achieved automatically or semi-automatically by means of

computer software, because no corpus, however large in size, could be of any use

to a researcher until it could be accessed through a search and retrieval facility. In

return, the development of such computer programs and software will contribute to

the creation of probabilistic models of language and to the testing of theoretically

motivated Iinguistic models.

As summarised by Lancashire (1995: 95):

Researchers opt to use a corpus for the purpose of generalising about

language behaviour. Unlike introspection or elicitation, linguistic
corpora shared among researchers make it possible for them in public
(and without having to be a native speaker) to verify all results, to turn
to the same data source repeatedly for many kinds of language features,

to compare studies of different features, and to analyse language across

time and across register, tasks not well served by other methods.

Because of advantages such as these, a computer corpus approach has become

important for research in modern linguistic study. According to the comprehensive

ICAME bibliography from the 1960s to 1990s made by Altenberg (1991 , lgg3),

over 1000 corpus-based studies have been undertaken on the bases of the published

and unpublished computer corpora, covering various aspects of language such as
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prosody, lexicon, syntax and discourse. To take the London-Lund Corpus of

Spoken English (LLC) as an example, since it was first published in 1980 and

supplemented in 1990, over 150 studies have been made with it. Some of the

major ones have included Aijmer's (1984) research on some discourse items of

spoken English, Biber's (1986) comparative study of spoken and written language,

Altenberg's (1987) study on prosodic patterns and boosters in discourse and

Stenstrtim's (1994) latest published work on spoken interaction. Other studies

have been made on such features as intonation, speech rate and turn-taking.

Achievements in this area have greatly enriched our understanding of spoken

language and enlarged the scope of research on aspects of discourse analysis,

stylistics and grammar. Yet, in comparison with studies on written corpora, studies

on spoken corpora are very small in number. There is still a great deal of room for

further exploration. The present study analyses simultaneous speech in a

subcorpus of the LLC on a larger scale than previously attempted. The methods

and procedures used in data coding, retrieval and analysis will be discussed in the

Iater part of this chapter.

3.1.2 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LONDON.LUND

coRPUS (LLC)

The present study has chosen the London-Lund Corpus of spoken English (LLC)

as the linguistic database. The LLC derives from two projects. The first is the

Survey of English Usage (SEU) at University College London, launched in 1959

by Randolph Quirk. The second project is the Survey of Spoken English (ssE),

which was started by Jan Svartvik at Lund University in 1975 as a sister project of

the London Survey. Early in 1980, the first copies of the computerised version of

the spoken part of the SEU became available as the London-Lund Corpus (LLC:o),

consisting of 87 texts totalling some 435,000 words. Early in 1990, the completed

version (LLC:c), with 13 more rexts of the sEU added to LLC:o became publicly
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available. The complete LLC consists of approximately 500,000 words of spoken

British English recorded from 1953 to 1987, divided into 100 texts with

approximately 5000 running words for each. The overall structure of the LLC is

displayed in Table 1.

Table I Structure of the London-Lund Corpus

Dialogue

(76 texts)

Monologue

(24 texts)

conversation

(54 texts

6 non-surreptitious)

public discussion

(22 texts

all non-surreptitious

66 males

28 female)

spontaneous

(17 texts)

prepared

(7 texts)

face to face

(42 texts

118 male

68 female)

telephone

(12 texts

100 male

202female)

all non-surreptitious

I 19 male

8 female

35 between equals

7 berween disparates

7 between equals

5 between disparates

13 between equals

9 between disparates

;";; =;ffi 
, ffi=; ;;;;il;;;;: = = = = = = = = = = =

setting of Recording: 52 non-surreptitious texts, 48 surreptitious texts;

Speakers' relationships: 55 conversation between equals, 2l between disparates;

Participants' gender:403 male,306 female,709 speakers in total.

_---------____
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The reasons for using the LLC as the database for the present study are as follows:

(a) In the LLC different varieties of spoken British English are included from

different speech domains and communicative settings. The collection involves

monologues, dialogues and multi-party conversations and includes political

speeches, sports commentaries, lectures, interviews, public discussions and

private conversations. The settings involve face-to-face talk and non-face-to-

face talk, both formal and informal. All these varieties provide a picture of

spoken British English in use, which is broad enough for a wide range of

studies. The more recent corpora such as the British National Corpus (BNC)

use wider sociolinguistic coverage but were not yet available for the present

research. When this study began, the LLC was quite simply the biggest

available computerised corpus of prosodically analysed spoken English on

which to undertake research on simultaneous speech.

(b) Conversations between equal, intimate speakers are distinguished from those

between disparate, distant speakers, because "the gradient between intimacy and

distance was found to affect very strikingly the kind of language used in

conversation" (svartvik & Quirk, 1980: l0-l l). Moreover, every speaker,s

identity is marked out in terms of his or her age, gender, occupation or status,

thus making it possible to involve sociolinguistic factors in research based on the

corpus.

(c) Suneptitiously recorded and non-surreptitiously recorded data are differentiated,

because "the presence of a microphone is important to move the speaker in the

direction of careful formal speech, whether or not the matter was being

broadcast or on a domestic machine" (svartvik & euirk, 1980: I l). Although

the method of recording speech without the speakers being aware of it was

acceptable in the 1960s and early 70s, such a method of surreptitious recording
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is now rarely considered to conform to contemporary ethical standards in

research on human subjects.

(d) Prosodic transcription is a particularly valuable characteristic of the LLC. About

100 prosodic and paralinguistic features have been marked in the full

transcription version of the LLC (see Svartvik, 1990: l5); while the reduced

transcription of the computerised LLC:c, ie. the version of LLC being used in

the present study, still retains more than 50 prosodic and paralinguistic features,

such as tone units (including the subdivision where necessary into subordinate

tone units), onsets (the first prominent syllable in a tone unit), loc'ation of nuclei,

direction of nuclear tones (falls, rises, levels, fall-rises, etc), boosters (ie.

relative pitch levels), two degrees of pause (brief and unit pauses alone or in

combination) and two degrees of stress (normal and heavy). Also indicated ate

speaker identity, simultaneous talk, contextual coflrments ("laughs", "coughs",

"telephone rings", etc) and incomprehensible words (ie. where it is uncertain

what is said in the recording). AII these markers are particularly relevant to the

present study in describing the multi-layer linguistic features of different

categories of simultaneous speech.

The LLC was the biggest prosodically transcribed corpus until the mid 1990s and

has been an unrivalled resource for the study of spoken English. Yet for the

specific purpose of the present study, a further selection from this database was

necessarv.

3.1.3 A SELECTION OF A SUBCORPUS FROM TTTE LLC

As the present study concentrated on simultaneous speech, some data from the LLC

was not relevant. Therefore a selection of texts had to be made to form a subcorpus

subject to the following considerations:
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(a) The subcorpus had to exclude all the monologues of the LLC but include dyadic

conversations and multi-party conversations, because only in these conversations

is it possible for simultaneous speech to occur.

(b) The dyadic conversations and multi-party conversations had to be further

restricted to private conversation, group discussion, radio discussion and

telephone conversation. Public interviews such as radio interviews had to be

excluded, because such interviews are usually prepared or planned (at least on

the side of the interviewer) and the "speaking turns" are likely to be allocated by

the person who is in charge of the interview. An interaction in which the role of

an interviewer is to ask while the role of an interviewee is to answer is less likelv

to invite naturalistic intemrption.

(c) In order to obtain more authentic data and data which were fully prosodically

transcribed, the subcorpus included in the present study used as much as

possible those conversations which were surreptitiously recorded and

prosodically transcribed. Yet authenticity is a matter of degree. The speaker's

awareness of being recorded could reduce the degree of authenticity of the data.

According to the compilers' description (see Svartvik & euirk, l9g0: 26), in

conversations which involved both surreptitious and non-surreptitious speakers,

the non-surreptitious speakers usually had been given the task of keeping the

conversation going. Therefore, their utterances were not prosodically transcribed

because of this special role, and their spoken words were not included by the

original compilers in the total word count of the text. But in conversations such

as radio discussion, in which all speakers were non-surreptitiously recorded, all

of their utterances were still prosodically transcribed and their spoken words

counted. Therefore the present subcorpus also included some radio discussions

though they were non-surreptitiously recorded. In identifying simultaneous
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speech, only those surreptitiously recorded or prosodically transcribed instances

were taken into account so that we can analyse the prosodic devices used by the

turn-bidders, turn-competitors and backchannel makers. However, there are still

some instances in which the overlapped speech on the curent speaker's side has

not been prosodically transcribed because he or she is a non-surreptitious

speaker. Therefore, when analysing the environmental features of simultaneous

speech in terms of prosody, only those prosodically transcribed instances were

taken into account.

(d) This study also addresses the distribution of simultaneous speech in different

speech domains and among speakers with different degrees of familiarity,

different status and gender. The subcorpus consists of 18 texts which are evenly

distributed in three speech domains: casual conversation, public discussion and

telephone conversation. Each domain consists of three texts from equal

conversation and three other texts from disparate conversation. Within the

category of disparate conversation, interlocutors are further classified as speakers

with higher status and speakers with lower status. A further description of these

classifications is in 3.3.4 (1). As to gender, although the LLC has more male

speakers than female speakers, (402 male vs. 306 female), an attempt was made

in the subcorpus selectqd for the present study to minimise such an imbalance to

some degree. It includes the speech of 113 females and 80 males, among which

57 females are involved in female-to-female conversation (F/F); 26 males are

involved in male-to-male conversation (M/lvI); 56 females and 54 males are

involved in male-to-female conversation (M/F). As it was difficult to collect

exactly equivalent samples for single- and mixed-gender conversation, the

research counted the total word count of conversation among females (F/F),

among males (M {) and between males and females (MlF) respectively and used

them for further analvsis.
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(e) In order to obtain data that is representative the subcorpus included speakers

from as wide a range as was possible, not only in terms of age, gender and

status, but also in terms of professions. As a result, the 193 speakers have

various professions and occupations. They include university lecturers,

secretaries, administrators, undergraduates, merchant bankers, housewives,

research workers, publishers, politicians, journalists, editors, counsellors and

social workers. Most of them are middle class professionals. This could be a

limitation in the data source in the study, yet it is imposed by the constraints of

the LLC itself.

With dl the considerations above, the subcorpus which was extracted from the LLC

was expected to be relevant, representative and suitable for the present research. A

detailed description of the subcorpus used in the present study is presented in

Table 2.

According to the LLC compilers' description (see Svartvik & Quirk, 1980: I l),

each text in the corpus contains approximately 5000 words. In the present study,

the total word count of each text was checked by computer so as to get accurate

totals of words in terms of social variables such as speech domain, familiarity

between interlocutors and speakers' status and gender. This was done for the

further analysis of the distributional frequency of different categories of

simultaneous speech in relation to different social variables (for detail see 3.3.4).

In the present study the total number of words only refers to the transcribed spoken

words, including those subaudible words such as ((yes)), but excluding those

untranscribable syllables such as ((sylls)), the text comments such as (laughs), and

the sounds like "@" or "m" in [@m] or\ @m ! in the original corpus.
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Table 2 Subcorpus of the LLC Used in the Present Study

Text Words Speakers Males Females

equal

sl.2 5&r 7 7 0

sl.9 4968 3 2 l
s2.10s489321

16098 13 llcasual

conversation

subtotal

disparate

5080 6

5006 6

4950 4

s3.

s3.

s3.

I
)
5

3

4

4

3

2

0

15036 l6 l1

31134 29

equal

s5.

s5.

s5.

3

4

4

3

4

6

2

2

I

4

5

8

5358 3

6545 5

4849 4

0

I

0

public

discussion

subtotal

16752 t2 ll
s6.

disparate 56.

s6.

4926 5

5397 5

4752 4

3

3

3

15075 14

3t827 26 t6 l0

equal

s7.

s7.

S8,

I

2

2

4801 33

4816 24

4756 2l

l0
7

3

23

17

l8
telephone

conversation

subtotal

14373 78

s9.

disparate 59.

s9.

4916 29

4621 25

4931 6

I

2

4

10

8

4

t9

t7
)

14468 60

2884t 138 42

TOTAL 18 91802 193 80 I 13

In summary, the 91802-word corpus shown in Table 2 is a relatively large body

of text for the study of prosody. It is domain-specific and broad enough to
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represent various linguistic features and patterns of different categories of

simultaneous speech. The limitations of the database are as follows:

(a) The speakers come from quite a narrow range in the population, because most

of'them have an academic background and belong to the middle class in British

society.

(b) Its classification of equal and disparate conversation is not very precise.

(c) Its identification of interlocutor's status, which is based mainly on professional

ranking and age, could be rather subjective.

(d) It does not contain equal-sized samples of male and female speech, whether in

single-gender or mixed-gender conversation.

However, these limitations are outweighed by its merits, being based on the fact

that the LLC was the largest available corpus of spoken English and the only large

one with the necessary prosodic transcription. The subcorpus has proved to be

relevant to the purpose of this study. Findings based on it can be valuable, both for

improving our understanding of the nature of English conversation and for English

teaching and learning. In order to cope with the limitations of the corpus, an

appropriate statistical method was chosen to interpret the resulting figures and a

cautious interpretation was made of the results.

3.2 DATA CODIFICATION

Computer software makes possible very rapid searching and retrieval of items from

a large corpus, but to make sorting and counting meaningful a great deal of manual

analysis is still necessary, or as Leech (1991: 15) put it, "A successful analysis

depends on a division of labour beiween the corpus and the human mind." In this

study the interaction between the human brain and the machine was a repeated

process of annotating the corpus and retrieving data. As a computer can only
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recognise a coded form instead of its actual meaning, the coding system must be

clearly defined so that thp retrieved data can be valid for further analysis.

This section discusses a set of criteria for identifying different categories of

simultaneous speech and for sorting out their environmental features, linguistic

devices/strategies and sociolinguistic features. In addition to those prosodic

markers which had already been marked in the original corpus (as shown on page

xiv), it was necessary to provide additional coding for the present subcorpus with

the system shown as follows, inserted at the initial point of the overlapped speech.

For convenience, this additional coding is also given on page xv.

Additional Coding of the Subcorpus

CurrentSpeaker's Overlapoer's
&d"- e

========================================================
Category of simultaneous speech
STB (successful turn-bidding)
UTB (unsuccessful tum-bidding)
BC (backchannelling)
STC (successfu I turn-competing)
UTC (unsuccessfu I turn-competing)

Vo

I

& ($ at the end)
tl

Identitv of soeakers
speaker with higher status
speaker with lower status
male speaker
female speaker

Environmental features
syntactic boundary
word boundary
address tag
hesitation marker
termination tag
emphasizer
connector

H
L
M
F

G
w
A
H
T
E
C

Pragmatic strategy
repetition R
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lll d:

c:

3.2.1 IDBNTIFYING SIMULTANEOUS SPEBCH

In the original LLC, all instances of simultaneous speech (or overlap) are marked

by a pair of asterisks "*". They include overlapped spoken words as well as

paralinguistic signals like laughs.or silent pauses. As there was no access to the

original recording of the LLC, the present study only concentrates on those verbal

or at least partially verbal cases of simultaneous speech. It excludes the following

non-verbal overlapped cases as follows:

(a) non-verbal on both sides:

A: .............*(laughs)*......

B: *(laughs)*

I I mean [@:m] on our own *(- laughs)*
*(- Iaughs)*

(LLC, 52.10: 943-9M)

Here, B and A's overlap is filled with laughter which does not reveal any linguistic

feature. Therefore it is a non-verbal overlap and not involved in this study.

(b) non-verbal on one side:

a. * *

B: *(laughs)*......

l}al C: thank you-*for the sherry*-

A: *(laughs - )* a great pleasure Dai.

(LLC, S1.9: 547-549)

Here, A overlaps C's speech with laughs. Although A continues to speak after the

overlap, it is not clear whether he is making turn-bidding by laughing or whether he

just starts his verbal turn after C has finished his. Hence it is not included as verbal

simultaneous speech.
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A:.............. *(laughs)*

t2bl C: may I borrow your floor ( . laughs) if you bring it back*(- laughs)*

B: *yes . bring it back* in good nick

( LLC, 52.10: 903-905)

Here, B starts speaking and gains his turn when C is laughing, but it is not clear

whether B has intemrpted C's turn. Maybe C has already finished his turn before

he laughs. Therefore, this case is not identified as verbal simultaneous speech

because of its formal appearance. However if the overlap (no matter on which side)

involves partially spoken words and partially paralinguistic signals, it is still

regarded as an example of simultaneous speech. eg.

[2c] B: ... about that . *that has come about has it*
A: *(laughs - ) ((so#))* oh yes you you know ...

(LLC, S1.9: 586-587)

Here, A's overlapped speech is initiated by laughter but is followed by a spoken

word "so", indicating A's turn-bidding overlap is partially paralinguistic and

partially verbal.

As mentioned in Chapter II, this research classified all verbal simultaneous speech

into five categories.

I
I l. successful turn-bidding (STB)
I

| 

2. unsuccessful turn-bidding (UTB)

Simultaneous Speech 

I 
3. successful tum-competing (STC)

| 
4. unsuccessful turn-competing (UTC)

I

l_5. backchannelling @C)
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Here STB, UTB and BC all involve the next speaker overlapping the prior

speaker. Therefore in this study, all prior speakers are called the current speakers

while all the next speakers are called the overlappers. In cases of STC and UTC,

there are two turn-competitors overlapping each other, hence they are both called

overlappers. The terms "current speaker" and "overlapper" are used in the rest of

the thesis, distinguishing the two sides (or two interlocutors) involved in

simultaneous speech.

Based on all verbal cases of simultaneous speech identified from the subcorpus,

additional annotation of each category of simultaneous speech wds carried out.

Formal criteria were mostly used but the annotation also took account of the content

of overlap in cases of ambiguity caused by formal similarities.

3.2.2 coDING SUCCESSFUL TURN.BIDDING (STB)

STB is identified by three criteria:

(a) The overlapper starts speaking when the current speaker has already spoken,

no matter how long he or she has spoken.

(b) The overlapper has a verbal overlap with the current speaker, no matter how

Iong it lasts.

(c) The overlapper continues to speak after the overlap, no matter how long he

or she continues.

The canonical formula of STB is:

A:.... *

B:

t3l B: ...so I gathered from Alec on the phone this morning *and [@:]*
A: *^and [@]* they ^they more or less . ^they more or less conc\eded...

(LLC, Sl.2: 154-161)
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Here, A starts speaking while B is speaking and thus causes a verbal overlap with

B. After the overlap, A continues while B stops in a typical example of STB.

However, if further simultaneous speech occurs immediately after the first overlap

ends, it does not show that the turn-bidder is successful because he or she has not

actually gained a single speaking turn (see the definition of turn in 2.2.1) eg

+

M: I ^know you're'very anxious "n\ot to dis'cuss *'stages ton/ight*
D: *n\o# but it ^isn't* +a 'question of th\at +
B: +(( it's ^simply 'coming 'back to that we're))+ not c\ompetent

to judge

(LLC, 55,6: lll5-lll8)

Here, D has broken off M's speech but he himself cannot actually gain a single

speaking turn, because he is immediately overlapped by B, the third speaker or the

second overlapper. Hence D's overlap is not a successful turn-bidding case, but

B's overlap can be regarded as STB.

Three non-alphabetical markers "&, Vo, $" were used to code all the instances of

STB after they were identified in the subcorpus. (See Figure 3) For example, [3]

above is further coded as:

B: so I gathered from Alec on the phone this morning %o*and. [@:]*
A: &*^and IO1*g they ^they more or less . ^they more or less conc\eded

(LLC, Sl.2: 154-16l)

Here "Vo" is put at the beginning of the current speaker's overlap, indicating the

start of being overlappedi "&tt is put at the beginning of the overlapper's speech,

indicating the start of STB; "$" is put at the end of the overlap, indicating the end

A:

B:

C:

t4l

ts1
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of simultaneous speech by the overlapper, who, of course then continues speaking

on his own.

3.2.3 coDING UNSUCCESSFUL TURN-BTDDTNG (UTB)

UTB shares the first two formal criteria of STB and only differs in the last criterion,

ie. after the simultaneous speech, the overlapper stops while the current speaker

continues to speak. The canonical pattern of UTB is:

16l B: ...the way that Mallet pres\ented them with "nev€ry [posib] *you

^kn=ow# when ^Mallet gets the*bit between his . t\eeth# .he

^brings in'every ...

A: *((^Aoh ^this is just 2 to 3 sylls))*

(LLC, Sl.2: 686-691)

Here A's speech overlaps current speaker B's speech, but A cannot gain the floor

because it is B who continues to speak after the overlap. Therefore it is a typical

instance of UTB. If the current speaker only has a silent pause during the overlap,

but it is obviously a pause within the speaking turn, it is still categorised as UTB

even though the overlapped part on the side ofthe current speaker is non-verbal. eg:

B: ((^whereas [m m m m])) . *. * ^my ^my point of v/iew# ((5 sylls..

A: *((^well))*

(LLC, Sl.2: 569-570)

Here, A overlaps B's brief pause with a stressed "well" which is usually a turn-

initiating marker. This indicates that A wants to say something. But B does not

t7)
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relinquish the floor after the overlap and continues the turn with a repeated and

emphatic use of "my point"; thus A's tum-bidding is regarded as UTB.

The non-alphabetical markers "ll" and "1" were used to code all instances of UTB in

the corpus, for example, [6] above is coded as:

t8l B: ...the way that Mallet pres\ented them with"^every [posib] l*you

^kn=ow# when ^Mallet gets the* bit between his . t\eeth# . he

^brings in "every ...

A: ll*((^Aoh ^this is just 2 to 3 sylls))*
(LLC, Sl.2: 686-691)

Here, "1" is put at the beginning of the current speaker's overlap, indicating the start

of being overlapped while "ll" is put at the beginning of the overlapper's speech,

indicating the start of an unsuccessful turn-bidding.

3.2.4 CODING BACKCIIANNELLING (BC)

BC shares the same formal criteria as UTB and differs only in that the content of the

overlapper's speech is always composed of a single sound such as "m", "mhm",

"uhuh", "aha", "yes", "yeatlt', "yep", "ok" or very short phrases like "I see", "All

right". eg:

t9l B: [@] ^what ldhi dhi] the *final {Unwardness}* \is# ^with ((with)) ...

O. *a[ml# . ^nm]#*
(LLC, Sl.2: 637-641)

Here, A's two "m"s are given as backchannels to B's turn, indicating A

understands or agrees with B's speech, but is not intemrpting B's speech. It is

therefore an instance of BC. As has been mentioned in 3.2.3, if the current

speaker's overlapped part is composed of a silent pause but is obviously a short

pause within the speaking turn, a brief feedback given by the overlapper in this
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interval is still categorised as BC, even though the overlapped part on the current

speaker's side is non-verbal. eg:

t10l A: that ^meeting of the eiecutive commVttee# (3 to 4 sylls)) * . * and I

^r\ang you# '** - *'& on the ^way to the /airpon# - and ...

l; *ay\es#*
g. **ny\ss#**

(LLC, Sl.2: 2-8)

Sometimes, a case of BC may appear as follows:

tl U a: I'll try to get through them before the *((sylls))*

C: *^y\es# that's ^r/ight# ^y\es#*
B: I. ^wVould I'think# if I ^weren't ex"\aminer'here# ((6 to 8 sylls))

(LLC, Sl.9: 110-ll6)

Here neither the current speaker "a" nor the overlapper C continues to speak after

the overlap, but Cns words are obviously a backchannel to speaker "a", and are

therefore still categorised as BC.

The coding of BC uses the non-alphabetical markers ">>" and'!" in the present

study. For example, [9] above is further coded as:

ll2l B: [@] ^what [dhi dhi] the >*final {\inwardness}* \is# ^with ((with)) .

O. ,r'rr[mJ# _ ^[\m]#*
(LLC, Sl.2: 637-640)

Here, ">" is put at the beginning of the current speaker's overlap, indicating the

start of being overlapped; ">>" is put at the beginning of the overlapper's speech,

indicating the start of BC.
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3.2.5 CODING SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL

TURN-COMPETTNG (STC & UTC)

STC is identified according to three criteria:

(a) The self-selected next speaker starts speaking after the prior speaker has

finished his or her turn.

O) The self-selected next speaker has a verbal overlap with another self-selected

next speaker, no matter how long it lasts. In other words, there are two

speakers starting to compete for the next turn at the same time.

(c) The self-selected speaker continues to speak after the overlap ends, no matter

how long he or she continues.

UTC shares the frst two formal criteria of STC and only differs in the last criterion,

ie. after the overlap, the unsuccessful turn-competitor stops speaking, while the

successfu I competitor continues.

The canonical pattern of STC and UTC is:

A:

B:*
C:*

tl3l C: I can recommend you a book

B: *^it's a "form of an"\analysis my "dear#'t

A: *^if you were'. ^if your were* if ^you were if ^you were sort of
unbdu'cated#

(LLC, 52.10:351-353)

Here, both B and A start speaking after the current speaker C has finished his turn.

They are competing for the next turn at the same time. Yet A is identified as a

successful turn-competitor because she continues to speak after the overlap ends

while B is identified as an unsuccessful turn-competitor because he stops after the

overlap ends. Here, the content of the UTC overlap is not taken into account,
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because even when the UTC ends at a completed utterance boundary, it is difficult

to judge whether the unsuccessful turn-bidder has actually finished his or her turn

during the overlap or whether he or she still wants to speak after the overlap.

Turn-competing usually occurs in multi-party conversation, but occasionally it may

occur in a two-party conversation, provided that the prior speaker has obviously

finished the speaking turn and there is an obvious pause before the next turn starts.

eg:

tl4l (B: ...but I ^haven't'brought it wVith me to'day#./ (- * - * laughs)

A. *^o\k#* _ )

B: +^so+
A: +^w\ell#+ . / ^I'll look tforward to'seeing you a'bout s\x#...

(LLC, S7.3d: 248-213)

Here, both speakers B and A start speaking at the same time after they finish their

prior turns respectively and then B laughs and A has a unit pause. In other words,

B and A are competing for a new turn after the laughs and pause. Therefore it is

also regarded as an instance of TC in which B's overlap is UTC, while A's overlap

is STC.

The non-alphabetical coding for the beginning of src and urc are "<<" and "<".

For example, [3] above is further coded as follows:

tl5l C: I can recommend you a book

B: <*^it's a "form of an"\alysis my "dear#*
A: <<*^if you were . ^if your were* if ^you were if ^you were sort

of - un\edu'cated#

(LLC, 52.10: 351-353)

Here "<" in B's speech signals the start of UTC while "<<" in A's speech signals

the start of STC.
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In summary, the identification and codification of different categories of

simultaneous speech were mainly based on formal criteria. The rationale for

adopting these formal criteria was that firstly, it made both annotation and retrieval

easier to carry out on a large linguistic corpus by computer. The present study is a

quantitative analysis of a corpus of over 90,000 words which involves over two

thousand cases of simultaneous speech. Even if there are a few instances with

alternative interpretations or classifications possible, the majority of instances

indicate a tendency for speakers to use some features and devices more than others.

Secondly, as the researcher did not have access to the recording tapes of the corpus

and there was no possibility of recovering the intentions of the original speakers, it

is difficult to judge whether a turn is actually finished, or whether one speaker is

actually intending to intemrpt the other. Some previous researchers such as Roger

et al. (1988) have tried to distinguish a successful intemrptor from an unsuccessful

intemrptor by examining whether or not a speech ends in a complete clause

boundary. However, the present researcher considers that even a complete clause

cannot indicate the completion of a turn if there is no audio or video evidence. In

such a situation, it is better to adopt a formal criterion to distinguish a successful

turn-bidder from an unsuccessful turn-bidder. That is, to see if he or she continues

to speak after the overlap, and to regard this as a sign of gaining the floor

successfully.

codification of the subcorpus using a set of non-alphabetical markers (eg. "&, vo,

$ , l, ll, >, >>, <, <<") to code different categories of simultaneous speech was

designed to obviate confusion in computer retrieval. Such markers highlight the

beginning and ending of each simultaneous speech instance, thus serving as sign

posts. They turned out to be very useful in retrieving the linguistic features in later

analysis. More detailed discussion on the data retrieval is in the following section.
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3.3 DATA RETRIEVAL

After the subcorpus had been coded, concordances, wordlists and statistics were

produced by the corpus analysis software --- the Oxford Concordance Program

(OCP). The data retrieval went through four stages:

(a) retrieval of overall distribution of different categories of simultaneous

speech.

(b) retrieval of environmental features which occur immediately before instances

of simultaneous speech in each category.

(c) retrieval of linguistic devices and strategies which are used by the

overlappers in different categories of simultaneous speech.

(d) retrieval of sociolinguistic features associated with different categories of

simultaneous speech.

Within each stage, the procedures were: first, identification of relevant features;

second, coding the features; and third, sorting the features by computer.

3.3.1 THE RETRIEVAL OF INSTANCES OF

SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

First, all instances of the five categories of simultaneous speech in the subcorpus

were retrieved by the computer as they had been coded with non-alphabetical

markers (see 3.2.2 to 3.2.5). For example, by searching for "&, ll, )), (("
as respective key words, the computer can retrieve all tokens of STB, LITB, BC,

STC in concordance files, thus displaying all examples of each category of

simultaneous speech on the overlapper's side, including the linguistic context

before and after the overlap. Similarly, by searching for "Vorl, >, <" as

respective key words, the computer can retrieve all tokens of the overlapped part on

the current speaker's side (or the other turn-competitor's side in a case of turn-
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competing), including the linguistic context before and after the overlap. The

concordance files present each instance of simultaneous speech on a horizontal line

as shown in [6] below.

tl6l
| 2 72O B ^since I was th\ere ((then# I Vo*^lis it#))'* ll &*^th.at's*$

^y\es# / that's...

[6] is an example of the output from this search procedure. This is a token of STB

in context, as obtained in a concordance for "&". The first six columns, ie. "l 2

720 8", contain the text reference. The rest of the line is a concordance text of the

STB. In the reference part, "l 2" means the data is from Sample l, Text 2 of the

LLC. "72O" is the tone unit number in which the STB occurs. "8" is the turn-

bidder, ie. the speaker who ufters those words immediately after "&". In the text

part, the speech is divided by a "lf in the middle. On its right is B, the

overlapper's speech. On its left is A, the current speaker's speech, which is the

linguistic context in which B's turn-bidding actually occurs.

When all simultaneous speech instances are displayed in such a format, a further

analysis can be made on the re-edited files for various linguistic features. To take

[6] as an example, if using "Vo" as a key word for retrieval, OCP can sort out the

environmental features in the part just before "Vo" (sea "^since I was th\ere ((then#

/' in [16]), such as the last tone unit structure, the last lexical word or phrase and

the last grammatical structure immediately before "Vo". lf using "Vo" arnd "&" as

key words for retrieval, OCP can sort out linguistic features within a text starting

from"Vo" and ending at "&" (see"%o*nlis it#))* ll &x" in [16]). This part of text

includes the linguistic features in the overlapped part on the current speaker's side

such as the occurrence of unclearly-heard cases (which may indicate the

diminishing amplitude) and the last tone unit structure before "&". Similarly, if
using "&" and "$" as key words for retrieval, OCP can sort out features within a
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text starting from "&" and ending in "$" (see "&*n1hat's*$" in [6]) which include

the linguistic features in the overlappers' simultaneous speech such as the prosodic

features and the lexical words immediately after "&", the last tone unit structure

immediately before "$" and the word and sentence pattern immediately after "$".

Briefly, OCP can produce wordlists or concordances or statistics for any defined

items.

However, not all features of simultaneous speech can be retrieved in the

concordance format as in the STB case above. In STB, the turn-bidder's beginning

word always overlaps at least the last word of the current speaker's turn, therefore

the concordance file can rcpresent the chronological order of the STB context as it is

in the original LLC. But in some instances of UTB or BC, their original format in

the corpus is as follows:

tlTal B: ^all this >*[@] -* ((4 to 5 syils)) . we'd

A: >>*^y\es# ^y\es#*
B: ((^already)) hAad the meeting#

(LLC, Sl.2: 139-l4l)

[8aJ B: ^what was she d\oing / ^wVorking - /
B: >>*^\oh# / ^quite g\ood#*

c: being nanny - >*to - . *an English family who ...

(LLC, 52.10: 878-882)

If using ">>t' as a key word, the computer can only make a concordance of the

above two examples as follows:

uTbl
| 2 150 A ^all this >*[@] -* ((4 to 5 sylls)) . we'd ll >>*^y\es#

^y\es#*/ ((^already)) h^ad rhe meeting#
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[18b]
2l0 882 B ^what was she d\oing# / ^wVorking#--ll >>*^\oh# / ^quite
g\ood#* / being nanny >*to - *an English family who ...

In order to retrieve the end feature ofthe overlapped part on the current speaker's

side in tl7bl and [18b], OCP defines 'n>>" as the key word in the concordance,

including words just before "))", ie. "((4 to 5 sylls))" in [7b] and "^what was

she d\oing#/ ^wVorking#--" in [8b]. Yet these are not valid data, because they are

not the exact words at the end of the overlapped part on the current speaker's side.

Therefore, a further editing was needed in such BC instances so that the overlapped

speech of the current speaker is aligned to the overlapper's initial word. With the

help of the pre-coded marker ">", the overlapped part on the current speaker's side

had to be moved to the front of the overlapper's speech so that the format was

changed as follows:

lrTcl
| 2 150 A ^all this >'F[@] -* ll >>*^y\es# ^y\es#* / ((^already)) hAad

the meeting#

[l8c]
2lO 882 B being nanny - >*to - .* ll >>*^\oh# / ^quite g\ood#* /

Only when all the simultaneous speech instances were displayed in this way was it

possible for the computer to retrieve the end feature of the overlapped part in the

current speaker's speech. Therefore, some further editing had to be undertaken at

this stage before retrieving the environmental features and linguistic devices

associated with UTC and BC.
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3.3.2 THE RETRIEVAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES

ASSOCIATED WITH SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

As part of the study, the linguistic features or patterns before the overlapped part on

the current speaker's side were analysed. They are the features occurring

immediately before "Vorl, >", forming a linguistic environment in which STB,

UTB and BC occur. In the case of turn-competing (ie., STC and UTC) it always

occurs after the prior speaker finishes a turn and therefore the overlapped speech is

just between two turn-competitors but not with the prior speaker's. Therefore the

present study does not analyse the environmental features associated with STC and

UTC as it does for the other three categories of simultaneous speech such as STB,

UTB and BC, because turn-competing is not inserting a speech act into the current

speaker's turn and the context in which turn-competing occurs is not the same as

that for turn-bidding and backchannelling.

In analysing the linguistic environment in which simultaneous speech is Iikely to

occur, what Sacks et al. called "the possible completion points of the turn-

constructional unit" is a key concept. Sacks et al. (197 4: 721) have described such

a "unit type" from a syntactic aspect. Duncan (1973:32) has described the prosodic

boundary signals of a "phonemic clause" which is relevant to a "turn-constructional

unit" in Sacks et al.'s terms. In this study, the identification of a turn-

constructional unit boundary follows Sacks et al.'s syntactic criteria and Duncan's

prosodic criteria, but goes into more details to seek significant boundary signals. It

also takes account of Stenstrtlm's (1990) model of discourse markers as criteria to

identify lexical signals of the unit boundaries.

(1) Prosodic Context

Here the analysis of the prosodic context for simultaneous speech focuses on the

tone unit (TU). As Ford and Thompson (1992: 27) point out:
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Intonational completion almost always involves grammatical completion

and semantic completion; hence intonation units are a major component

of convergence points, and therefore of the turn-taking system itself.

Projecting when a new turn could start must centrally involve the

perception of intonation units and pitch peaks within intonation units.

Duncan (1973:32) described a TU as a phonemic clause which is marked by a drop

of pirch or a decrease of loudness and density, or by any nuclear patterns other than

level tone, or by a drawl on the last syllable or on the last stressed syllable of a

clause. In the present study, the prosodic boundary markers can be:

(a) a tone unit (TU) ending marker "#n',

(b) an appeaxance of a nuclear tone marker, no matter whether it is falling (\

Ar) or rising (/, V), or level (=),

(c) a silent pause markgr (such as ".", " -", "--", " ---")

(d) a reduction in amplinrde, ie. speech sounds marked with "(( ))".

As all of these features had been marked in the original LLC version, no further

coding was necessary. OCP was used to identify the following items occurring

immediately before or almost immediately before "Vo", "1" and ">'. They include :

(a) all words marked with "#";

(b) all words marked with'Y'( including "A") or'7"'(including'V') or " = ";

(c) all silent pauses such as ".", "-" and " --";

(d) all the cases which are marked by double brackets such as ((words)) or

((sylls)).

The following are some examples of STB:

tlel
3 lc 13950 A: {I^lVkedthat}verym\uch# | To*((5 to6sylls))* ll &*apatt

t20l
| 2 13060 A: ...what committee are you t\alking Vo*about# ((^/Arthur#))* //
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12r)
3 lc 10690 A:.../ ^w\orking in the dlay# .l Vo+and ^trying to'study* 77gx

l22l
| 2 710 A: ..../^since I was th\ere ((then# I Vo*^lis it#))* ll &*^that's * ...

l23l
| 2 l22O B:...chlum((s))#/ this is ((2to 3 sylls I Vo*4 to 5 sylls))* ll&*^...

Here in [9], the prosodic context immediately before the STB, ie. before "Vo" is

the word "much" which has a tone unit (TU) boundary marker "#', iirdicating that

STB occurs at a TU boundary. In [20] the word "talking" has a falling nuclear

marker "Y', which is in the last TU just before "Vo" , indicating that STB occurs at a

TU with a nucleus. [21] has the word "day" followed by a brief pause "." before

"Vo", indicating that STB occurs as the current speaker is making a silent pause.

[22] has a bracketed "((then))" before "Vo", indicating that STB occurs when the

current speaker's words happen to be unclew. l23l has a case of "((sylls))" before

"vo", indicating that sTB occurs when the current speaker's volume declines and

the words become incomprehensible. If the above markers occur immediately

after "vo" or just before "&", they indicate that the overlapped part on the current

speaker's side is initiated or ended by the same features.

(2) Lexical Context .

Lexically, words or phrases like "well", "you see", "you know", "ok", which are

described by Stenstrtim (1990, 1994\ as discourse devices for organising a

conversation, cuu.l also be signals for shifting a turn or developing a topic and may

occur at unit boundaries. In this study, the discourse markers related to

simultaneous speech are classified into five sets as follows:
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(a) Address tags, including tag question, naming and addressing phrases such as

"..., isn't it", "..., are you", "..., didn't he", "you know", "you see";

(b) Hesitation markers, such as "@:", "@m", "m", "well", of a repeated word like

"it it it";

(c) Termination tags, such as "... so on and so forth", "... things like that", "...,

pleasett, t'..., thank youtt, "',.. as well", "... or so";

(d) Emphasizers, such as "yes", "no", "right", "mhm" and "that's right" (all in

falling tone);

(e) Connectors, such as "andt', "or", t'but", "sincen', "becauset', "so".

Discourse items which occur immediately before simultaneous speech were

identified and coded with the capital letters A (set a), H (set b), T (set c), E (set d)

and C (set e) (the use of capital letters for coding could make such features salient

and thus easier for computer sorting). Then all such cases in different categories of

simultaneous speech were retrieved. Here are some examples from the STB file.

l24l
8 2a 49OO B: [tsh] tom\orrow'then# ^/is it* - AVo*[@:] - ^yeah* ll &*a...

tzsl
2 l0 13080 C: very hVard#/^Vsn't it#/ ^[=m]# - I HVo*((Zto 3sylls))*

126l

5 3 6310 w: ...conditions and 'so on and s\o forth# | TVo*[b@l* //&*but

l27l
8 2a 6730 C: ... can than 'we can "sAave# | ^yleah# . I E%o*^that"s trlue...

t28l
3 2a 458O A: ...actually# l^y\ah# . / [@:m] - ^=and# . C%o*^what ((you'...

These examples show that STB may occur just after the current speaker produces a

tag question such as "...isn't it" in [24]; or a filled pause such as "m" in [25]; or a
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terminating tag such as "...so on and so forth" in [26]; or an emphatic marker such

as "yeah" inI27l: or a connecting word such as "and" in [28].

(3) Grammatical Context

Grammatically, unit boundaries can be defined as " 'possible completion points' of

sentences, clauses, phrases, and one-word constructions." (Sacks et al., 1974:

721) As Sacks et al. do not give a detailed demonstration of such complete

structures in terms of grammar, the present study classified such grammatical

boundaries into two major categories: syntactic boundaries and word boundaries.

The purpose was to test whether simultaneous speech is actually occurring at

complete syntactic boundaries as was argued by Sacks et al. Here a syntactic

boundary signals an independent syntactic unit. It is defined as occurring at the

beginning or end of:

(a) a sentence or a clause,

(b) a prepositional, an adjectival, an adverbial or a noun phrase,

(c) a subject, a predicate or an object,

(d) a one-word unit utterance such as "Yes", "No" and "OK".

A word boundary signals an incomplete syntactic unit. It is defined as occurring

after an item such as:

(a) a determiner, an adjective, or a preposition before a noun,

(b) an adverb or an auxiliary before a verb,

(c) a syllable which is not the last one within a word.

Using these boundary marking criteria, a further coding was made on the output

files which involve the linguistic environment of simultaneous speech. Focus was

laid on the structural pattern immediately before the overlapped part on the current

speakers' side. A capitalised "G" was coded on all instances ending with a

syntactic boundary and a capitalised "'W" was coded on all instances ending with a
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word boundary. Then the syntactic and word boundary cases coded in different

categories of simultaneous speech were sorted out by computer. The following are

some exirmples from the output file of STB:

Izel| 9 40 A: I've been "^l\onging to'see you# / G%o*how ^\are you* //

t30l| 2 710 A: ...1 ^since I was th\ere ((then# | G%ox^lis it#))* //&*^that's.

t3ll| 9 13l0 A: yes yes / and then ^in the /end GVo* of course# / ^people...

132)I 9 7820 A:...'know# /at the ^mVoment# /^y\es# I GVo*lnmean* ll&*...

t33l| 2 840 B: ...enough on that occ/asion# lthe WVo*person* // &*^Steven*...

t34l| 2 1980 B: ...^y\es# . / ^th\at's true ((in WVo*[England#))* // &*^when...

t3sI2 lO 9720 B: ...Vestion# / I mean "^I "w\ould W7o*((get the'urge ro...

[36]3 lb 9780 A: ... ^publi'cations dep\art W Vo*ment# / ^[/mhm]#* ...

From [29] to [32] "G" signals that the instances of STB all happen to occur at a

syntactic boundary of the current speaker's turn. They include a sentence boundary

such as "r've been longing to see you" in [29],or aclause boundary such as "since

I was there then" in [30], or a phrase boundary such as "in the end" in [31], or a

one word unit such as "yes" in [32]. From [33] to [36] are instances of STB

occurring at word boundaries marked by "'W". In [33] there is a boundary between

an article "the" and a noun "person". In [34] there is a boundary between a

preposition "in" and a noun "England". In [35] there is a boundary between an

auxiliary "would" and a verb "get". In [36] there is a boundary within a three-

syllable word "department".
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3.3.3 THE RETRIEVAL OF LINGUISTIC DEVICES AND

STRATEGIES USED BY OVERLAPPERS

At this stage, the linguistic features and patterns associated with the overlapper's

simultaneous speech were analysed, covering five categories of simultaneous

speech: STB, UTB, BC, STC and UTC. The rationale for including STC and

UTC at this stage is that in a turn-competing case, any self-selected next speaker is

regarded as an overlapper of the other respective speaker (see 3.2.1). Therefore it

is appropriate that the linguistic features of both STC and UTC should be studied.

The analysis of linguistic devices and strategies used by overlappers in

simultaneous speech was undertaken in terms of prosodic devices, discourse items

and repetition strategies.

(1) Prosodic Devices

The analysis of prosodic devices focused on the prosodic features occurring at the

beginning, the middle and the end of the overlapper's simultaneous speech.

(a) In the beginning of the simultaneous speech, the prosodic features of the initial

word are examined. They include stress pattern, nuclear pattern and the single-

word TU structure. A single-word TU is a tone unit which consists of only one

word with both a stress and a nuclear tone pattern , eg. l^y\es /.

(b) During the simultaneous speech, the speech rates between the current speaker

and the overlapper during the simultaneous speech are compared. The speech

rate within the overlapped speaking time is evaluated by counting the average

number of words spoken by each side in the overlap. It is obtained by dividing

the total number of spoken words within all the overlaps by the total tokens of

simultaneous speech. Here the spoken words include both transcribed words

and inaudible syllables. In dealing with the inaudible syllables (which are

marked by "((sylls))"), the present study assumes that the average length of each

word is about two syllables because the majority of the commonly used words
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are monosyllables. (see Zipf: 1935, cited by Miller, 1963: 89) This is

particularly the case.in spoken English. As was reported in a study of word

frequency in telephone conversation (see French, Carter & Koenig: 1930, cited

by Miller, 1963:91), more than SOVo of the 800 most commonly used words are

one or two syllable structures.. Therefore, two inaudible syllables such as "((2

sylls))" in the overlap are counted as one word which is added to the total word

count of the overlaps. The assumption is that within a given time, ie. within the

short interval from the beginning to the end of simultaneous speech, the one

who speaks more words is considered to have a faster speech rate than the other

who speaks fewer words. If the pauses occurring during the inierval are also

taken into account, it is further assumed that the one who speaks more words

and has more pauses has an even faster speech rate than the other who speaks

fewer words and has fewer pauses. Here the pauses include both silent pause$

and paralinguistic sounds. Two brief silent pauses are counted as one unit

pause, because according to the LLC compilers' description (see Svartvik &

Quirk, 1980:22; Crystal & Davy, 1969:39), a unit pause o'-" is about a stressed

unit's length, ie. about the length of a long vowel, while a brief pause "." is

equal to a short vowel, ie. half the length of a unit pause. The same method is

used in counting the length of paralinguistic sounds like laughs and coughs

whose length is also marked by "." or "-" in the LLC. Measuring speech rate is

difficult if there is no actual recording accessible. Counting the number of

syllables in a given time can be another way, yet syllables with different vowels

are different in length as well. Therefore the present study counts the number of

words instead of syllables in overlaps. This is only an approximate way of

measuring speech rate, but when it is applied to more than two thousand cases

of overlapped speech, it could reveal any tendency in speech rate on each side of

the overlap.

(c) During the simultaneous speech, the amplitude of the current speaker and the

overlapper is compared by counting the unclearly-heard cases initiating and
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ending the overlaps on both sides. An unclearly-heard case means those

uncertain word(s) and those incomprehensible syllable(s) which are shown by

means of "(( ))" in the original LLC such as ((words)) and ((sylls)). It is

assumed that amplitude is associated with the clarity of voice and those who

have fewer unclearly-heard cases in the overlap are likely to display a higher

degree of clarity and vice versa.

(d) At the end of the simultaneous speech, the last TU boundary structure and the

nuclear pattern are examined on the overlapper's side.

As there was no need to re-edit or code the above prosodic features on the output

file, the computer retrieval was the same as is described in 3.3.2. The following

are some of the retrieved examples of STB:

137)

I 9 130 A:...of the 7o*otherdepartment* ll&*^yVes# /^both*$ the...

t38l
3 5b 6830 A:Vo*- --doeshelike/people*// &t((^y=es#)) ---l [@:m]$

t3el

6 8 610 a: ...Vo*((several sylls . laugh))* ll &*oh yes I ((1 to 2 sylls))*$...

t40l
| 9 2080 A: ... Aalways a 'problem#))* // & *yes ir's ^h\orrible
/actually#$...

Here in [37], the bold type word "yes" shows that the initial word "yes" in the

overlapper's simultaneous speech (marked by "&") has a stress, a falling-rising

nuclear tone and forms a single-word TU as well, thus displaying three prosodic

features within one word. In counting the total number of spoken words and unit

pauses within the overlap on both sides in [38], the current speaker's side (which is

marked by "Vo*......*") has three unit pauses ("- - -") and four words ("does",
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"he", "like", "people") in total while the overlapper's side (which is marked by

"&*......$*") has two werds("yes", "@m") and three unit pauses ("- - -") in total.

In sorting the unclearly-heard cases, [38] illustrates one instance "((yes))" at the

beginning of the overlap while [39] displays another instance "((l to 2 sylls))" at

the end of the overlap. In counting the number of words of this inaudible case, "l

to 2 sylls" is counted as one word. In [40], the last word of the overlap "actually"

is marked with both "#" and "$", indicating that this STB ends at a complete tone

unit boundary. If the last TU before "$" has neither a nuclear tone pattern nor a TU

boundary marker, it indicates that this STB ends with an incomplete tone unit or

that this STB has an incomplete prosodic ending.

(2) Discourse ltems

Here the analysis is concentrated on the most frequently occurring discourse items

at the beginning of the overlapper's simultaneous speech. First, the computer

software retrieved wordlists which contains a rank ordering of the frequency of all

initial words, ie. all the words marked with "&", "11", "))", "<<" and "<" in

respective output files obtained in 3.3.1. Those words at the top of the list, ie. the

most frequently occurring lexical items, were selected for further study in terms of

their discourse position, their semantic meaning, their pragmatic function and

prosodic features. In an initial analysis of the LLC subcorpus, the most frequently

occurring initials were classified into five sets of discourse items. They are:

(a) initials of agreement such as "yes", "mhm";

(b) initials of disagreement such a.s "no";

(c) initials of hesitation such as "well", "@:";

(d) initials of exclamation such as "oh", "ah";

(e) initials of continuity such as "and", "but".

Detailed description of this classification is contained in 4.3.2.
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(3) Repetition Strategies

Beyond the use of individual words as discourse items, what is notable in the

literature and in the present data is the use of repetition of sequences of words by

the overlappers in simultaneous speech. Here the term "repetition" mainly follows

Persson's definition of "sequential repetition" which refers to:

immediate repetitions of one or several identical lexical items produced

by one speaker or writer in a continuous spoken or written sequence.

(Persson, 1974: ll, cited by Bublitz, 1988: 228)

The present analysis of repetition does not only cover the cases in which the

overlapper duplicates his or her own lexical words and those of the current speaker,

but also includes the cases in which the overlapper repeats the grammatical form of

the current speaker, ie. "the repetitious incomplete syntax" in French and Local's

terms (1986: 173). The latter kind of repetition can be regarded as a grammatical

device associated with simultaneous speech, but we prefer to take it as a pragmatic

strategy because we will focus more on its pragmatic functions than on its forms.

In the initial analysis of the LLC subcorpus mentioned above, repetitions were

identified at the beginning of the overlap, during the overlap and immediately after

the overlap. Therefore the present research classified repetitions into three types in

terms of these three positions in the overlapped speech. They are:

(a) Initial repetition, in which the overlapper starts speaking by repeating the current

speaker's last words or syntactic patterns which occur just before simultaneous

speech. It also includes the case in which the overlapper starts speaking by

continuing the current speaker's unfinished sentence pattern (see [41] [42]

below).

(b) Mid repetition, in which the overlapper repeats his or her own words or

syntactic pattern during the overlap (see [43]).
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(c) Post repetition, in which the overlapper repeats his or her own words or

syntactic pattern immediately after the overlap ([see [zl4]).

In terms of the producer of the part being repeated, the first type can be called

"other-repetition" while the other two types can be called "self-repetition". Before

retrieval, these three types of repetition were all coded with a capitalised "R'n and

reclassified either as "other-repetition" or "self-repetition" after they had been sorted

outby computer. The following are some examples from the STB file:

t4tl
| 2 13920 A: ldhi]^that's [dhi] 7o*((.^wh\at do you [m] 'call it*;;x 77

R&*^that's the "g\auleiters#* ...

l42l
7 3t 4860 A: ...how did'you .'get on - - 7o+sk\iing#* ll R&*^skViing#*$
-/.^skiing was good...

1431

I 9 13560 a: ...^walking/'stick#* // R&*yes this is this is * Meak to ...

I44l
2l0 5660 B: ...*((2 to 3 sylls))* // R&*^oh I 'thought* ^I thought it...

Here, "R" signals a repetition in the overlappers' speech. [41] and [42] were

identified as cases of "other-repetition". In [41], overlapper A repeats current

speaker B's incomplete utterance "that's the", using it as a start for STB. In [42],

overlapper A does not actually repeat the current speaker's words or pattern, but

continues the current speaker's unfinished pattern "get on (skiing)". In a sense she

starts her turn by repeating the current speaker's syntactic frame. However, [43]

and[M] were identified as cases of "self-repetition". In [43J overlapper "a" repeats

his own words "this is" within the overlap while in [zt4] overlapper B repeats her

own words "I thought" immediately after the overlap.
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3.3.4 THE RETRIEVAL OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC

INFORMATION FROM THE CORPUS

In the previous stages of data retrieval (see from 3.3.1 to 3.3.3), the frequency

distribution of simultaneous speech, the environmental features and the linguistic

devices and strategies associated with five categories of simultaneous speech (ie.

STB, UTB, STC, UTC and BC) had been sorted out respectively. At this stage a

further retrieval was made on each of these output files so as to see how these

results were associated with social variables such as speech domain, degree of

familiarity between interlocutorsn and speakers' status and gender. Here the five

categories of simultaneous speech were generalised into two major ones:

(a) category TB (turn-bidding) includes STB, UTB, STC and UTC, which are

all aiming at bidding for a turn;

(b) category BC includes only backchannelling behaviour, which is not aiming

at bidding for a turn.

The present researcher regarded these two categories of speech acts as the two

major listener response strategies in terms of simultaneous speech. It was expected

that a comparison of the distributional frequency, environmental features and

linguistic devices and strategies used for turn-bidding and backchannelling, in terms

of the above social variables, might provide more evidence of the social and culnrral

constraints on simultaneous speech in English conversation.

Firstly the frequency distribution of TB and BC in terms of social variables were

retrieved. The social variables involve:

(a) three speech domains: casual conversation vs. public discussion vs. telephone

conversation;
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(b) two degrees of familiarity between interlocutors: equal conversation vs.

disparate conversation ;

(c) two degrees of relative status within the disparate conversation: speakers with

higher social status vs. speakers with lower social status;

(d) two genders: male speakers vs. female speakers.

Then, the environmental features were investigated so as to find out if the above

social variables could affect the hearers in choosing a unit boundary to make TB

and BC. The major environmental features involved were:

(a) prosodic boundaries, ie. the TU which ends with a TU boundary marker and

which occurs immediately before the overlap (see 3.3.2 (1)).

(b) lexical boundaries, ie. the word or phrase which is one of the five sets of

discourse items occurring immediately before the overlap (see 3.3.2 (2)).

(c) syntactic boundaries, ie. the syntactic structure which is a complete sentence or a

clause or a phrase or a one-word utterance and which occurs immediately before

the overlap (see 3.3.2 (3)).

Finally, the linguistic devices and strategies were examined so :rs to find out if the

different social variables would affect the overlapper's preference for a particular

linguistic device or strategy. The major devices and shategies involved were:

(a) prosodic devices, including stressed initial sounds at the beginning of the

overlap, unclearly-heard cases during the overlap and incomplete tone unit

structure at the end of the overlap (see 3.3.3 (1)).

(b) discourse items, ie. the initial item of the overlap which is one of the five sets of

discourse items (see 3.3.3 (2)).

(c) repetition strategies, ie. the repetition occurring at the beginning, middle and end

positions of the overlap (see 3.3.3 (3)).
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(1) Coding and Retrieving TB and BC in Terms of Social Variables

The classification of speech domain, degree of familiarity between interlocutors,

speaker's status and gender is based on the LLC compilers' descriptions in the

original corpus.

In terms of the three speech domains, casual conversation refers to a face-to-face

dialogue held in a private setting when the participants can see each other and can

observe each other's reactions. Public discussion refers to a dialogue that is heard

by an audience that does not participate in the dialogue; including radio discussions

or panel discussions that have been broadcast. Telephone conversation is also

privately held but the participants are not in the same place (see Greenbaum &

Svartvik, l99O: l2).

In terms of two degrees of familiarity between interlocutors, the LLC compilers

distinguished equal conversation from disparate conversation based on the

perceived relationship between interlocutors. In equal conversation, participants

regarded each other as on an intimate, equal footing while in disparate conversation,

participants regarded each other as on a more distant footing (see Svartvik & Quirk,

1980: l0-l l). For example, Text 1.2 in the LLC was classified by the compilers

under the category of conversation between equals. Its participants were described

as follows:

t45l S 1.2. A: male academic, age c.43

B: male academic, age c.42
(Svartvik & Quirk, 1980: 26)

Conespondingly, Text 3.1. was classified by the LLC compilers under the category

of conversation between disparates and the participants were described as follows:
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t46l 53.l a: male academic, age c.40

A: female prospective undergraduate, age c. 20

B: male academic, age c.40

(ibid: 30)

As the LLC compilers have already categorised all dialogues in terms of face-to-face

conversation, public discussion and telephone conversation and also subcategorised

each dialogue as either "between equals" or "between disparates" (see Greenbaum

& Svartvik, 1990: 20-40), the computer programme can firstly sort out tokens of

simultaneous speech occurring in each of the three domains and then based on the

output of each domain, it can further sort out tokens of simultaneous speech in

equal conversation and disparate conversation within this domain. For example,

retrieving the TB tokens from S1.2, S1.9, 52.10, S3.1, S3.2 and S3.5 gave the

distribution of TB in the domain of casual conversation. Similarly, retrieving the

TB tokens from only S1.2, Sl.9 and 52.10 obtained its distribution in equal

conversation. The rest of the TB tokens in this domain were distributed in disparate

conversation (see Table 2 in 3.1.2).

The identification of interlocutor's status is based on the LLC compilers'

description of each participant in the category of disparate conversation. In a

dialogue between disparates, the one who is in a position with higher rank or power

or occupation or age is identified as a high status speaker, the other interlocutor

being thus identified as a low status speaker. For example, in [46] above, speaker

"a" and B were further coded as speakers with higher status. A capitalised n'H" was

coded in front of the overlapped speech of speakers "a" and "B" respectively,

assuming that they are higher in status and older in age in comparison with speaker

A. Speaker A was marked as a lower status speaker by adding a capitalised "L" in

front of her overlap, assuming that she is lower in status and younger in age in

comparison with speakers "a" and "B". But this is only a subjective judgement,

which should not be considered as absolute in the interpretation of results and
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discussion, because one's dominance in conversation is not always associated with

his or her status. The criteria for assigning a speaker as H or L may have involved

other factors such as the personal relationship between the two speakers, the topic

involved and the purpose of the talk. For example, in a specific speaking context, a

speaker with higher status may be patient enough to listen to someone who is lower

in status and seldom intemrpt because he or she is aware of that speaker's

embarrassment or shyness when speaking in front of a H speaker. On another

occasion, an L speaker may become dominant in speaking and intemrpt a H speaker

quite often, because in that particular situation, he or she is in a better position to

have a say than the H speaker is. For example, a young publisher may have power

to approve or refuse to publish a book written by a distinguished scholar and

therefore, although the academic may have higher status, that may not count for

much in the particular interaction.

In the present research, the analysis of status was not carried out on those equal

conversations, because according to the LLC compilers' description, interlocutors

in this category do not have an obvious difference in their perceived relationship as

do those in disparate conversation, ie., they are not greatly different in terms of

professional ranks, social power, or age.

Finally the coding of an interlocutor's gender is also based on the LLC compilers'

description. For example, in [46] above, speaker A, a 20-year-old girl is coded

with a capitalised "F'(indicating female) while speaker B, the 40-year-old academic

is coded with a capitalised "M'(indicating male).

After each speaker has been coded in terms of status and gender, the computer

program can help the researcher to analyse the association between various features

of simultaneous speech and these social variables.
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(2) Measurins the tr'renrrencv of TB end BC in Terms of Social

Variables

After the coding, the computer program retrieved all instances of TB and BC in

terms of different social variables. Then a frequency count per thousand words

was obtained. In previous research, the frequency distribution of a certain language

phenomenon such as intemrption was either obtained by counting its occurrences

within a certain period of time or within a certain number of words spoken (see

Duncan: 1972, West & Zimmerman: 1983; Ng et al.: 1993). In the present

research, there was no access to the tape-recordings, and therefore the frequency of

occunence of TB and BC in a time unit could not be measured. However, the

frequency could be obtained by dividing the total number of tokens of each category

of simultaneous speech by the total word count, then converting this to a frequency

per thousand words. For example, where the total word count in the domain of

casual conversation is 3l 134 and the total number of tokens of TB in this domain is

557, the frequency per thousand words of TB in casual conversation is counted as

follows:

557 + 31134 x 1000 = 17.9 /1000 words

The same thing is done to obtain the TB frequency in the equal conversations and

disparate conversations respectively.

However, to measure the frequency of TB by a particular kind of speaker within a

conversation --- such as females, males, higher status speakers (H speakers) and

lower status speakers (L speakers) -- an alternative method had to be adopted.

West & Zimmerman's method (1983: 104) involved recording mixed-gender

conversations for a defined period of time and then counting the total occurrences of

female intemrption and male intemrption respectively. They assume that within a

given time of conversation, those who make more intemrptions will naturally have

a higher frequency than those who make fewer intemrptions in that given time.
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However, Stubbe (1991: 66) regards such measurement as unreliable, because she

considers that the frequency of one kind of speaker's intemrptions should be

obtained on the basis of the total number of words produced by another speaker

whose speech is being intemrpted. It should not be counted on the basis of the

elapsed time or the total word count of both kinds of speakers in the joint

conversation. Therefore, Stubbe divided the total occurrences of female

intemrption by the total word count of males in mixed-gender conversation, hence

the female intemrption frequency. Her method of measuring the intemrption

frequency accounts for one speaker's intemrption frequency based on the total

word count of another speaker whose speech is intemrpted. Yet it does not account

for one speaker's intemrption frequency in relation to his or her own total word

count, ie. how often his or her words are used for the purpose of interrupting the

speech of another speaker.

The present study tried two methods for counting the TB and BC frequency in

terms of status and gender. Method I follows Stubbe's method of measuring. It

accounts for the TB and BC frequency per thousand words in relation to the total

word count of the speakers whose speech has been overlapped. For example,

where the total number of tokens of TB produced by H speakers is 205 and the

word count of L speakers is 16232, the frequency per thousand words of TB by H

speakers is counted as follows:

205 + !6232 x 1000 = 12.611000 words

The same thing is done to obtain the BC frequency of H speakers. Here the focus

is laid on the receiver of TB or BC to see how often the current speaker's turn is

overlapped.

However, method 2 lays its focus on the producer of rB and BC, ie. to see how

often the hearer is making overlaps on the current speaker's tum. It assumes that if
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both kinds of speakers have the same word counts in the joint conversation, which

indicates that they have similar amount of time of occupying the floor, they should

have equal oppornrnities to make TB or BC and thus obtain approximately the same

frequency of TB or BC as well. In other words, those who have a larger word

count are likely to have a lower frequency of TB or BC, because they have already

had more time to occupy the floor and thus do not necessarily make that frequent

turn-bidding to strive for the floor. It may therefore be that the speaker with a

smaller word count in the conversation would be likely to make more turn-bidding.

Therefore, in method 2 the TB and BC frequency per thousand words in terms of

status and gender was obtained by dividing the total tokens of TB and BC produced

by one kind of speaker by the total word count of this kind of speaker. For

example, where the total tokens of TB produced by H speakers are 205, and the

total word count of H speakers is 28394, the frequency per thousand words of TB

by H speakers is counted as follows:

205 + 28394 x 1000 = 7.2 / 1000 words

The same method is used to obtain the TB and BC frequency of different kinds of

speakers in terms of status and gender. The results obtained by the two different

methods of counting the frequency of TB and BC are compiued in Chapter IV (see

4.4.3 and 4.4.4) and the methodological implications are discussed.

In counting TB and BC frequency in terms of gender, the subcorpus was first

separated in terms of single-gender and mixed-gender conversation. In single-

gender conversations, the frequency of females' TB and BC was obtained by

dividing the total tokens of females' TB and BC by the total word count of female-

to-female conversation. For example, where the total word count of female-to-

female conversation is 8058 and the total tokens of females' TB are 93, the

frequency per thousand words of females' TB is counted as follows:
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93 + 8058 x 1000 = ll.5 / 1000 words

The same method was applied to male-to-male conversation in order to obtain the

males' TB frequency and BC frequency. However, in mixed-gender conversation,

the TB and BC frequency per thousand words in terms of gender was obtained by

the two methods described above which were used to count the TB frequency of

high and low status speakers.

(3) Comparing Environmental Features Associated with TB and BC

in Terms of Social Variables

The purpose of comparing the features of the linguistic environment associated with

TB and BC in terms of their social variables was to find out if there are any social

constraints on hearers when they choose a time or place to make TB or BC. The

present sntdy investigated the prosodic, lexical and syntactic boundary markers

occurring just before TB and BC in terms of the above social variables to see if
there is any significant difference in frequency of occurrence. For example, if the

results show that there is a significantly higher frequency of syntactic boundary

markers occuning before the simultaneous speech in formal conversations rather

than in informal conversations, it may suggest that a higher degree of formality in a

speech domain can tend to lead hearers to choose more frequently a syntactic

boundary to initiate TB and BC.

(4)

Overlappers in Terms of Social Variables

The purpose of comparing the linguistic devices and strategies used by overlappers

in terms different social variables was to find out how the application of a particular

device or strategy is constrained by the above social factors. Therefore, the

retrieval of different linguistic devices and strategies was made directly from the

instances of simultaneous speech which are associated with a particular social
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variable. For example, to analyse the TB initial features associated with females,

the following features were sorted out: the frequency of stressed initials, nuclear

patterned initials, single-word TU initials and the five sets of initial discourse items

which were marked with a capitalised "F"'in the previous coding stage (no matter

whether they occurred in female-to-female conversation or in female-to-male

conversation). These were then compared with the same features in the

corresponding males' TB.

3.3.5 SUMMARY

So far we have described the methods and procedures for analysing the LLC

subcorpus to identify different categories of simultaneous speech, coding and

retrieving various linguistic features. Although the annotation process was arduous

and time consuming, the computer retrieval afterwards was speedy and accurate.

Moreover, methods of formatting or ordering an analysis by means of a

concordance helped stimulate further exploration of any undiscovered patterns or

features which the present researcher had not earlier anticipated. However the

laborious manual annotation of the subcorpus needed for the present study suggests

that an improvement in corpus annotation and the development of more

sophisticated software relevant to corpus analysis is still urgently needed.

In summary, the methodology described in the first stage (3.3.1) would address

the first research question: how often do different categories of simultaneous speech

occur. In the second stage (3.3.2), it would address the second research question:

when and where are these simultaneous speech acts likely to occur. In the third

stage (3.3.3), it would address the third research question: how does the person

who is seeking to bid for a turn or to make a hearer's response actually behave. In

the fourth stage (3.3.4), it would address the fourth research.question: how are

English simultaneous speech features and devices associated with social variables
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such as speech domain, degree of familiarity between interlocutors, and speakers'

status and gender.

3.4 CONVERSATION DATA FROM SPEAKERS OF

CHINESE

One of the initial motivations of the present study was to answer the question: why

do Chinese learners of English find it difficult to take a turn or to bid for a turn in

English conversation. It would therefore have been desirable to have a

corresponding corpus of Chinese conversation so that a comparative analysis of the

simultaneous speech phenomena in both languages was possible, but no such

computerised spoken corpus of Chinese is yet available. However, the present

researcher has had access to the transcription of l2 hours ofconversation recorded

in Wellington by speakers of Chinese (Cantonese). Although this data was

collected for research into "Intergenerational Communication and Stereotypes of the

Elderly", it included many examples of simultaneous speech which are significant

for the present research.

3.4.t DESCRIPTION OF THE CHINESE DATA

The recordings are cross-generational family conversations made by Chinese living

in Wellington. Four extracts of conversation from four different families were

selected for the present study. They are all casual conversations which occurred at

home among elderly grandparents, middle-aged parents and young grandchildren.

Each extract is ten minutes long and the total word count is 10385 words. The data

was transcribed orthographically with pausing and overlapping indicated but

without a full prosodic transcription. Therefore, it is in no way comparable with

the LLC in terms of the total word count, the variety of speech domains,
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participants'relationships, status and gender. For example, the Chinese data can all.

be categorised into one domain of casual conversation instead of covering other

domains such as public discussion and telephone conversation; they are all equal

conversations among closely related family members instead of being held among

disparates; their participants consist of both adults and children and the latter were

not included in the speakers in the LLC data; the family members have gender

difference but they are involved only in mixed-gender conversation but not single-

gender conversation as well. Moreover, these Chinese families have been living in

New Zealand for at least 6 years and some family members are New Zealand-born

Chinese. Their language behaviour may therefore have been influencid by the local

culture or have had some deviation from that in China. Yet despite all these

limitations, such data is valuable for exploring the nature of Chinese simultaneous

speech, ie. to see whether the kinds of features and devices which occur in the LLC

data are also present in the Chinese data. The results of such a Chinese case study

can thus serve as a complementary analysis to the quantitative study of the LLC

subcorpus to assist in the interpretation of the LLC data.

The following aspects of simultaneous speech in Chinese were examined.

(a) general frequency of five categories of simultaneous speech.

(b) environmental features occurring before simultaneous speech.

(c) linguistic devices and strategies used for simultaneous speech.

(d) sociolinguistic features associated with simultaneous speech.

owing to the small sample of the chinese data, the analyses in (c) and (d) are

concentrated on turn-bidding speech acts. They cover only the instances of STB,

UTB, STC and UTC, but not BC.
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3.4.2 PROCEDURES USED IN ANALYSING

SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH IN CHINESE

Since we had developed a set of criteria for analysing English simultaneous

phenomena, the procedures for sorting and analysing Chinese simultaneous speech

were generally the same as for the LLC data, only with some modification because

of the characteristics of the Chinese language.

( 1) Identifying and Classifying Simultaneous Speech in Chinese

The purpose of identifylng and sorting simultaneous speech was to obtain a count

of the overall frequency of simultaneous speech in the corpus of Chinese and the

specific frequency in each of the five categories in particular. It would then be

possible to find out if there is a similar trend of simultaneous speech in Chinese

conversation and if each of its five categories has similar functions as in English

conversation. Using the same formal criteria as were discussed in 2,2.2, all

instances of simultaneous speech were firstly identified. Then with the help of

functional criteria (see2.2.2), the content of some instances was examined so as to

subdivide the simultaneous speech into five categories: sTB,I-ITB, STC, urc and

BC. This provided a foundation for a further analysis of the various features of

Chinese simultaneous speech.

(2) Identifvins Environmental Features Associated with

Simultaneous Speech in Chinese

The purpose of identifying environmental features of Chinese TB and BC was to

see if simultaneous speech in Chinese also occurs frequently at a unit boundary in

the current speaker's turn. As the Chinese data was not prosodically transcribed,

the focus was on syntactic and lexical boundary markers. In Chinese, a

grammatical unit is defined as an independently used word, a phrase, a clause or a

sentence. Therefore, a unit boundary can be signalled by a complete syntactic
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structure such as a sentence, a clause, a phrase and a single-word unit as in

English. eg.

146l ngoh wah ngoh di pengyauh daaih bouh fahn haih gongyahn

I said my friend most be worker

(I said most of my friends were workers)
Note:
The Chinese (Cantonese) examples in this chapter are transcribed by the well
known Yale system for Cantonese with a gloss for each word or a free translation
in the brackets below or after them. As the tones of Cantonese are not peftinent to
the present analysis, the nine Cantonese tone markers are omined here. 

-

Here the whole utterance "ngoh wah ngoh di pengyauh daaih bouh fahn haih

gongyahn (I said most of my friends were workers)" can be regarded as a complete

sentence. It involves clauses such as "ngoh wah (I said)" and "ngoh di pengyauh

daaih bouh fahn haih gongyahn (most of my friends are workers)"; phrases such

as "ngoh di pengyauh (my friends)" and "daaih bouh fahn (most)"; and

independent words such as "pengyauh (friend)" and "gongyahn (worker)". In

other words, a syntactic boundary can be identified at the beginning and end of each

of the above units. But if an overlap occurs between the two morphemes such as

"pengyauh" (friend) or "gongyahn" (worker), it cannot be counted as a syntactic

boundary case.

Lexically, analysis was carried out in terms of the five sets of discourse items

appearing just before the current speakers' speech is overlapped. They include

address tags, hesitation markers, termination tags, emphasizers, connectors (for

detail, see 3.3.2 (2)). Examples of each of these include:

I47l an addressing tag can be " ......mh haih meh?" (..., isn't it?);

a hesitation marker can be: "@:", "mh'n or "ni go ni go ni go" (it it it);

a termination tag can be "......dengdeng" (...and so on) or .......jyu yu

chi leuih" (.,.something like that);

an emphasizer cwt be'Jauh haih!" (Right!);

a connector can be "wak jeh" (or), "bing cheh" (and) and "din haih" (but).
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In spoken Cantonese, as in other varieties of spoken Chinese, there is a pervasive

use of mood auxiliaries.. A Chinese mood auxiliary is a word or a combination of

two words which have no equivalent in English. It always occurs at the end of a

sentence, a clause, a phrase or a single-word unit. Though it is not a meaningful

unit by itself, it helps to convey.the speaker's varying mood, depending on the

conversational context and the pitch and amplitude attached to it (see Liu Yuehua et

al., 1983: 237-249). The major types of Cantonese mood auxiliaries are used as

follows:

---- to mark an inquiry or a question such as "meh",

---- to mark an imperative, pleading, commanding, urging or persuading such as

"ld"

---- to mark an exclamation, surprise, or appreciation such as '.wa",

---- to mark confirmation, emphasis, explanation or a reminder such as "ya ma",

---- to mark a pause, hesitation or to follow an example such as ..a".

As the usual position of a mood auxiliary word or phrase is at the end of a

meaningful unit, its appearance can be regarded as the termination of a Cantonese

utterance. Therefore mood auxiliaries are also termed "sentence-final particles" by

Li & Thompson (1981) or "bound forms" by Luke (1990). In the present study,

such mood auxiliaries are identified as discourse items and categorised into the set

of "termination tags", because they can signal a transition-relevance place for the

hearer to start an overlap. .

(3)

bidding in Chinese

The purpose of sorting linguistic devices and strategies used in Chinese turn-

bidding was to see if native Chinese speakers share any similar strategies in making

TB as the native English speakers do in the LLC data. Because of the lack of
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prosodic transcription of the Chinese data, the focus here was again laid on the

discourse items occurring at the beginning of TB and the repetition strategies used

at the beginning, middle and end positions of TB. Identification and classification

of these items used the same criteria as in the analysis of the LLC subcorpus (see

3.3.3 (2) and (3)). The corresponding Cantonese for the five sets of discourse

items can be as follows:

t48l an initial of agreement can be "deuih" (right) or "haih ya" (yes);

an initial of disagreement can be "mh haih" (no);

an initial of hesitation can be "@::" or "gam::" (well);

an initial of continuity can be "yi cheh" (and) or "soh yi" (so);

an initial of exclamation can be "wa" (wow).

(4) Identifying Sociolinguistic Features of Turn-biddins

in Chinese

As the Chinese data does not cover as wide a range as the LLC subcorpus in terms

of speech domains, degree of familiarity between interlocutors and speakers' status,

the analysis of the social aspects of Chinese simultaneous speech was concentrated

on the speakers' age and gender. It was structured with a view to find whether

differences in age and gender could influence the Chinese speakers' frequency in

making different categories of simultaneous speech.

In the orthographic transcription of the Chinese data, the identification of every

speaker in the family conversation was annotated in terms of age and gender as

follows:

Qp = grandfather

GM = grandmother

F = middle-aged father

M = middle-aged mother

$ = grandson of the grandparents
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p = granddaughter of the grandparents

Based on the coding, the present researcher classified dl the tokens of turn-bidding

into three age groups and two gender groups. In terms of age, they have:

(a) same-generation type. That is, turn-bidding occurring between speakers within

the same generation such as grandfather to grandmother, middle-aged father to

middle-aged mother, and grandson to grand daughter.

(b) old-to-young type. That is, turn-bidding produced by speakers of the older

generation to speakers ofthe younger generation such as the grandparents to the

middle-aged parents or to their grandchildren, and the middle-aged parents to

their children.

(c) young-to-old type. That is, turn-bidding produced by speakers of the younger

generation to the speakers of the older generation such as the grandchildren to

their parents or to their grandparents, and middle-aged parents to grandparents.

In terms of gender, as all the data are mixed-gender conversations and every

speaker's gender was marked in their identity codes, all the tokens of TB were

classified into:

(a) same-gender type -- turn-bidding occurring between interlocutors within the

same gender such as female to female and male to male.

(b) female-to-male type -- turn-bidding produced by female to mare.

(c) male-to-female type -- turn-bidding produced by male to female.

Since the Chinese data are all cross-generation and mixed-gender conversations, the

study could indicate whether or not the difference in gender and in age would affiect

the frequency of turn-bidding, especially the frequency of successful and

unsuccessful turn-bidding in the Chinese conversations.
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3.4.3 SUMMARY

In summary, the coding and sorting of Chinese simultaneous speech were mainly a

manual process because of the small database and the lack of a software package

operating on the Chinese character data. The analysis is thus not comparable to the

LLC subcorpus study. However, the manual sorting on a limited amount of data

allowed an inspection of the content in more detail so that we may obtain some

subtle usages and functions of the Chinese speaking strategies. The analysis of

simultaneous speech in Chinese was designed to address the last research question

of the present study, namely how the results of the LLC study could compare with

simultaneous speech in Chinese conversation and how any difference could help

account for difficulties experienced by Chinese leamers of English. The results are

discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF ENGLISH
DATA ANALYSN

In this chapter the results of the analysis of the LLC spoken English data are

presented and discussed in four sections: (a) the frequency of different categories of

simultaneous speech; O) the features of the linguistic environment associated with

simultaneous speech; (c) the linguistic devices and strategies used by overlappers in

different categories of simultaneous speech; (d) the sociolinguistic characteristics

associated with different categories of simultaneous speech.

4.I FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF

SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Table 3 shows the relative frequency of occurrence and the frequency per

thousand words of simultaneous speech in each of the five categories. First, the

table shows that simultaneous speech is a rather frequent phenomenon in English

conversation. It occurs 20ll times in the 91802-word subcorpus, or about 22

times for every thousand words. As Markel (1975:190) points out:
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... Overtalk may be the listener's positive reinforcement to the speaker

indicating that the listener is in tune with the speaker and is encouraging

him to continue. Or, in some cultures switching overtalk may be the

accepted means of obtaining a speaking turn.

Table 3 Occurrences of Simultaneous Speech
in the Subcorpus

Category Tokens Vo Frequencv/I000 w

STB

UTB

830

333

41.0

t7.o

9.0

3.6

Subtotal TB I 163 58.0 12.7

STC

I.]TC

7l
7l

3.5

3.5

0.8

0.8

Subtotal TC t42 7.0 1.6

BC 706 35.0 7.7

Total 201l 100.0 2t.9
Note:
As turn-competing (TC) involves two competitors; one is regarded as a successful
turn-competitor and the other is an unsuccessful turn-competitor. Therefore one
g$g of turn-competing is counted as two tokens of TC in this study; the former is
STC and the latter is UTC.

Table 3 shows that instances of turn-competing (which include STC and UTC)

occur less frequently than the other categories of simultaneous speech. It involves

only 1vo of the total tokens of the subcorpus, with a frequency of only 1.6 per

thousand words. The possible explanation for this is firstly, turn-competing

usually occurs in a multi-party conversational situation when the prior speaker

finishes the rurn without allocating the next turn to a specific speaker. In the

subcorpus, there is quite a large amount of two-party conversation and this reduces

the occurrence of TC in general. Secondly, in multi-party conversations, the

communication is usually one-to-one instead of one-to-all; as Stenstrcim ( 1994

190) points out, "a multi-party talk tends to split into two-party talk", hence the

lower frequency of TC. Thirdly, even in a one-to-all situation of multi-party
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conversation where there is an absence of a prior speaker's appointment of the next

speaker, the next self-selected speaker will be aware of the other participants'

intention to speak (which may be conveyed by their eye contact, gestures or body

movement) and will then decide whether he or she will compete with another self-

selected speaker. This is especially the case in a more formal conversational setting

which will be further discussed in 4.4.

Turn-bidding (which includes STB and UTB) is the most frequent kind of

simultaneous speech in the corpus, for it makes up 587o of the total tokens and has

a frequency of 12.7 per thousand words. This is much more frequent than

backchannelling, which makes up 357o of the total tokens and has a frequency of

7.7 per thousand words. This indicates that the participants use simultaneous

speech for turn-bidding more often than backchannelling when they are in the

position of a listener. Moreover among the I163 TB tokens, the majority (7l.4Vo)

are successful turn-bidding cases. This further suggests that most of the turn-

bidding speech acts are smoothly involved in the development of the conversation

and cause no serious break down in communication. However, turn-bidding is

often described in negative terms as if it is intemrpting others' speech. It is

regarded as a "trouble" in Sacks et al.'s turn-taking system (see Sacks et. al., L974:

701) or as "not permissible" by Duncan (1973:36) or as "disruptive" by west &

Zimmerman (1983: 104). But we may ask why it nevertheless occurs so frequently

in English conversation and how it can be carried out so smoothly in turn

transactions? Such questions indicate a need to examine the linguistic environment

in which rB and other categories of simultaneous speech are likely to @cur.
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4.2 THE LINGUISTIC ENVIRONMENT ASSOCIATED

WITH SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

In answering the question of when and where simultaneous speech is likely to

occur, it was necessary to examine closely the features of the current speakers'

language which occur before the overlappers' turn-bidding and backchannelling.

Here the boundary of Sacks et al.'s "unit type" is a key concept. They point out:

the allocation of turn-space is organised around the constnrction of talk

in the turn. That organisation apPears to key on one main feature of the

construction of the talk in a turn --- namely, that whatever the units

employed for the construction, and whatever the theoretical language

employed to describe them, they still have points of possible unit

completion, points which are projectable before their occurrence.

(Sacks et al.: 1974:72O)

If Sacks' statement mainly refers to syntactic boundary signals, Mclachlan's

summary of those non-syntirctic signals is a complement to it. He says:

when a turn was not grammatically completed but ended with any of

four additional cues, namely, a prolonged drawl on the final word or

syllable, a sociocentric sequence @uncan, 1972), a prolonged unfilled

pause (typically see Beattie, 1977), and a generally falling pitch contour

over the final clause (Cutler & Pearson, 1986), it was deemed to be

complete.

(Mclachlan, l99l 2ll)

The present study explores where such possible completion points (prosodic,

lexical and syntactic) occur in the curTent speaker's nrrn and how they function as a

transition-relevance place for simultaneous speech such as TB and BC.
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4.2.I PROSODIC CONTEXT

Prosodically speaking, a piece of spoken discourse can be divided into one or more

tone or intonation units (TU). A full TU structure consists of a pre-head, a head (or

an onset), a nucleus and a tail. (see Brazil et al.: 1980) In the present study the

most relevant features being analysed are the TU boundaries (which are marked

with "#" in the corpus by the LLC compilers) and the nuclear tone patterns which

are marked with "\" (falling), "A" (rising-falling), "/' (rising), "V" (falling rising)

and "=" (level) in the original corpus. A TU boundary occurs between nvo TUs

(which are separated by "/" in the original corpus), each of which has at least one

nuclear tone pattern. A nuclear tone pattern is the most essential Part of a TU, for it

carries the information focus and the most prominent prosodic features such as an

obvious pitch change movement, a stressed amplitude, and a longer duration of the

vowel in the stressed syllable of the nuclear word. Here, the important features

occurring in the prosodic context immediately before STB, UIB and BC include:

(a) the appearance of the TU boundary marker,

(b) the appearance of the nuclear tone pattern,

(c) the appearance of a silent pause,

(d) the appearance of inaudible syllables and paralinguistic signals.

The results are presented in Table 4.

Table 4 Last Features of the TU Before STB. UTB & BC
in the Corpus

Prosodrc Features STB UTB BC I'otal
tokens To tokens Vo tokens Yo tokens Vo

l.TU boundary 318 M.9 r37 48.2 350 55.2 805 49.5

2.nucleus 4t4 58.4 160 56.3 418 65.9 992 61.0

3.pauses 193 23.3 83 24.9 t34 19.0 410 21.9

4.inaudible svllables 4 0.5 2 0.6 2 0.3 8 0.4

5.oaralineuistic sound ) 0.6 4 t.2 4 0.6 l3 0.6
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In Table 4, the percentage of TU boundary markers and nuclear patterns (feature I

& 2) is based only on the prosodically transcribed cases on the current speakers'

side, ie. 709 in STB, 284 in UTB, 634 in BC. However, the percentage of pauses,

inaudible syllables and paralinguistic signals (features 3-5) is based on the total

tokens of each category of simultaneous speech, whether they are prosodically

transcribed or not, ie. 830 in STB, 333 in UTB and 706 in BC (for a detailed

explanation, see 3.1.2 (c)). Some tokens of STB, UTB or BC have more than

one prosodic feature and therefore the percentages do not add up to lAOVo.

Moreover, feature 2 (ie. tone units with a nucleus) includes all those TUs which

end with a TU boundary marker (see tll) and all those TUs which have a nuclear

pattern but are not yet completed by a TU boundary (see [2]).

tll
| 2 32lO A: I think everyone 'pr\esent#. t vo*((of the ^British deleg\ation .

# // &*((^no well)) I th=ink# . ...

t2)
| 9 1310 A: .../and then ^in the /end Vo*of course# / ^people 

'always d\o#*

// &*you ^kn\ow# .*$ / [@:m] - it ^has ...

Example [] is an instance of STB occurring at a TU boundary of the current

speaker's turn because the word "present" has a falling nuclear tone and is followed

by "#" (which is a TU boundary marker) just before the STB starts. Example [2J is

another instance of STB occurring at a place where the current speaker has uttered a

nuclear patterned word "end" in rising tone, but has not yet finished a TTI, because

its tone tail "of course" (which is usually in a continuing but diminishing rising

pitch) occurs just after the overlap begins. Therefore this STB in fact occurs at a

place which is near a TU boundary.
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In Table 4, feature 3 (ie. tone units with pauses) include all those instances in

which the pauses occur immediately after a TU boundary marker (see [3J) and all

those instances in which pauses occur at a non-TU boundary place (see [4])'

t31

| 2 3210 A: I think everyone'pr\esent# . t Vo*((of the British deleg\ation ' #

// &*((^no well)) I th=ink# . ...

t4l
| 2 1850 A: ... that's ^gone =on# / with^in tdhil . 7a*((foundation its\elf#))*

// &*^inside ((Chirk its\elf# )) . / ^y\eah ...

Example [3] is an instance of STB which occurs at a TU boundary accompanied by

a pause. Example [4] is another instance of STB which occurs after a pause but not

at a TU boundary.

Table 4 shows that nearly one half (49.5Vo) of the simultaneous speech tokens

occur at a moment when the current speaker has just finished a TU. In Duncan's

terms (1972),a TU is a phonemic clause which is relevant to a granrmatical unit. In

Halliday's terms (1970), a TU is an information unit which is usually equal to a

short clause. Therefore, a TU is a unit type whose boundary can be regarded as a

transition-relevance place in one's speaking turn, thus making it possible for a

hearer to enter the conversation. But how can a hearer know that the current

speaker is coming to the end of a TU? As noted by Altenberg (1987: 47, cited by

Svartvik, l99O:73), a prosodic unit (which is also called a tone unit):

(is) manifested as a coherent intonation contour optionally bounded by a

pause and containing a salient pitch movement with a principal accent

('nuclegs', 'tonic', 'main stress' etg.) normally occurring at the end of

the unit.
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Although in the LLC, the compilers said a tone unit is contour defined but not

pause defined (see Svartvik, 1990: 74), the present research still identified the

following three features as prosodic unit boundary signals:

(a) the occurence of a word or words with a nuclear pattern, ie. an obvious change

in pitch direction which is in cpntrast to that of the previous words.

(b) the occurrence of a nuclear tone pattem in a TU, a falling tone in particular.

(c) the occurrence of a silent pause which occurs immediately after a TU boundary

or not.

As Table 4 shows, 49.5Vo of the last TUs before simultaneous spebch have a TU

boundary marker which means that these TUs also have a nuclear tone pattern (see

I I ] above). 6lVo of the last TUs before simultaneous. speech have a nuclear pattern,

though some of them do not have a TU boundary marker. However, the

appearance of a nuclear patterned word or words, no matter whether it is followed

by a TU boundary marker or not, can itself serve as a boundary signal, because as

Crystal & Davy (1969: 26) point out: "...the usual position of a nuclear is at or

towards the end of a tone unit". For example in [2] above, the nuclear word "end"

occurs only two syllables ahead of the TU boundary, indicating that the most

important information of this TU has already been delivered. Therefore the

appearance of a nucleus in a TU can be considered as being near a prosodic

boundarv.

A further examination of the nuclear patterns in the last TUs before simultaneous

speech may find that a falling tone nucleus is a frequently occurring feature. Table

5 shows that among the 992 nuclear patterned instances, about two thirds (64.7Vo)

have a falling tone --- an intonation contour which usually conveys a tendency

towards completeness and confirmation in the speakers' attitude (see O'Connor:

1967). The rising and level tones, which usually mean unsureness or

incompleteness in a speaker's attitude, only occur in one third of the total nuclear
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patterned instances. This indicates that simultaneous speech is likely to occur at the

current speaker's tone unit boundary especially when its nuclear pattern is a falling

tone. Table 5 also shows that in the instances of turn-bidding such as STB and

UTB, this tendency is even stronger, for they have a slightly higher proportion of

falling tones than BC (67.6 > 65.0 > 61.7).

Table 5 Intonation Contour of the Last TU
before STB. UTB & BC

Nuclear
patterns

STB 4t4 UTB 160) BC (418) Total e92)
tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens To tokens Vo

Fallins tone 280 67.6 104 65.0 258 6t.7 &2 64.7

Risins tone t25 30.2 54 33.8 r54 36.8 333 33.6

I-evel tone 9 2.2 2 1.3 6 t.4 t7 t.7

Total 4t4 100.0 160 100.0 418 100.0 992 100.0
ote:

The percentage for each type of nuclear pattern is based on the number of tokens
(see the figures in the brackets on the top row) of which the TUs where the nucleus
has already appeared before simultaneous speech begins.

The third signal of a TU boundary is a pause. Tabte 4 shows more than one fifth

(2l.9Vo) of the simultaneous speech instances occur at the moment when the current

speaker is making a silent pause, eg. [3] above is an instance marked with a brief

pause "." after the TU boundary marker. (In other cases, a longer pause is marked

with "-" or "--"). Pauses in such a place obviously emphasise the termination of a

TU. However, a pause which does not appear at a TU boundary above can also be

a possible boundary marker such as in [4], because it can signal the current

speaker's hesitation or planning during the speech, thus offering a chance for the

hearer to speak. Besides, as is shown in Table 4, the moment when the current

speaker is making paralinguistic signals such as laughing or sighing or coughing,

or when the speaker's voice is diminishing (ie. in the case marked by "((sylls))"

which indicate inaudible syllables and can be interpreted as a symbol of lower
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degree of clarity) can also provide a chance for a hearer's insertion, though these do

not occur as frequently as the other prosodic features discussed above.

One conclusion which can be drawn from the above discussion is that simultaneous

speech is most likely to occur at a full-prosodic-boundary (such as a TU with a

nucleus and immediately followed by a TU boundary marker and a pause) or at a

near-prosodic-boundary (such as a TU with a nucleus or a pause but without a TU

boundary marker). The boundaries are usually signalled by a nuclear pattern, a

falling nuclear tone in particular, a silent pause, or diminishing amplitude. They

can be regarded as a possible completion point of a unit type, thus becoming a

transition-relevance place for a new turn.

Generally the prosodic features discussed above occur before all categories of

simultaneous speech, yet in specific categories of simultaneous speech some of

these features occur more frequently than in others. Table 4 shows that in terms

of the occunence of TU boundaries and nucleus, BC has the highest frequency.

Although it is said that there is no restriction in BC occurrence (Bublitz, 1988:

183), the present study shows 55.2Vo of the BC in the subcorpus occur at aTU

boundary and 65.9Vo of the BC occur after the appearance of a nuclear pattern.

This is much more frequent than those in the categories of STB and UTB. An

interpretation of this is that the hearer's brief feedback is usually issued after he or

she has received new or important information but not before. A TU can be

regarded as an information unit (see Halliday, 1989: 55) where the rheme (ie. the

new information) always follows the theme (ie. the old or given information). This

is consistent with the position of the nucleus which is usually at the latter part of a

TU and imposed on the information focus --- the new or most important

information.
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Another feature which distinguishes STB from UTB or BC is that the TU stmcture

at the end of the cunent.speaker's overlapped part contrasts with the TU structure

which occurs immediately before the current speaker's overlapped part. Table 6

shows a comparison between the two:

Table 6 Features of Last TU at the End of the Overlapped
Part in Current Speaker's Turn

Prosocltc teatures STB UTB BC
tokens Vo (vo) tokens Vo (To) tokens To (Vo)

lwith TU boundarv 483 r8.l(44.9) 82 28.9(48.2) 146 23.0(s5.2)

2.with nucleus 433 r1.1(s8.4) 100 35.2(56.3\ l6s 26.0rc5.9\

3.inaudible svllables 84 l0.l( 0.s) r7 5.1( 0.6) t7 2.4( 0.3)

4.overlap in oause 0 0 (0 ) t4 4.2( 0 ) t25 r7.7( O )

Note:
(a) The percentage of each feature is counted in the same way as was done in Table

4.
(b) A! thefigures in the brackets are the corresponding figures in the last TU just

before the current speakers' overlapped part, as have betn shown in Table 4.
(c) Some tokens have more than one featurb and therefore the percentages do not

add up to lol%o.

Table 6 shows that in the category of sTB, the last TU at the end of the

overlapped part in the current speakers' turn is much more likely to be completed

than the TU structure occurring immediately before the current speaker's

overlapped part, because it has a larger proportion of feature I and feature 2 (68.1 >

44.9, 61.1 > 58.4). This means that a substantial number of STB instances,

though not occurring exactly at a prosodic boundary of the current speaker's turn,

occur at a place which is very close ro a TU boundary; eg. in [2] :

| 9 1310 A: .../and then ^in the /end vo*of course# / ^people'always d\o#*
// &*you ^kn\ow# .*$ / [@:m] - it ^has ...

Here, the TU on the current speaker's side is not completed before the STB starts

(ie. before "vo") brrt it ends immediately after the STB starts (ie. after "vo"\. one
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explanation of the phenomenon may be that the turn-bidder in [2] may have got

used to the prosodic pattern that a nucleus always occurs at or towards the end of a

TU. He therefore anticipates a possible boundary when he notices the occurrence

of the falling nuclear pattern on the word "end" and starts to bid for a turn' The

current speaker's tendency to end the turn is also presented by a much more

frequent occurrence of inaudible syllables at the end of the overlap than before the

overlap (ll.8Vo > 0.5Vo). This indicates that the speakers' voice is diminishing

which is another signal of a possible completion point in a speaking tum. All these

features show that the current speakers are coming either to the end of an utterance

or to the end of a turn, thus signalling to the potential overlappers that it is

appropriate to bid for a turn.

However in the category of UTB, there is a sharp decrease of completed TU

structures at the end of the cunent speaker's overlapped part. Table 6 shows that

both feature I and 2 have a much smaller proportion (28.9 < 48.2,35.2 < 56'3),

accompanied by a much lower occurence of inaudible syllables in comparison with

the category of STB (5.1 < l0.l). This shows a clear indication of incompleteness

of the current speaker's turn, which means that the current speaker still keeps the

floor without giving many boundary signals, and hence the outcome is

unsuccessful turn-bidding.

In the category of BC, the tendency towards incompleteness is even stronger.

Table 6 shows that both feature I and 2 have an even smaller proportion than

before (23.0 <55.2,26.0 < 65.9). A plausible interpretation of this is that since an

overlapper in a BC instance is not aiming at bidding for a turn when he or she is

making a backchannel, the current speaker may simply maintain his or her turn

which is not at all threatened by the hearer's backchannel. This is further supported

by the fact that 17.7Vo of the instances of the current speaker's overlapped part are

in fact silent pauses, which means that the current speaker accepts the hearer's
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backchannel without uttering a word. The cunent speaker may assume, firstly, that

the backchannel will not last long and secondly, he or she might be quite confident

of continuing his or her turn after the backchannel ends. This is never the case in

STB. Table 6 shows no occurence of feature 4 (ie. overlap in silent pause) in the

situation of STB, but such a feature appears occasionally in the situation of UTB

(4.2Vo). The reason why the current speakers occasionally keep quiet in the

situation of UTB could be that they feel the overlappers' words are unlikely to be

for turn-bidding, so they just let the overlappers finish speaking first, without

competing with them, and then continue their own tums.

In summary, the prosodic context for simultaneous speech is concentrated on TU

boundaries. That is, the appearance of a TU boundary marker with a nucleus

(falling tone in particular) before it, and a silent pause after it can be regarded as an

explicit prosodic boundary. However those TUs without a boundary marker but

with a nucleus or a silent pause can be regarded as having an implicit prosodic

boundary, because the turn bidder can make use of the contextual cues, such as the

appearance of a nucleus, or a pause or diminishing amplitude, to anticipate the

coming unit boundary and start turn-bidding or backchannelling. Further

discussion on the anticipation mechanism is made in the next section of this chapter.

4.2.2 LEXICAL CONTEXT

One of the most striking results of the analysis of the lexical environment in which

simultaneous speech occurs, is shown in Table 7. About 24Vo of the

simultaneous speech instances occur at the time when the cunent speakers have just

uttered lexical items or hedges such as "@" (equal to I J, see Figure I on page

xiv), "m", "well", "and" , "but", "sort of" or phrases like "you see", "you know",

and other tag questions (see examples from [5] to [35] in this chapter). These items

cannot be adequately accounted for at the grammatical level but they become more
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meaningful when being analysed at the discourse level in terms of speech-

organisation, interactional and communicative devices' They have been called

"interactional signals" and "discourse markers" by Stenstnim (1994:61-63)' The

interactional signals are used to start, calry on and terminate the conversation; the

discourse markers are used to organise and hold the turn and to make boundaries in

the discourse (see Stenstrom, ibid.). In this part of the chapter, the emphasis is on

how such signals and markers terminate utterances or make boundaries in the

discourse, how they address hearers' responses and how different categories of

simultaneous speech use different sets of these discourse items. In Table 7, these

discourse items are classified into five sets and later each set is analysed in terms of

its position, its prosodic contour and its pragmatic function.

Table 7 Five Sets of Discourse lteln!. Before STB.
UTB & BC

Function s't'ts 830) U I'ts 333) BC (706) Total (1869

tokens Vo tokens To tokens To tokens Vo

Address tags 28 3.4 10 3.0 l9 2.7 57 3.1

Hesitation markers 27 3.3 24 7.2 28 4.O 79 4.2

Termination tags 24 2.9 l0 3.0 t2 1.7 46 2.5

Emphasizers 106 12.8 4l 12.3 55 7.8 202 10.8

Connectors 23 2.8 t7 5.1 20 2.8 60 3.2

Total 208 25.1 t0z 30.6 t34 19.0 444 23.8

The percentages of each feature is based on the total tokens of each category of
rirnuit^n"ouripeectr which ary 4ilpllyed_ilthe-brackets in the top row of the table'

The same metliod is used in Table 8 and Table 9.

(1) Address Tags

Table 7 shows lhat3.lvo of the simultaneous speech tokens in the corpus occur

after the curTent speakers produce address tags. Such tags include tag questions

after statements and other words or phrases with a similar function to a tag

question. eg.
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t5l B: ...^darling Vo*have some ch/erries#*

d: &*have a hand*$ ful
(LLC, 52.10: 1254-1255)

t6l A: ...a"dvises them / on \options and'things /are you#. / l*or ar^ranges*

B: ll*^w\ell# / ((^very Voften#))* /
A: their . tut\orials# /

(LLC, Sl.9: 1005-1006)

I7t A: ...it's be'cause he's / t\eaching /isn't it# - | l*((^up or ^not))* until

'one

B: ll*^well*
A: o'cl\ock#/

(LLC, S8.2f: | 132-1133)

t8l B: I kn\ow# / ^I've been through this bef/ore# / it's ^all r/ight#

lVo*l@:ml*
C: &*^bio*$ l\ogically you clan# / "bny'way# |

(LLC, S8.2a: 244-250)

t9] A: ...tell these g/uys# / ((that we'll)) ^carry \on# - / ^you s/e€# / >*-*

^and
B: >>*^y\ep#*

(LLC, Sl.2: l7O-177)

t10l a: ...he's a very heavy man you know >*. Gooch I don't* know

whether...

A: >>*^y\es# / ^y\es#*
(LLC, Sl.9:308-310)

In these examples, all the bold type words and phrases have the function of

addressing the hearers' attention orresponse and expecting the hearers to share the

current speakers' opinions. In [5], speaker B is addressing speaker "d", offering

her some cherries. Speaker "d" gives an answer before speaker B makes the offer,

suggesting that she may have heard the address and understood speaker B's offer,

perhaps by body language, thus producing the overlapped speech. In [6], [7] and

VICTORIA UI{IVERSITY OF \AELLII{GI()N
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[8], the overlapped speech occurs immediately after the current speakers' tag

queStiOnS SUch as "are yOU", "isn't it" and "all right". They Can be qUeStiOnS Or

requests demanding the hearers' answefs, for they all end with a rising nucleus' an

intonation pattern which is usually associated with interrogative utterances. As is

pointed out by Stenstrom (1984:224):

Q-tags in final position have a stronger elicitative force than softeners

(such as "you see", "you know") and are generally followed by a

confirming reaction regardless of pitch contour'

Sometimes the current speaker may not really expect the hearer to make a verbal

answer at the moment, yet the addreSs-like tagS such aS "you See" and "you know"

still make the hearer's response especially relevant for starting the next turn. In [9]

and [10], the bold type phrases rue not actually questions nor requests, but they can

be used as a "sympathetic circularity sequence, just like a tag question" (Schourup,

1985 72). Stenstrdm (1990: 145) also points out:

sOftenerS (SUCh as "yOU know", "you see") in final position are unique

in that they serve as explicit appeals for feedback, especially if they

carry a rising tone. They are therefore typically turn-yielding and

interpersonally oriented.

Thus, the addressees in the above examples all take these tags as signals of a

transition-relevance place and then make a backchannel as in [10], or they start

bidding for the next turn, as in [5J, [6], [7], [8J and [9]'

L2) Hesitation Markers

Table 7 shows that 4.27o of the simultaneous speech tokens in the corPus occur

just after the current speakers produce some hesitation markers which are also

called .'filled pauses" in Stenstrdm's terms (1990: 215). Such markers include

SOUnds SUCh aS "@", "@;m", "m:"; and wOfds Of phfaSes SUCh aS "well" and "soft
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of'. If we include those instances of silent pauses occurring before the current

speakers' overlapped parts (which can also be regarded as non-lexical markers of

hesitation or planning), hesitation markers before simultaneous speech make up

more than aquarter (25.3Vo) of the total tokens of the three categories (ie' STB,

UTB and BC, see Table 8). This suggests that a pause is a very salient signal in

addressing the hearer's response. It is particularly frequent in the case of turn-

bidding. The proportion of STB and UTB preceded by hesitation markers is

26.5Vo in the case of STB and 3}.lfto in the case of UTB (see Table 8)'

Table 8 Hesitation Markers Before STB' UTB & BC

I'ype ot pause STB (E3O) UTB (333) BC (706) Total (1869)

tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo

Silent pauses 193 23.3 83 24.9 t34 19.0 410 2t.9

Filled Dauses 27 3.3 24 7.2 T2 t.7 63 3.4

Total 220 26.5 to7 32.1 t46 20.7 473 25.3

The percentages are calculated using the same method used in Table 7.

As instances of silent pauses have been illustrated and discussed in 4.2.1, the

focus here is on the lexical hesitation markers. eg.

tl ll a: yes .yes .but [@:m] Vo* . ((5 to 6 sylls)) yes yes yes . yes*

C: &*come ^/on# / ^what's the ^what's the'dirt in 'Rufford it*$"sAelf# /.

(LLC, S1.9: 329-331)

II2l A: ..."tVme and# / ^w/ell# / l'F^I said* 'to[@:m] . Steve . 'and

c/ompany# /

B: ll*and. [ri^s@i]*
(LLC, S7.2k: 967-970)

tl3l B: ^not - [@:m] - wanting to'be sort of vo*f@mf (('2 to 3 sylls))#* /

A: &*^c\ourse not# / ^n\o# / you can be ^absolutely*$ b\usiness -'like# /
(LLC, S3.2a:288-291)
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ll4l B: ...[dhi] - ^how far were y\ou# / [@:m] >*-* [@:m] ^b\anking on

this...

A: >>*(("ye g\ods#))* /
(LLC, S1.2: 851-852)

tl5l C: but he ^doesn't . 'live in'in 'in . l*[@m]* / T\undraland at \all# /
A: ll*^TVundraland#*- /

(LLC, Sl.9: 399-400)

All the words and phrases in bold type can be described as "fillers" when the

current speaker is planning what to say or looking for the right word, or just

wanting to keep the floor. Most of them are unstressed and accompanied by a silent

pause as in F U, F4l and U5J or followed by another filled pause as in [l3] and

tl4l. In [I1] and [l2] the hesitation markers [@:m] and "well" occur after the

connectors "but' and "and", indicating the current speakers have finished the prior

utterance and are planning what to say next. They use the filled pauses to keep the

floor, or maybe use these markers to relinquish the floor, or to make way for the

hearer to add ideas (see schiffrin, 1987 148). In tl3l, [14] and [15], rhe phrase

"sort of', the sound "@:m" and the three repetitions of "it" are uttered within

unfinished utterances, suggesting that the current speakers hesitate in finding a

suitable word to continue. These hesitation markers serve the function of

addressing the hearer's response or signalling a termination of the utterance.

In a normal turn-taking system described by Sacks et al. (1974), it is unusual to

find more than one speaker at a time (or of course, no speaker at a time). When

such a situation occurs, a repair is necessary. The best repair for filling an

awkward pause is either for the hearer to give a backchannel to fill the "planning" or

"breathing" pause, or for the hearer to take a turn to speak. In this sense, turn-

bidding and backchannelling made at the moment of the current speaker's hesitation

may sound cooperative and supportive.
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(3) Termination Tags

Table 7 shows that2.Svo of the simultaneous speech instances in the corpus occur

just after the current speakers have made a "terminating tag", in Aijmer'S terms

( 1985: I l?). They include the words and phrases whose usual position is at the

end of an utterance. eg.

tl6l B: ...'possible to'sort of do th\at sort of 'thing# | Vo*((2 to 3 sylls

^w\ould
A: &*^cAourse it'will#*$ . / ^cAourse it'will#

(LLC, S3.2a: 477480)

tlTl g: ...even -'with my own 'books and r\ecords and 'so on# / l*and ^not

and...

w: ll*aged nfifty . aged ^fifty-s/ix# / ((that's))'r

(LLC, 56.5: 69-73)

tlSl B: ...turned us dAown# . / ^on 'something 'like th\at# / l*"^w\ett 'like

'them#...

C: ll*^who*
(LLC, S8.2a: 80-82)

tlgl w: ...im'provement of 'social con'ditions and'so on and s\o forth#

Eo*lb@l*

n: &*but*$ it's ^n/ot h\alting you#. /
(LLC, S5.3:630-632)

t20l A: so we ^don't know if they 'taste nice or n\ot# - / >*((^d\o we#*)) /

B: >>*^n\o#* /
(LLC, 52.10: l$1-lMg)

l2ll A: ...rather exp\ensive 'I'm / afr/aid# . / >*I'm ^prac*tically
prepared to...

B: >>*uh^/uh#* (LLC, S7.3f: 704-706)
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I22l h: our our our hy^gienic services as w\ell# I Vo*- ^shut the lot from

\every...

c: &*oh ^m\adam# / ^don't mention roads#*$ / ^don't mention r\oads ...

(LLC, S5.4: 990-994)

The phrases in bold type from [16] to [9] are all terminating tags which create a

kind of vagueness. This is a characteristic of informal conversation in which social

relations, sharing and intimacy are often more important than being explicit or

precise. According to Aijmer's view, "one position where the speaker can choose

to be vague is before a possible boundary in the discourse" (Aijmer, 1985: I l7).

These termination tags all appear at the end of the utterances, thus giving the hearer

signals of transition-relevance places in the current speaker's turn. From [20] to

[ZZl,the bold type phrases may not be vague expressions, but they always occur at

the end of an utterance, so their appearance also signals a unit boundary place.

Some other phrases such 4s "'.., please.", "..., thank you." and "..., sorry." also

have a similar location and discourse function.

(4) Emphasizers

Table 7 shows that 10.87o of the simultaneous speech instances in the corpus

occur at the time when the current speaker has just finished a one-word emphatic

uttgrance such as "yes", "rightt', "ok", "really", t'good", "fine", "oh", "not'. All

those prosodically transcribed one-word utterances are in a separate TU and the

majority of them (90Vo) have a falling tone. Thus a single word with a nuclear

pattern and with a TU boundary marker may appear quite prominent in the context.

A closer look at their meaning shows that most of these one-word units have a

major function which is to display the speaker's positive confirmation of the current

statement.
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I23l B: ^VI thought so# . / ^y\es# Vo*((Z to 3 sylls)*

A: &*[@:] and *$ 
^clearly there have been people in the Chirk Endowment

(LLC, Sl.2:474477)

l24l A ...I'm ^just not l'Vnterested e'nough# . / ^rVeally# | Vo* ' to ^do th/at#*

B: &*^and you know that*$'there's a linguistic c\ontent ...

(LLC, 53.la: 134-138)

l25t b: ^g\ood# I 1o*well^n/ow# / ((^let's . go on to the n\ext'point#))* /

m: &*of ^c\ourse# . | ^may I 
'just 'ask you . *$ 

^may I 'ask 'you \one ...

(LLC, 55.6:750-754)

126l A: ^o/k'then# /
B: rVght# / I'll t\ell him#/

A: ^r\ight# . / l*^bye b/ye#* I ^blye# / ^he "'
B: ll*^th\anks ((very))'much#* /

(LLC, 57.21: 1225-1232)

IZTI B: ...the de^paftment of Yiddish language and medieval Viterature# . / ^and

[dhi] divVision# / ^of contemporary Y\iddish# . / ^o\k# / ^ftine# /
>*^this is the main ((b\edding#)) / and there's* pro^vison for / ...

A: >>*^y\es# . / ^y\es# . / ^y\es#* / (LLC, Sl.2: 46_52)

Each of the words in bold type in the above examples can be called an

"emphasizer", using Stenstrtim's terms (1994). That is, they act as a reinforcer to

the previous statements and then terminate the topics. For example, the falling tone

"yes" in t23] and the falling-rising tone "really" in [24] express the speakers' re-

confirmation of their previous ideas and indicate that they will add no more new

ideas. The word "good" in [25] is a topic-shift marker. It concludes the previous

topic and shifts to a new topic (which is reflected by the following words of "now

let's go on to the next topic"). t26l is a closing of a telephone conversation where

speaker A's "right" expresses her absolute agreement to speaker B's decision and

indicates the point has been settled and it is time to end the talk. ln 1271, speaker B

has gone through a long utterance and finally come to an end. He uses a falling
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tone "ok" and "fine" to conclude his idea with such an emphasis that it is echoed by

a confirmative response.made by speaker A. The other one-word utterances such '

as ..no" and "oh" could have a similar function, but are represented in a different

way. eg.

t28l (b: I never heard of the thin'g

m: I thought You were)

b: ^nAo# I Vo*^n\o# / ^n\o#* /

m: &*oh I'm Aso s\orry#*$ . / the ^flield [spo]# . /
(LLC, 55.6: 1125-ll3l)

l2g1 (A: no it's OK)

B: ^\oh# I Vo*^hang/on# . / ^I'll 'go and g\et her## /

A: &*^[=6]# / ^O/K# - 
*$ / ^\oh# . / ^rVght# --

(LLC, 59.ld: 203-2ll)

Here, the word "no" in [28] reiterates the negative statement which speaker "b" had

made in the previous turn, indicating that he has no more to say on this point. The

word "oh'o in [29] is an initiating marker which indicates a new idea is coming.

Both "no" and "oh" can be regarded as transitional points in speech. In summary,

these emphasizers can serve the function of reinforcing the previous speech and

terminating it, hence creating a context for the next speaker to start speaking.

(5) Connectors

Table 7 shows that3.2Vo' of the simultaneous speech tokens in the corpus occur

just after the current speaker utters a connector, including conjunctions such as

ttand",'nortt, ttbuttt, ttso", "howevgrtt, "becausett, ttift. eg.

t30l A: ...on the ^way to the /airport# - i and t*1@:ml* ^you were /out# /...

B: >>*^that was lit#* I
(LLC, Sl.2:5-9)
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t3ll A: ...^Miss Str\ang's'now in'volved in it /all# / ^so ' l*- ((2 to 3

sylls))*...
B: ll*(- laughs) ^{wh\o} \isn't#* /

(LLC, 57.21: l2l9-t221)

l32t A: ... were being re"versed in Am\erica# / or >*where* A^merican was "'
B: >>'t^[=m]*

(LLC, S l.2b: 1236-1239)

t33l B: ... w\ards {for ^s\o long#}# / ^t\oo# / how^\ever# I Vo*((3 to 4

sylls))*

A: &*((2 to 3 sylls)) ^this is the *$ logical ...

(LLC, Sl.2:466470)

t34] w: ...'not en'tirely "tr\ue {Mr Na^b\ano#}# . / because l*^what they

^\also...
n: ll*((sylls))*

(LLC, S5.3: 298-300)

t35l B: ...we',ll ger some'kind of d\ay'light# / (- laughs) ^even if flo*it's

r\aining...

a' g*ny\es# / that*$ will 'be . ^that ((would)) be g\ood# / ^yAes# /
(LLC, S8.2g: 1235-1239)

A common function of connectors is to show that the current turn is unfinished and

to indicate that another part is coming after the connector. There are two reasons

why they become such a salient environmental feature associated with simultaneous

speech. Firstly, the appearance of a connector signals the termination of a unit

which could have a phrasal, clausal or sentential boundary, as shown in the above

examples. Therefore, they can be regarded as the end of the prior utterance and the

start of the next utterance as well. Secondly, overlapped speech cannot be expected

to start exactly at a boundary, because the speech sounds are coming in such a

continuous flow.
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In summary, the five sets of discourse items discussed above can be further

generalised into two categories. The first category functions as an appeal to the

hearer's feedback: for example, address tags and hesitation markers. These provide

an opportunity for the hearer to give a prompt resPonse, whether by way of a brief

backchannel, or by turn-bidding. The second category functions as a boundary

signal: for example, termination tags, emphasizers and connectors' They mark out

a transition-relevance place in the current speaker's speech which may encourage

the hearer to attempt to take a turn.

Comparing the five sets of discourse items in each category of simultaneous

speech, Table 7 shows that a higher proportion of STB and UTB than BC are

preceded by discourse items (25.2Vo > 19.07o,3O.6Vo > I9.0Vo). Even with regard

to the occurrences of each set of discourse items, STB and UTB still have a higher

proportion than BC in almost every set of discourse items (except that STB has a

slightly lower proportion of hesitation markers than BC (3.3Vo <4.0Vo)). This may

indicates that the overlapper in BC, who is not aiming at bidding for a turn, may

pay less attention to the five sets of discourse items. Looking at the frequency

order of the five sets of discourse items, it is obvious that emphasizers are the most

frequent, accounting for 202 (45.5Vo) of the 444 tokens of discourse items. This is

particularly the case with STB, which has the highest proportion of this set. It

suggests that taking full advantage of this set of discourse items may be particularly

effective in turn-bidding.

As pointed out by Stenstrdm (1994: 6l), discourse items and interactional signals

can do more than one thing in the discourse. They can have different functions in

different places, or play more than one role in one place. Some of their other

functions, which will be discussed in 4.3, are related to the linguistic devices for

producing simultaneous speech.
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4.2.3 GRAMMATICAL CONTEXT

In the turn-taking system described by Sacks et al- (1974), a syntactic boundary is

likely to be associated with overlapped speech. In the present study, the syntactic

unit boundary is identified as a sentence boundary, a clause boundary, a phrase

boundary or a "one-word" boundary Such as the single-word utterances "yes'n and

.,no,, (see examples [29] to [32] in 3.3.2). The word boundary is identified as a

boundary between words within a phrase and between syllables within a word (see

examples [33] to t36l in 3.3.2\. Their distribution in the corPus is shown in

Table 9.

Table 9 The Last Grammatical Unit Structure Before
STB. UTB & BC

,tsounclary type sTB (830) UTB (333) BC (706) Total (1869)

tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens 7o

Svntactic boundary 624 7s.2 259 77.7 564 79.9 t447 77.4

Word boundarv r97 23.7 68 20.4 136 19.3 401 2r.5
Laughs dc
inaudible svllables

, 6 1.8 6 0.9 2l

Total 830 100.0 333 100.0 706 100.0 1869 100.0

The percentages are calculated in the same way as in Table 7-

Table 9 tells us that 77.4Vo of simultaneous speech occurs at a syntactic boundary

of the current speaker's'turn which can be identified by an explicit syntactic

boundary marker. This, to a large extent, confirms Sacks et al.'s statement (1974:

721) which regards these syntactic structure boundaries as possible transition-

relevance places for turn-taking. Though they are not necessarily possible turn

completion places, they recur discretely in the course of a turn, thus offering a

possibility for the next speaker to start a new turn or for the hearer to give a

backchannel. Backchannels make up the highest percentage of such syntactic

boundaries (79.9Vo > 77.TVo > 75.2Vo), though it has been said that backchannels
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"are subject only to very few, if any, restrictions as to their placement'" and "there

do not seem to be any restrictions on the hearer signal occurring simultaneously

with any of the speaker's utterances" (Bublitz, 1988: 183-184)' The present study

shows that backchannels do not occur randomly, but mostly occur at a syntactic

boundary which is usually coincident with an information chunk. Therefore it is a

reasonable place for the hearer to give a comment or response' But Bublitz

correctly points out that "Hearer signals are less frequently given simultaneously

with the initial words of a speaker contribution, since they would then be

redundant." (ibid: 184). This is supported by the present study, which shows

fewer than one fifth (l9.3Vo) of backchannels occurring at a word boundary'

However, this is not the whole problem, because Table 9 also shows there are still

many instances of STB and UTB (23.7Vo and2O.4Vo respectively) occurring at a

word boundary. In other words more than one fifth of simultaneous speech

instances occur at places which have no explicit syntactic markers. They appear at

the "non-possible-completion point of a unit tyPe" in Sacks et al''s terms'

According to their description, those overlaps which do not occur at "possible

completion points" are what they term "turn-taking elrors, violations and troubles"

which should be avoided or need repair (see Sacks et al., 1974:723). This raises

the question of whether this number of turn-bidding instances can really be

described as turn-taking errors which should be avoided. It also needs to be

explained why so many hearers do not make turn-bids until the syntactic unit

boundary actually occurs. One possible answer could be that the hearer's need to

turn-bid is so urgent that he or she has to start speaking before it is too late. The

other reason may relate to another problem --- whether a word boundary can really

be a syntactic boundary which is predictable before its actual occulrence' Some

data from the corpus suggests an affirmative answer to this question. eg.
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t36l B: ...you were ^going to be able to come and pick it 7a*\up#* /

A: &*^y\eah#*$ / ^where ^where Vs your 'office# / in the Str\and# /

(LLC, 57.31: 1347-1350)

t37) A: ... could'almost k\ick your'way into'sandstone c/ouldn't Vo*you#*

B: &*^you*$ c\ould# / if ^you were in b\oots# /
(LLC, S7.3f: 612-6t4)

[38X After speaker A tells speaker "a" that she is actually recovering from several

days of strange meals and drinks and things which were given by some

tenible Greeks and she then finished up with a session with Mary Patrick all

last night which is just about to finish her off, speaker "a" takes the turn as

follows:)

a: ((so it's)) for whom the bell . for l*whom* the bell tolls

A: ll*((^d\esperate# .))*
(LLC, Sl.9: 53-54)

t39l c: ...how I'go for . bits and'pieces that are going \on 'then /all l*right#

/and ^I will -* go into your financial ...

B: ll*^rVght# . / ^f=ine# / ^thanks very'much ind\eed#* /
(LLC, S8.2a:905-909)

t40l B: ...^Mrs Kay Gr/een#- / ^and the phone n=um %o*ber** I
A: &*^four*$'six nline# I

(LLC, 59. ln: 1270-1272)

t4ll f: ...))^I wouldn'r kn\ow# . / it's ^only my idVea# / ^Victor
7o*M/ishcon#*

c: &*((well))* . you may be r\ight# /
(LLC, S5.4: 1087-1089)

Here, all the turn-bidding instances occur at a word boundary place. Yet a closer

examination of the current speakers' speech before the turn-bidding finds that their

stnrctures and content are usually predictable. In other words the turn-bidders can

anticipate a possible completion of the current speakers' utterance by noting the

existing syntactic patterns or collocative phrase structures, or the other semantic
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context of the topic being discussed. For example, in [36] and [37], if the hearer

has the knowledge that "pick + pronoun + up" is a fixed verbal collocation, and that

the statement "you could" can sometimes be followed by a tag question "couldn't

you,,, he or she will not find it difficult to predict the coming words from the

current speaker, which by then may be a complete syntactic unit, because all these

word boundary stnrctures have involved some predictable information in the

communicative context.

[38] and [39] are UTB instances in which the turn-bidders make use of the prior

semantic context to bid for a turn. In [38], speaker A could be familiar with the

connotation of the phrase "for whom the bell tolls" -* which is quite relevant to

their present topic and therefore she does not wait until speaker "a" finishes the

whole sentence before starting to speak. In [39], speaker B may take speaker C's

rising tone "all right" as a usual feedback-seeking phrase at the end of a statement,

and so quickly makes a response before speaker C has actually finished the phrase.

yet she does not know speaker C still has something to say after that, and hence

there is an unsuccessful turn-taking.

The occurrence of turn-bidding may be associated with other contextual cues- In

[40], both speakers may be quite familiar with the telephone conversation routine

which requires that to contact a person, the speaker should not only know that

person's name but also the telephone number as well. Therefore speaker A

immediately says the number even before speaker B has completed the inquiry. In

[41], speaker "c" happened to be the participant whose name was being addressed,

and therefore he had no hesitation in taking up the turn before speaker "f' had

finished addressing his name.

In summary, any one of the syntactic boundaries such as the end of a sentence, a

clause, a phrase or a one-word utterance is likely to be a proper linguistic
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environment for simultaneous speech. Yet quite a number of word boundaries

which have provided a structural or semantic context for prediction can also signal a

transition-relevance place for turn-bidding or backchannelling' Such word

boundary structures have embedded redundant information in the communicative

context and it is such redundancy that makes such a prediction possible. In this

sense such a word boundary can be called an implicit syntactic boundary because it

may signal a possible completion point for a sentence or a clause or a phrase'

Therefore it can also be a relevant place for turn-bidding or backchannelling.

Table 9 shows that STB has a slightly higher frequency of word-boundary

occurence rhan UTB and BC (23.7Vo > 20.4Vo > l9.3%o). Although it is difficult

to count how many word-boundary instances are being predicted exactly by the

overlappers as an oncoming syntactic boundary, one could assume that the

overlappers in STB are better in anticipating the boundaries by using predicting

skills, resulting in a much higher frequency of STB than UTB in this corpus. As a

spoken language is structured with redundancy, and as a human speaker has the

capacity to predict the forthcoming structures and meaning, STB is, in fact, a

process of interaction between the hearer's anticipation and the predictable

structures and information in the current speaker's turn. In other words, a current

listener can make full use of the language features and other contextual cues to

anticipate a possible completion point in the current speaker's speech, taking it as a

relevant transitional time and starting a new turn, thus achieving a STB speech act.

This may support, from another aspect, the existence of what Sacks et al. called:

"the projectability of possible completion or transition-relevance places" in the turn-

taking system of conversation (Sacks et al', 1974:7O7).
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4.2.4 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THREE LEVELS OF

BOUNDARY MARKERS

As was mentioned in the literature review, a computerised and prosodically

transcribed spoken colpus can provide an opPortunity to study comprehensively a

language phenomenon from its prosodic, lexical and grammatical aspects' Here an

analysis of boundary markers on these three levels reveals some interesting

findings. For the validity of comparison, all the tokens in Table 10 are those

which have been prosodically transcribed. A chi-square test with two degrees of

freedom was undertaken to find if there is any association between any two of the

three levels of boundarY markers.

Table 10 Association between Boundarv Markers at Three Levels

* = significant at p =< 0.004
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Table l0 shows the p-values are all less than 0.004 which are highly significant

and provide strong evidence that the boundary markers at three levels are

associated. In section (1) of the table, almost two thirds (ie. 62-2Vo) of the

syntactic boundary instances also end with a TU boundary marker, while nearly all

of the prosodic boundary instances (ie. 97.6Vo) also end at a syntactic boundary'

This is consistent with Halliday's point ( 1989: 36) that a clause (a grammatical unit)

is always associated with a tone group (a phonological unit characterised by pitch

movement). It is also consistent with Duncan's point (1973: 37-38) that a

phonemic clause is often additionally marked by the completion of a grammatical

clause, involving a subject-predicate combination. In section (2) of the table'

almost two thirds (ie. 65.lTo) of the instances with a lexical boundary (which is

displayed by the five sets of discourse items) are also immediately followed by a

TU boundary marker, and about one third of instances with TU boundary markers

(3l.3Vo) are associated with discourse items. With the salient prosodic features

such as an obvious pitch change or a pause, these discourse items become more

prominent signals to the hearers. In section (3) of the table, 9IVo of the instances

with discourse items can be accounted for as a syntactic unit. About 3OVo of

instances with syntactic boundary markers are also associated with discourse items.

The coincidence of boundary markers at these three levels makes it easy for hearers

to recognise the appearance of the unit boundary in the current speakers' speech.

Moreover the intenelation of the three-level boundary markers indicates that most of

simultaneous speech instances do not occur randomly. They are closely associated

with boundaries which are signalled by a combination of prosodic, lexical and

syntactic boundary markers.

4.2.5 SUMMARY

The findings of the study in terms of the environmental features associated with the

occurrence of simultaneous sPeech are as follows:
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(a) The occurrence of simultaneous speech is based on a context (linguistic and

non-linguistic) which is rule-governed-

(b) The most important "rule" is that simultaneous speech is most likely to occur at

a unit boundary.

(c) The unit boundary is associated with three levels of the speaker's language:

prosodic, lexical (discoursal) and grammatical'

(d) The unit boundary on each linguistic level is linguistically marked by salient

features; and the features at different levels are closely associated'

(e) A unit boundary can be signalled both by explicit markers or by implicit cues'

The implicit cues usually occur before or near the actual boundaries' Hearers

mainly seem to note the explicit boundary markers as a signal to start

simultaneous speech, but they also make use of the implicit cues to anticipate the

coming boundary.

(f) The hearer's anticipation relies on the redundant information involved in

language. Such redundancy is presented by linguistic forms, content, and other

contextual cues.

(g) Different categories of simultaneous speech have a similar tendency to use the

above environmental features, but can have a stronger or weaker tendency to use

particular features. In comparison with STB and UTB, BC occurs more

frequently at a proso.dic and syntactic boundary but less frequently at a lexical

boundary displayed by a discourse item. In comparison with UTB, STB occurs

more frequently at the three levels of boundaries, especially at those implicit

ones which can positively signal an oncoming unit boundary'
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4.3 LINGUISTIC DEVICES AND STRATEGIES USED

BY OVERLAPPERS IN SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

After analysing the linguistic environmental features which occur immediately

before simultaneous speech, ie. features on the current speaker's side, we now turn

to explore the linguistic devices and strategies which are used by the overlapper in

carrying out simultaneous speech. The analyses were carried out from three

aspects: prosodic devices, discourse items and repetition strategies' The purpose is

to see how these devices and strategies function in realising simultaneous speech

and how they are associated with each category of simultaneous speech in

particular.

4.3.1 PROSODIC DEVICES

Speech sounds and their intonation contours are essential in transferring spoken

information. Therefore their representation in simultaneous speech can be very

significant. In this section, all five categories of simultaneous speech are involved,

ie. besides STB, UTB and BC (as were analysed in 4.2), STC and UTC are also

taken into account, because they both have overlappers' linguistic features. The

data in Tables Ll-14 show that the most prominent prosodic features are

concentrated at the beginning and ending of the overlap and are also associated with

speech rate and amplitude change through the overlap. These features include:

devices initiating the overlap: a) stressed initials

b) initials with nucleus

c) initials as single-word tone units

devices used during the overlap a) faster speech rate

b) stronger amPlirude

devices ending the overlap a) incomplete tone unit stnrctures
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(1) Devices Initiating the Overlap

Table 11 shows that 67 .5Vo of the simultaneous speech tokens in the corpus zu.e

associated with a stressed word at onset --- that is, the majority of the initial words

in the first TU of the overlappers' speech are stressed onsets' Second' 46'6Vo of

the initial words in the overlaps are highlighted by an obvious change of pitch

direction, ie. they are not only stressed but also adopt a nuclear pattern' Third'

4l.|Vo of the initials are followed by a TU boundary mafker, which means that they

are not only stressed and nuclear patterned, but also construct a complete TU'

Therefore, more than two thirds of the instances of simultaneous speech have a

stressed initial, and more than 40Vo of the initials are further strengthened by having

a nucleus or by forming a single tone unit. All this contributes to a prominent start

to the simultaneous speech on the overlapper's side'

Table 11 Prosodic features of overlappers' Initial word

categones Total tokens With stress With nucleus As aTU
tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo

STB 830 502 60.5 254 30.6 198 23.9

UTB 333 t74 52.3 68 20.4 5l 15.3

STC 71 37 52.1 18 25.4 l6 22.5

UTC 7l 32 45.1 22 30.9 22 30.9

BC 706 613 86.8 575 8l.4 551 78.0

Total 2011 1358 67.5 937 46.6 838 4t.7

ttt" p"rr"ntages of each feature are based on the total tokens of each category of
simultaneous speech.

Examining each category of simultaneous speech, BC has the highest frequency of

such prominent starting. This is because most of the backchannels consist of only

One WOfd Or One SOUnd SUCh aS "yes", "Ok"' "fight", "m". The briefnesS Of

backchannels causes a high frequency of stressed single words, which are at the

same time nuclear patterned and constructed of a single-word TU. Previous study
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of backchannels (Bublitz, 1988) concluded that the nuclear tone in backchannels is

generally lower than that of the preceding or simultaneous uttered syllables. Yet the

present study does not show such a feature, possibly because this feature is not

marked up in the original corpus and because the tape-recorded version of the

corpus was not accessible. However, comparing STB and UTB, the former has a

much higher frequency of prominent beginnings than the latter in terms of the three

beginning features (60.57o > 52.3Vo, 30.6Vo > 2O.4Vo, 23.9Vo > l5.3%o).

Comparing STC and UTC, successful turn-competitors also have a higher

frequency of stressed initial sounds than unsuccessful turn-competitors (52.17o >

45.lVo). This indicates that a prominent start favours successful turn-bidding'

because, as noted by Irvinson (1983: 301):

The speaker who "upgrades" most wins the floor, upgrading consisting

of increased amplitude, slowing tempo, lengthened vowels and other

features.

Therefore, a prominent prosodic start can serve as a turn-bidding signal. It serves

the function of addressing the current speaker with "I want to speak now!" In

achieving such prominence or attraction, quite a number of usually unstressed

words become onsets of the first TU in STB and STC. This involves personal

pronouns such as "you", "het', "we", "they", "it", "his"; prepositions such as

"fgf", "in"; cOnjUnCtiOnS SUCh aS "and", "Of", "but"n "if'and aUXiliafieS SUCh aS

t'bett, t'cantt, "maytt. eg.

t42l c: ...the old Godfather . first God 7o*father*

A: &*^be a*$ :pretry good :double :bVill'that'actually#/ we'd be ^out of

(LLC, 52.10: 647-649)

t43l (B: ...I think it will just be be a few days in the Lakes

A: uhuh (.laughs ) )

B: ^really 7o*just*

A: &*^for a*$ ch/ange# - /

@: for a change) (LLC, S7.3f: 844-849)
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I44l (C: ...you stand to make a capital gain on that of at least two and a half

thousand ihree thousand pounds within the first year)

B: ^y\eah# - / ^yeah I s\ee th/at# 1 oToxnyle*#* I

C: &*^andx$ it's a lvery :sVensible'house lfor you to "lb\uy# /

be^cause...
(LLC, S8.2a: 4r''5455)

l45l (c: I can recommend You a book)

B: >*^it's a'tform of an":\alysis my "dear#*

A: >>*^if you were . ^if you were* if ^you were if ^you were sort of -

un\edu'cated# ^and :Ph\ili'stine#

(LLC, 5210: 351-354)

Here the overlappers in [42] and [a3] are achieving STB by helping the current

speakers to finish their incomplete utterances. The highlighted "be" in [42] and

..for" in [43] indicate that the coming words are not a feedback, but a continuation

of the current statements. In [44], speaker C's stressed conjunction "and" stops

speaker B's agreement with the previous statement, instead, he lays emphasis on a

further development of the topic. In [45], both turn-competitors are starting the

overlap with an unusual stressed onset such as "it" by speaker B and "if' by

speaker A. But the successful competitor A persists in stressing the "if' and "you"

and finally gains the floor. Moreover, in the four examples above, the words

following the onsets all have a tendency to increase in pitch range, as reflected by

the booster markers in fro:rt of the words such as "pretty", "double", "bill" in [42],

"very", "for", "buy" in [44] and "if', "you" in [45]. The abnormally stressed

words in the initial position of STB and STC and the subsequent increasing pitch

can have the function of foregrounding the new turn or stengthening the coherence

between the current speaker's and the overlapper's speech. In UTB and UTC there

are also some similar stressed cases, but they are not as frequent as those in STB

and STC.
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(2) Devices Used during the Overlap

The present study generally supports the previous research findings that a more

rapid speech rate and higher vocal amplitude than normal speech is associated with

successful turn-competition (see Duncan & Fiske: 1977, Roger: 1989, Ng et al':

1993). These two devices are discussed respectively as follows:

(2a) Speech Rate

Here the speech rate within the simultaneous speech is evaluated by comparing the

average number of words spoken by the current speaker and by the overlapper

during the time of simultaneous speech. It is based on the assumption that, within a

given time, a larger average number of words and more unit pauses in the overlap

indicate a faster speech rate (for a detailed rationale see 3.3.3 (1)).

Table 12 Comparison of Speech Rates, betqeerl Current
Speake-rs and Overlappers during the Overlaps

(a) total
number. of
overlapping

words

(b) total tokens
of overlaps

(c) average number of
words in overlaps

(d) total
number of

unit pause in
overlaos

STB

current soeaker 2127 830 2.6 t24

overlapper 2363 830 2.9 144

UTB

current soeaker to22 333 3.1 89

overlapper 975 333 2.9 46

BC

current speaker l09l 706 1.5 n5

overlapper l0l4 706 t.4 63

STC 203 7l 2.9 l0

UTC r79 7l 2.5 8

Note:
The average number of words is obtained by dividing the total number of
overlapping words by the total tokens of overlaps, ie. (c) = (a) - (b).

Table 12 shows that in different categories of simultaneous sPeech, the current

speaker and overlapper have a different speech rate. In the case of STB, the

overlapper appears to have a slightly faster speech rate than the current speaker,
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because the former has a larger average number of words and more pauses (2'9 w'

> 2.6 w., and 144> 124 in pauses) than the latter. Yet this is not the case in UTB.

Table 12 shows that it is the current speaker who has a slightly faster speech rate

than the overlapper (3.1 w. >2.g w. and 89 > 46 in pauses). The contrast of

speech rates in these two categories suggests that the turn-bidder who has a faster

speech rate than the current speaker during the simultaneous speech is more likely

to gain the floor. This is further supported by the results from the comparison

between sTC and uTC in this study. Table 12 shows that the successful turn-

competitor also has a slightly faster speech rate than the unsuccessful turn-

competitors during the simultaneous speech (2.9 w. > 2.5 w. and l0 > 8 in

pauses), suggesting that even in a turn-competing situation, the one who speaks

faster is more likely to gain the floor. Apparently, a faster speech rate can be a

positive factor leading to a successful turn-bidding and competing' However, the

situation in BC is different. Table L2 shows that the overlapper has a slightly

slower speech rate than the current speaker (1.4 w. < 1.5 w. and 63 < ll5 in

pauses). This could be due to the non-turn-bidding nature of the backchannel

speech act. That is, the backchannel makers need not increase their speech rate

during the overlaps, for they are not aiming at taking over a tum.

(2b) Amplified Volume

In simultaneous speaking, the overlapped speech can influence the sound quality

and amplitude of both speakers. Those who have a higher volume or a louder voice

may suppress those who have a weaker or lower voice. Thus the former can be

heard clearly while the latter cannot. If we accept that degree of clarity is closely

associated with vocal amplitude, the degree of clarity in the overlap may be very

significant for the realisation of STB and STC. In the present study, degree of

clarity is evaluated by collecting the occurrence of unclearly-heard cases in the

overlaps on both sides. A comparison was made of the clarity between the overlap

of the culrent speakers and that of the overlappers.
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Table 13 shows that different categories of simultaneous speech in the corpus.

have different degrees of clarity in the overlap and that even within the same

category of simultaneous speech, the degree of clarity varies between the start and

the conclusion of the overlaP.

Table 13

(-ategory Posrhon
of overlap

Current speaker Overlapper

tokens Vo tokens Vo

STB initial l6l 19.4 n9 14.3

end 217 26.1 72 8.7

UTB initial 44 13.2 tt4 34.2

end 43 t2.6 t34 40.2

BC initial 65 9.2 & 9.1

end 65 9.2 70 9.9

STC initial l0 14.1

end 10 t4.l

UTC initial 22 3l .0

end 20 28.2

ote:
The percentage is obtained by dividing the tokens of unclearly-heard cases

by tlie total tokens of simultaneous speech in each category.

Comparing the two turn-bidding categories, ie. STB and I-ITB, the overlappers in

STB have a much lower frequency of unclearly-heard cases than those of the

current speakers, whether it is at the initial part or at the ending of the overlap

(14.37o <l9.4%o and8.7Vo <26.IVo). It is assumed that this means the turn-

bidders in STB generally have a louder amplitude than the current speakers.

However, the overlappers in UTB have a much lower degree of clarity than the

current speakers, because the former have a much higher frequency of unclearly-

heard cases in the two positions (34.2Vo > l3.2%o, 4O.2 > 12.6). The lower

clarity may be due either to the diminishing volume of one speaker or the

increasing volume of the other. Moreover, the speech in STB has an increasing

clarity during the overlap, because unclearly-heard cases occur much less at the
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end of the overlap than at the initial part (8.7Vo < l4.3vo). However, the current

speaker's speech, ie. of the speaker being intem.rpted, has a decreasing clarity

during the overlap: there is a much gleater occu11ence of unclearly-heard cases at

the end of the overlap than at the initial part (26.l%o > 19.4). On the contrary, the

overlappers' amplitude in UTB is decreasing during the overlap (4O'2Vo >

34.27o) while the current speakers' voices do not change much (12'67o : 13'2Vo)'

A similar contrast also occurs in turn-competing speech acts, ie' between STC

and uTC. The degree of clarity in STC is much higher than that in uTC,

because in STC the occurrence of unclearly-heard cases is much less than UTC,

whether it is at the beginning or end of the overlap. (l4.lVo <3l%o,l4'l <28'2)

As Meltzer et al. (1971: 392) note:

the change in intemrptees' amplitude from before to during the

intemrption was particularly effective in determining the outcome of

very short intemrptions.

The amplitude difference between STB and UTB and between STC and UTC

again suggests that overlapper's "higher volume provides a powerful resource for

the achievement of turn-competition intemrption" (French & Local, 1986: 178)'

(3) Devices Ending the OverlaP

Prosodic features at the end of the overlap are imPortant for the outcome of

simultaneous speech, ie. who can continue to speak after the overlap. Table 14

presents the prosodic features of the last TU in the overlaps of the turn-bidders,

turn-competitors and producers of backchannels. It reveals a sharp contrast

between the successful turn-bidding/competing cases and the corresponding

unsuccessful ones in terms of the prosodic features at the end of overlaps. The

TU structure at the end of STB and STC has a strong tendency towards

incompleteness in comparison with that of UTB and UTC. As mentioned in

4.2.1, a complete TU is marked by a TU boundary or a nucleus. In Table 14
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both STB and STC have a much lower percentage than UTB and UTC in terms

of TU boundary markers (29.27o < 47 .7 ,32.4Vo < 46.5Vo\ and nuclear patterned

words (42.97o < 48.6Vo,42.3Vo < 47.9Vo). The fewer occulrences of complete

TU structure at the end of STB and STC indicates that the overlappers still have

something more to say, and thus do not provide an opportunity for others to

insert speech.

Table 14 Features of the Last TU at the End of the overlap

The percentage of feature I and 2 is based on the total token of each category of
simuitaneouslpeech, while the percentage of feature 3 to 5 is based on the total

tokens of featurb 2 in each category of simultaneous speech.

However, instances of UTB and UTC present a much higher percentage of

prosodic boundary features. First, 47.7Vo of UTB and 46.5?o of UTC have a TU

boundary marker; second, 48.6Vo of UTB and 47.9Vo of UTC have a nuclear

pattern in the last TU of the overlap. These unit boundaries may indicate a turn

transition-relevance place or signal that the overlapper might relinquish the floor.

Table 14 also reveals a strong tendency towards complete TU structure in BC, for

it has the highest percentage of TU.boundary markers and nuclear patterned words

(both are 9l .\Vo). This means that all the nuclear-patterned words are in fact

followed by a TU boundary marker, thus forming a large number of single-word

TUs in backchannels. The strong tendency towards prosodic completeness in BC

cate-
gory

I otal
tokens

(l)with TU
boundary

(2) with
nucleus

(3) tsalttng
tone

(4) Rising
tone

(5) Irvel
tone

tokens(7o tokens(7o tokens(7o tokens(7o tokens(7o

STB 830 242Q9.2) 356@2.9\ 24e(69.9) 87(24.4) 20( 5.6)

UTB 333 t59@7.7\ 162(48.6\ 103(63.6) s5(34.0) 4( 2.5\

STC 7l 23(32.4\ 30(d2.3\ 24(80.0) 6(20.0) 0(0 )

UTC 7l 33(46.5\ 34(47.9) 2o(58.8) l3(38.2) t( 2.9)

BC 706 648(91.8) 648(91.8) 454(70.1) 106(16.4) 88(l3.6)

Total 2011 l105(54.9) t230(6r.2) 850(69. r ) 267(21.7) rr3( 9.2)
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can be interpreted as evidence that the overlappers have no intentions of continuing

to speak after the overlaps, but rather, they arejust supporting or encouraging the

current speakers to go on with their speech.

In terms of the nuclear patterns of the last TU in the overlap, Table 14 shows that

the majority cf the nuclear patterned instances in each category end in a falling tone

(STB: 69.97\,UTB: 63.6Vo,STC:807o, UTC: 58.87o,FiC:7O.lVo). Yet STB

has a higher percentage of level tones than tJlB (5.6Vo > 2.5Vo). As level tone is a

signal of an incomplete phonemic clause in Duncan's terms (1972), and as it is a

tone pattern mostly used to indicate unfinished speech (see O'Connor: 1967:

Halliday: 1985), this feature is consistent with the general tendency towards

incomplete prosodic endings in STB. However, BC has an even higher frequency

of level tones than any other categories (13.6%o). This can be explained by the fact

that many single-word backchannels with a level tone may not indicate the

overlappers' intention to continue the speech, but rather, their short and non-

prominent pitch contour may sound less intrusive to the current speakers, ie'

allowing them to continue ttreir speech without being intemrpted.

In summary, the prosodic strategies for each category of simultaneous speech are

different. STB and STC are characterised by:

(a) more frequent prominent beginnings (ie. an initial stressed onset often with a

nuclear pattem and followed by a TU boundary marker);

(b) a slightly faster speech rate than the current speaker or the other competitor (ie. a

greater number of words and more Pauses in the overlap);

(c) a presumed higher amplinrde than the current speaker or the other competitor (ie.

less occurrence of unclearly-heard cases and an increasing degree of clarity

during the overlap)

(d) a stronger tendency towards prosodic incompleteness at the end of the overlap.
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For UTB and UTC, all the above features'occur with a comparatively lower

percentage

BC is characterised by:

(a) the highest percentage of prqminent prosodic features at the beginning of the

overlap;

(b) no obvious difference in amplitude between the culrent speaker and the

overlapper during the overlaP;

(c) a stightly faster speech rate of the current speaker during the overlap;

(d) a very strong tendency towards complete prosodic units at'the end of the

overlap.

4.3.2 DISCOURSE ITEMS

This analysis of discourse items used by the overlappers focuses on the initial

words of each overlap. A wordlist was made by computer of all the words which

occurred in the corpus at the beginning of the overlappers' speech in each category

of simultaneous speech. The most frequently occurring words are presented in

descending order of frequency in Table 15. They include only those types whose

tokens make up 2Vo or more of the total tokens in each category of simultaneous

speech. Therefore they can be regarded as more frequent initial types than the rest.

Accounting for the proportion of the most frequent types of initials in relation to

the proportion of their tokens, Table 16 shows that in each category of

simultaneous speech there is a limited number of initial tyPes which make up quite

a large proportion of total initial tokens. For example, in STB the eleven most

frequent initial types make up only 7.4Vo of the total of 149 initial types, but the

number of initial tokens covered by these ten types makes up 6I.8Vo of the total 830

initial tokens. In BC, the five most frequent initial types (ie. "yes", "m", "no", "I",
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"right") make up 8l.3Vo of the 706 tokens of this category. This indicates that there

is a small set of initial items frequently used by the overlappers in a large number of

instances of simultaneous speech. It is thus worthwhile to study what this set of

items is and why it is so frequently used in simultaneous speech.

Table 15 The Most Frequent Initial Words
in Simultaneous Speech

STB UTB BC STC UTC

tvDe tokens(7o) wDe tokens(7o type tokens(7o) tvDe tokens(7o) tvDe tokens(%)

yes

I

no

m

well

oh

ard

it
you

but

the

ro2(r2.3)

76( 9.2)

6r( 7.4)

s6( 6.7)

49( 5.e)

45( s.4)

34( 4.1)

27(3.3)

26(3.r)

20(2.4)

t7( 2.0)

I

no

yes

oh

md

it
@

we

what

28(8.4)

22(6.6)

l3(3.e)

r2(3.6)

r2(3.6)

l l(3.3)

r0(3.0)

7(2.1)

7Q.r\

yes

m

no

I

risht

281(39.8)

237(33.7)

26(3;t)

ls( 2.1)

l5( 2.1)

I

bye

oh

well

ard

m

how

it
but

no

what

when

6(8.5)

5(7.0)

5(7.0)

4(5.6)

4(5.6)

3(4.2)

2(2.8)

2(2.8)

2(2.8)

2(2.8)

2(2.8)

2Q.8)

m

no

I

bye

so

hello

ok

l l(15.s)

6( 8.5)

4( s.6)

3( 4.2)

3( 4.2)

2( 2.8)

2( 2.8\

574(81.3)

3r(43.7)

122(36.6)

513(61.8)

3964.9\

Note:
(a) For the convenience of analysis in the wordlist, words like."yes",."yguh", "yYP"

are classified as being the type "yes", because of their slmilarltV in.form.3ld in
meaning. The same is dOniTor ihe fype "m'lwh-ich- includes "m", "@", "@m",
"mhm"i"uhuh", "aha" and the type "oh" which includes "oh", "ooh", "ah".

(b) The percentage in the table is-6ased on the total tokens of each category of
simultaneous speech.
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Table 16 The Most Frequent Initial T{pgs=ald Their

category (a)
total
types

(b)
total

tokens

(c)
number of

types which
have2%o and

more of
tokens

7o

(c)+(a)

(d)
number of

initial tokens
covered by (c)

Vo

(d)+(b)

STB t49 830 ll 6.7 452 54.5

UTB 98 333 9 9.2 t22 36.6

BC 47 706 5 10.6 574 8l .3

STC 37 7l T2 32.4 39 54.9

UTC 37 7l 7 18.9 3l 43.7

Based on the results of Table 15, a further generalisation was made from those

types so as to obtain the most frequently occurring types which are shared by at

least two or more categories of simultaneous speech. The result is that eleven types

of initials are shared by at least two or more categories of simultaneous speech'

They are ttf", ttm", "no", "ygst', o'oht', t'it", "wellnt, "and", "buttt, "whatt' and

"bye". These eleven types were further reduced to seven types, because the initial

wOfdS like "I", "it", "what" and "bye" Can Only be analySed when aCgggnting for

their association with the other words or structures, while the other seven types, ie.

"yes", "no", "well", "oh", "and", "m" and "but" are typical discourse items (see

Srenstrom, 1990: 174). Considering their meaning and pragmatic effect, the seven

types of initials words were further categorised into five sets as follows:

(a) agreement set:

(b) disagreement set:

(c) hesitation set:

(d) exclamation set:

(e) continuity set:

including "ygs", "yeah", "yup", affirmative "no" and

falling tongd "m", "mhm", "uhuh", "aha"

including negative "no'

including "well", "@", "@m" and level toned "m"

including "oh", "ooh", "ah"

including "and", "but"
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As the function of a discourse item is closely related to its position in the discourse

and itS prOsOdic presentation, items such as "m" and "no" are put into more than

one set of initial categories according to their different prosodic presentations or

prior context. For example, a falling tone "m" usually indicates the hearer's

agreement with the current speaker's opinion (see example l47l and [a9]) while an

unstressed or level tone "m" usually indicates the hearer's hesitation or planning in

speech (see example [5a]). Hence the former was put into the agreement set while

the latter was in the hesitation set. Similarly the word "(lo" can be put into the

agreement set when it follows a negative statement (see [50]) or it can be in a

disagreement set when it expresses a negative answer or shows a different opinion

ro the prior statement (see [52] and t53]). Table 17 outlines the distribution of the

five sets of discourse items in the five categories of simultaneous speech'

Table 17 Five sets of Discourse ltems at [he Beginning
of Simultaneous Sneech

Function sTB (830) UTB (333) BC (706) sTc (7l LIrC (7l) Total(2O11

tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens 7o tokens Vo

asreemeru r 56 18.8 22 6.6 501 71.0 8 ll.2 9 12.7 696 34.6

disasreement 29 3.5 l4 4.2 0 0.0 I t.4 3 4.2 47 2.3

hesitation 84 10.1 3l 9.3 M 6.2 4 5.6 2 2.8 165 8.2

exclamation 45 5.4 t2 3.6 48 6.8 s 7.0 I 1.4 lll 5.5

continuitv 54 6.5 l6 4.8 0 0.0 6 8.5 0 0.0 76 3.8

Total 368 44.3 95 28.5 s93 84.0 24 33.8 l5 2t.r 1095 54.5

Figur"r in the brackets of the top line of the table are the total tokens for each

cuf"eorv of simultaneous speech based on which the percentage of each feature iscaiegory of simultaneous sPeech
counted.

Table 17 shows that more than half (54.5Vo\ of the 201I instances of

simultaneous speech are initiated by any of the five sets of discourse items. This

suggests that these items are salient discourse devices associated with simultaneous
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speech. Because of their importance, a further analysis needs to be made of the

pragnatic functions of each set.

(1) Agreement Set

Preference for agreement and continuity is a general principle in human

communication. Table 17 shows that more than one third (34'6Vo) of the

overlappers' speech is introduced by an agreement. If other initial words or

phrases diSplaying the same function, inclUding "ok", "right", "good", Or "I agree",

"that's right", "that's ok" are included, this portion will be even larger. In BC,

agreement initials account for TlVo of the tokens. This is consistent with the major

functions of backchannels, ie. to confirm that the hearer is taking note of or

agreeing with what the current speaker is (or has been) saying or meaning (see

Bublitz, 1988: 189). eg.

146l A: ...^from S\eahaven /onwards# >*.* I . ^what has now hVappened# - /
can

t47l

B: >>*^y/es#* /
(LLC, Sl.2:269 -271)

A:...^this is something that could be running through your mAind# /

;*AsJ* something on'inton/ation# /

". 
rr*a[ml#*. I

(LLC, S3.2a: 492494)

Here in [47], hearer B gives a backchannel "yes" which may tell speaker A that he

is listening to him and encourages him to continue. In [48], the falling toned o'm"

indicates that hearer B is agreeing with the prior statement made by speaker A.

Since agreement initials have both the function of taking note and of stating

position, they can be a hearer's signal and a speaker's contribution to the culrent

conVefSatiOn. In pfevious feseafch, wOfdS like "yes", "m", "aha" in the agreement
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set were usually put into the backchannel category and seldom associated with

intemrption. The present result shows that these words are frequently used as a

starting point for turn-bidding speech acts. In other words, turn-bidders are likely

to begin their speech with a backchannel word, ie. agreeing with what is being said

first, and then using it as a precursor to take over the floor. eg.

t48l a: ...w\ell# . / sym^b\olic of # . / the ^future of wVomen#- I 7o*

((^mVilitant#))*

O. g*ay\es#* I of^course I never [@m]. 'felt in the least ---^sort of .

^w\ell.
(LLC, S6.4b: 714-719)

t49l B: ...you ^get to'know the st\udents ((much 7o *'better"))# I

A: &*^[m]#*$ . / sup^pose r/eally ...

(LLC, Sl.9: 978-980)

t50l A: ...I ^don't want to b/uy it# lit's Vo*^all r\ight#* /

B: &*^n\o# / becaus"*$ it'll be ^all over the 'bedroom fl\oor# / ..-

(LLC, 52.10: 293-297)

t5ll A: ...have you d\one with {^that'French'packet#}# .l vo*^Deb 'bought...

B: &'t^y\es# / but ^these*$ are s\uper# -/ ^Arthur'doesn't sm\oke

them...
(LLC, 52.10: 532-536)

In these four examples, the turn-bidders all use agreements to start the turn-bidding.

The initial word o'yes" in [48] and "m" in t49l are confirmative in character.

Similarly, in [50], the word "no", though it is negative in meaning, is in fact

confirming the previous negative statement. [51] is an instance of using an

agreement as a precursOr to express a Side step. The word "yes" preceding "butn'

may soften the effect of the counter. Therefore it is a polite way of showing

disagreement. Since turn-bidding can be face-threatening behaviour, both to the

turn-bidder and current speaker, starting to bid for a turn with an agreement can be

"a cooperative 'sharing' device" (Altenberg 1986: 28). It tends to make the
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insertion less provocative and thus smooths the way to gain the floor' Comparing

STB and UTB in Table 17, the former has a much higher frequency of agreement

initials than the laner (18.8 Vo > 6.6Vo). suggesting that using agreeing initials may

be an effective strategy for successful turn-bidding.

(2) Disasreement Set

A disagreement initial which consists of the word "no" has the lowest Percentage

among the five sets (see 2.3Vo > 3.8Vo > 5.5Vo > 8.2Vo > 34.6Vo in the right hand

column of Table 17), perhaps because saying "no" as an initial in simultaneous

speech is likely to cause a disagreeable effect on the current speaker' It is

noteworthy that it does not occur in BC at all, except in a few cases of using "no"

as an agreemenr to confirm the previous negative statement like that in [50].

Comparing STB, STC with UTB, UTC in Table 17, the first two have less use of

such disagreement initials than the last two (3.5Vo < 4.2Vo, l.4%o < 4'2Vo)'

Successful turn-bidders or tum-competitors tend to avoid using it but instead, use a

more polite way to show disagreement, as was discussed in [a9]. Even when "no"

actually appears at the beginning of the overlap, it is displayed with a mild or soft

intonation contour. For examPle:

t52l m: ... it with an'other qu\estion# . / ^do you Vo*appr/ove# / your^s/elf#* /

d: &*((no . no rio))*$ ^may I 'ask this one qu\estion# / and be^fore

we...
(LLC, 55.6:220-224)

t53l a: but that site must have been cleared a long Vo*ttme now*

A: &*^nVo#*$ . / it ^hVasn't# 
_ /

(LLC, S1.9: 833-835)

In these two examples, the turn-bidders seem to weaken the disagreement "no" to

some extent, Such as in [52], speaker "d" uses an unstresSed "no" instead of a

stressed onset. In [53], speaker A uses a falling-rising tone "no" in stead of a
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falling tone "no". Such weakened prosodic features may soften the sound effect

and thus convey a kind of mild disagreement. The rising tone "no" may show a

kind of uncertainty, because in spoken English, utterances ending with a falling tail

are usually associated with confirmation, resoluteness and completeness while

those ending with a rising tail arq usually associated with a shared feeling, a more

polite manner, or a casual and interested attitude (see O'Connot; 1967,Brazil et al':

1980). A prosodic comparison between the agreement "no" and the disagreement

..no" in STB has made this point clearer as shown in Table 18.

Table 18

Functions Sressed Unstressed Fallins Risine [rvel Total

tokens Vo tokens 7o tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens

agreement "no" 29 90.6 3 9.4 l8 56.3 3 9.4 I 3.1 32

disagreement"no" 25 86.2 4 13.8 9 31.0 6 20.7 I 3.5 29

ote:
fn" p"r""ntage is based on the total tokens of each--type of "no", ie. 32 tokens for
agreiment "n6" and 29 tokens for disagreement "no". Sometokenshave more than4tslgVrrrvrrl rlv 4ru
oie prosodic feature and therefore the percentages do not add up to IOOVo'

Table 18 shows that most of the instances of disagreement "no" in the initial

position of STB have a less prominent prosodic contour than that of the agreement

"no". The former are less stressed (86.2Vo <9O.6Vo), with less falling tone (3l%o <

56.3) but more rising t?ne (2O.77o > 9.4Vo\. Although there are only a small

number of tokens, it still indicates that firstly, STB initiated by "no" does not

necessafily mean a disagteement; and secondly, even those STB instances which

are initiated by a disagreement "no" are likely to diminish the disagreeable effect by

some prosodic devices such as an unstressed start or a less prominent intonation

contour, so that the disagreement can be dealt with in such a way that an opposite

opinion is conveyed on the one hand, yet on the other hand, the interpersonal bond

or the solidarity between the interlocutors is still maintained'
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(3) Hesitation Set

Hesitation initials have the second highest Percentage of occurrence among the five

sets. They are composed of wordS like "well" or soUnds like "@", "@:m", "m"

(usually unstressed or level toned).

t54l (C: ...when they're buying their first flat or a house)

B: ^that's 
'right I can see 7o*th\at#*

C: &*[@:m]*$ . / ^if 'you could'do thVat# . /
(LLC, S8.2a: 779-781)

t55l A: it ^is it ^is a"possible 7o*st\arter /is ir#* /

B: &*^w\ell# - *$ / yeatr I'd ^like to thVink about it# / ^y\ou know# /
(LLC, S3.2a: 347-350)

156l d: ...it's the oldest . oldest cinema in London ---

B: <*((a^mazing'new lVghts#))* /

A: <<*well ^what were the 'nice c\uddly* 't"u,t 'like# / ^sort of two two

(LLC, 52.10: 684-687)

The overlappers in the above examples all initiate their turn-bidding with a

hesitation marker. On the one hand, this displays the overlapper's awareness of the

current speakers' message and on the other hand, it provides the overlapper with

increased flexibility and a certain measure of looseness in complying with their new

turns (see Schiffrin, 1987: lll). Therefore hesitators soften or cushion the

abruptness caused by the overlapping and create an informal atmosphere as well.

However, the hesitation initials such as the unstressed "@m" and "m" in BC do not

display the overlapper's hesitancy in speaking, but instead they serve the function

of taking note. They are used by the hearer to confirm to the culrent speaker
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that he is listening and thus paying attention, that he is understanding

what he has heard, that he is accepting it as relevant (at the present

stage of the conversation) and adding it to his knowledge (so that

henceforth the speaker may refer to it as known'

(Bublitz, 1988: 189)

t57l A: ... the h/ierarchy# / and ^this this in >*^now declared p\olicy#* / and "'

B: >>*(([m .m.m]))*

(LLC, Sl.2:480483)

Here the unclearly-heard and unstressed "m" repeatedly made by hearer B is just

confirming his status as a hearer who, for the moment, has no intention of

intemrpting the current speaker. In addition, it has the function of encouraging the

current speaker to go on with the speech.

(4) Exclamation Set

Words like "oh", "ah", "ooh" are traditionally defined as interjections to express

strong emotional state. The pragmatic function of these exclamation markers is

noted by Schiffrin (1987: 99) as follows:

"oh" has a role in information state transition because it marks a

focus of (the) speaker's attention which then also becomes a

candidate for (the) hearer's attention. This creation of a joint focus of

attention not only allows hansitions in information state, but it marks

information as more salient with a possible increase in speaker/hearer

certainty as to shared knowledge and metaknowledge. ... "Oh" as

backchannel not only marks information receipt, and marks an

' individual as an occupant of a specific participation status (active

recipient), but it also ratifies the current division of turn-taking

responsibilities in the exchange structure.
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The present research finds that among the five categories of simultaneous speech"

such exclamation markers occur more frequently in STB and STC than in UTB and

UTC (see 5.4Vo > 3.6Vo,|Vo > l.4Vo in Table 17) and they have a proportion of

6.8Vo inBC.

t58l A: I'm ^quite 
"sAure {it's ^unsffiakeable#}#- / >*^unshakeable* in the "'

B: >>*((^\ah#))*
(LLC, Sl.2:482-485)

t59l c: ((good idea)) yes she's somewhere in . Alberta . Vo* - ((several sylls))*

B: &*^oh "gAolly# - / it's ^so 
"c\old*$ in'Alb\erta {in the.^w/inte#l# |

(LLC, S2l0: 314-316)

t60l A: ... 'meant we(('d))# / "^come out of /Europe#. I ^pretty quvck#-- /

c: <*[m]*

B: <<*^oh* but this is very nice n\ews'Gordon#. I ^very'nice ind\eed#

(LLC, 52.10: 188-193)

Here, the exclamation markers in the three examples all signal the current listeners'

recognition of the current speakers' messages, ie. serving as focus signals. And

then in [59] and [60], with such highlighted initials which indicate that new turns

are about to start, the overlappers continue to add their own messages.

(5) Continuity Set

Connectors like "and" or "but" are regarded as discourse coordinators because they

play a role in continuing, developing and even completing the current speakers'

speech. As backchannels are not aimed at developing nor continuing the current

topic, hearers are not likely to use such linking words as backchannels. Yet turn-

bidders or turn competitors may use them to strengthen the coherence between the

current speakers' tums and their new turns. Table 17 shows that STB and STC

have a higher frequency of this set of items than UTB and UTC (6.5Vo > 4.8?o,
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g.Svo >0), indicating this is also an effective strategy for successful turn-bidding or

turn-competing. eg.

t6ll A: yes#/ com^pared with [@:] Macb\eth

B: &*^and you*$ character'ised it'as a

Vo*andClaesar#x I
ttragedy of cVrcumstance# - /

(LLC, S3.5: 917 - 919)

t62t l: ^Aevidence#* l- ^Aevidence#. / ^that's Vall# - /

n: <*I ^don't think*

w: <<*((and we ^still))* are waiting for y\ours# /
(LLC, 55.3: 654-658)

t63l B: and ^then you could'ask for the most monuTo*mental pr\esents#* /

A: &*but ^this is'why I asked that*$ qu\estion# / ((cos)) ^I was quite "'
(LLC, S2l0: 949-951)

t641 (a: I don't think it's a very comfortable position to be constantly

hyperventilating and rushing off to Casualty --)
B: <*[m]*
c: <<((*bu1'* a[2=is]#)). / his 'sister's anValysis# / ^and ['@:m]- '

there's...
(LLC, 56.8:6M-607)

Here, the word "and" in [61] and [62] shows that the overlappers are continuing or

giving a conclusion to the current topic, while the word "but" in [63] and [64]

indicates that the overlappers are developing the topic, but in a contradictory way'

These discourse connectors have made coherent and cohesive links in transferring

turns. Furthermore they have shortened the gap between turn-yielding and turn-

taking, thus realising a smooth transition.

Having discussed the five sets of discourse items in terms of their discourse and

pragmatic functions, additional comments should be made about their prosodic

prominence through the use of stress or by forming separate tone units.
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Table 19 Prosodi

Functions Total
tokens

With stress With a nucleus

tokens Vo tokens Vo

Agreement set 696 635 91.2 613 88.1

Disasreement set 47 40 85. I 28 59.6

Hesitation set 165 135 81.8 70 42.4

Exclamation set lll 79 71.2 39 35. r

Continuiw set 76 26 34.2 I 1.3

Total 1095 915 83.6 751 68.6

ni io*" tokens have more than one feature, the percentages do not add up to

lOOVo.

Table L9 shows that83.6Vo of the five sets of initials are stressed and 68.6Vo of

them have nuclear patterns, thus displaying the strategic importance of these

discourse items in simultaneous speech. Although the five sets of discourse items

constitute only a small number of initials in terms of word types, they make up

6j.4Vo of the 1358 stressed initial words and 80.l%o of the 937 nuclear-patterned

initial words in the simultaneous speech (see Table L1 in 4.3.1 (1))' If we

assume that stress and nucleus give prominence, the prosodic prominence ranking

order of the five sets is:

(a) agreement set

(b) disagreement set

(c) hesitation set

(d) exclamation set

(e) continuity set

prominent prosodic features are likely to enhance the discourse functions of these

sets and once again display the combination of prosodic devices and discourse

devices when language is being used.
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The five sets of initials are salient discourse items in simultaneous speech in

general. Yet some categories of simultaneous speech tend to use some specific

discourse items more than the other categories do. The present study finds that

STB uses more initials of agreement, hesitation, exclamation and continuity than

UTB, and STC also uses more initials of hesitation, exclamation and continuity

than uTC. This suggests that these initials are potential sources for successful

turn-bidding and turn-competing. In other words, in UTB and UTC, the less

frequent use of these four sets of initials and the greater use of disagreement initials

could be one of the possible conditions associated with unsuccessful turn-bidding

and turn-competing.

With regard to the five sets of discourse items used in BC, Table 17 shows that

BC uses agreement initials more frequently (7 lfto) than any other categories of

simultaneous speech though its total number of initial-word types is more limited

than that of the others. This may be due to the positive nature of agreement initials

in supporting the current speaker, ie. to display the hearer's awareness or

acceptance of the current speech. However, BC does not use initials of

disagreement and continuity, because it does not aim at arguing with the current

speaker, nor does it aim at getting a new turn by continuing or developing the

current topic.

4.3.3 REPBTITION STRATEGIES

Repetition is a frequent phenomenon in English conversation (see Persson: 1974'

Brown: lg77). The present research reveals that repetition also frequently occurs in

simultaneous speech, especially used by the overlappers in turn-bidding and turn-

competing situations. Its distributional frequency is displayed in Table 20'
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Table 20 Occurrence of Three Types of Repetition
in Overlaps

trr" p"t""ntage of each type of repetition in each galeggry of simultaneous speech

isUaiea on tlie total tokens of simultaneous speech in that category' '

Table 20 shows that repetition items at the beginning, middle and end of the

overlappers' speech make up 17.3Vo of the total 201I simultaneous speech

tokens, yet the distribution is quite different in each category of simultaneous

speech. As Table 20 shows, the five categories of simultaneous speech all

have tokens of mid-repetition, because all overlappers can repeat their own

utterances during the overlaps. Yet only STB, UTB and BC have tokens of

initial-repetition, because only in these three categories of simultaneous speech

can the overlapper have an opportunity to repeat the current speaker's speech,

while speakers in STC and UTC are only overlapping each other' Moreover,

only STB and STC have tokens of post-repetitions, because only in these two

situations do overlappers continue to speak after the overlap. As a result, STB

has repetition in three positions, showing that 30.67o of the total tokens of STB

include repetition. UTB has the first two types of repetition, showing that l6-2Vo

of the total tokens of UTB include repetition. STC has the later two types of

repetition, showing l5.5%o of the total tokens of STB include repetition. UTC

has only the second type of repetition, showing that 4.2Vo of the total tokens of

UTC include repetition. BC can have the first two types of repetition but it turns

out to have only the second type, showing that only 3.7Vo of its total tokens

include repetition. From this analysis we can conclude that repetition has several

Category Total Initial Mid Post Total

tokens tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens 7o token Vo

STB 830 6l 7.4 79 9.5 rr4 13.7 254 30.6

UTB 333 3l 9.3 23 6.9 0 0 54 16.2

STC 7l 0 0 4 5.6 7 9.9 l I 15.5

UTC 7l 0 0 3 4.2 0 0 3 4.2

BC 706 0 0 26 3.7 0 0 26 3.7

Total 201 I 92 4.6 135 6.7 t2l 6.0 348 17.3
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functions in simultaneous speech according to where it occurs, whose speech it

repeats and how it is produced. The following is a discussion of these functions

in each type of repetition.

(1) Initial Repetition

Initial repetition occurs when the overlapper starts his or her speech by repeating

the current speaker's last word or syntactic Pattern occurring immediately before

the simultaneous speech. eg.

t65l B: ...[@] in [dhi:] ^publi'cations 7o*dep\artment#* /

A: &*^publi'cations*$ dep\artment# / ^Umhml# /
(LLC, 53.lb: 977-979)

166l A: and ^that's [dhi] ^that's [dhi] %o*(('^wh\at do you [m] 'call

it#))* /
B: &*^that's the "g\auleiters#* / ^y\es# /

(LLC, St.2: l39l -1393)

t67t B: ^no no n/o# / but I ^mean . do ^you 
tthink it's'worth 7o*sVeeing#*

A: &*di*$ verting perhaps...
(LLC, 52.10: 622-624)

t68l A: ... @l contr/ols {^on the b/ack#}# ^is for [@] l*setting it's a

"^h\and*

B: ll*^looking at the h/ands#* /
A: 'setting# / [@:m] . ^is I don't know whether it's a scr/ew "'

(LLC, S7.2d: 309-316)

Here in [65] the turn-bidder is repeating the current speaker's last word

"publication"; in [66] the tum-bidder is repeating the current speaker's incomplete

utterance "that's the...". As pointed out by Brown (1977:113-114)' by

repeating such lexical items and sentence patterns, the turn-bidder shows that he
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accepts the formulation of the previous speaker and is prepared to

agree with the first speaker's identification of the topic under

discussion, even though he may disagree with his views on it. It has

then a solidnry social function.

In [67] and [68], the turn-bidders are not simply repeating the current speaker's

original words or pattern: they are actually repeating the pre-structured Patterns

(ie. ..to be worth + doing something" in [67] and "is for + doing something" in

168l). By utilising what appears to be a prefabricated utterance, the turn-bidder

does not have to construct the whole of his new utterance from the beginning, but

just establishes what is being discussed as a common basis and helps the current

speaker to finish the utterance. He then takes the floor to continue the discourse.

As is summarised by Bublitz (1988: 228) from Brown's (1977) analysis of

repetition, such "repetitions facilitate formulation and help the speaker to focus on

the repeated item". This type of repetition relies on the turn-bidder's anticipation

of the coming utterance in the current speaker's turn, as has been discussed in

4.2.2. Although only 7.9Vo of the I 163 turn-bidding instances were identified

as initial repetition , they reinforce the view that a hearer's catching up with the

current speaker's ongoing structure and helping to complete the utterance is a

positive strategy for turn-bidding.

(2) Mid Repetition

Mid-repetition occurs during the overlapper's simultaneous speech. Its major

function appears to be to reiterate the overlapper's words, because the

communicative channel can be affected by the current speakers' voice during the

overlap. This type of repetition mostly involves a brief utterance, especially a

single-word utterance. eg.
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n: ... "^b\ut# I vo*^these ^these 
'^w/ait# . / ^let me just f/inish#* /

l: &*ex^c\use me# / '^y\our point# . / ^your "ly\our case#*$ / is
(LLC, S5.3: 338-344)

...^/is it# 7 ;'uy\es# / ^c\ourse it 
'is# / ^we're the* twenty -\eighth# /"'

ll,t^y\es# . so ^he . Aso*

(LLC, 57.21: 1205-1208)

A:

B:

lTll B: ^o\k# / ^Nne# / >*^this is the main ((b\edding)) and there's*

' Pro^vision

A: >>*^y\es# . / ^y\es# . / ^Y\es#* /
(LLC, Sl.2: 5l-55)

l72l (C: (-laughs) tenibly yes (- - laughs))

d: <*((boringly settled))*

B: <<*I ^mean is it ^is it "n\ice'being ((well)) ^is it nvce#* /

^getting it...
(LLC, 52.10: 921-924)

l73J (A: when you're back in London I'll be in touch - .

B: eh )
A: <<*((^when)) - ^\oh# / you ^\are# - - 

* / ^w\ell# / ^would you'like .

B: <*I ^am I ^\am back in -London# 
/ I'm ^h\ere t"y\es#) [@:m]# /

(LLC, 59.li: 637-647)

Here the overlappers repeat their own utterances as shown in the bold type words

in each example. Such repetitions may reveal the speaker's need for time to plan

his or her utterance, or it may be because within the overlaps, neither speakers'

sounds are clearly heard. As the simultaneous speech in all these examples

(except [7ll) involves a situation of bidding or competing for a turn, such

repetitions can enhance the turn-bidding or turn-competing behaviour, both in

terms of meaning and in terms of clarity of the sound. In [71], the overlapper's

repetition is not for turn-bidding but is a backchannel. The repetition of "yes"

shows that the hearer is quite aware of, or acknowledges, what the current
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speaker is saying, and it also strengthens the hearer's positive response to the

current speaker.

(3) Post Repetition

Post-repetition occurs immediately after the overlap. It is produced by the

overlapper immediately after he or she gains the floor. If we consider only STB

and STC, that is, the only two categories that can have the opportunity to make

post repetition, this type of repetition has a much higher frequency than the other

two types of repetition. (STB: l3.7%o (type 3) > 9.5Vo (type 2) > 7 .470 (type l);

STC: 9.97o (type 3) > 5.6Vo (type 2), see Table 20), because at this moment,

the overlapper has already gained the floor and he may need to rccycle the start of

the new turn.

L74l a: ...talk [t@:m] about this sort of thing Vo*l@ @:l before the candidate*

B: &*^n\o# - l^l think you would*$.I ^think you lw\ould

'find it# | ex...

(LLC, 53.la;485-488)

t75l I: ...nothing to d\o with it# I %o*l^beg your p\ardon#* /

n: &*I ^didn't*$ t@:l . I ^didn't say that they were irr\elevant# . /
(LLC, S5.3: 873-875)

t76l (v: ...so don't take him seriously

aud: (laugher) )

f: <*^Colin lUodgkinson#* /
c: <<*there ^is one* - there ^Ais one thing# / [@:] . if ^one maY

(LLC, 55.4:1257-1261)

Here the overlappers' repetitions all occur immediately after the overlaps. When

the turn-bidders in [74], [75] and the turn-competitor in [76] are sure that they

have gained the floor, they are likely to restate their new turn-beginning by

repetition. In Sacks et al.'s turn-taking system, this is a recycled turn-opening

which is regarded as a repair technique for a mistimed turn-taking error. As a
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tum-initial place is very important in shaping and planning a new turn, identical

repeats of turn-beginnings occur regularly when there has been an overlap of the

turn-beginning with the prior turn (see Schegloff, 1987:74)' Levinson (1983:

300) also describes such repetition in that: "as soon as one speaker thus emerges

into 'the clear', he typically recycles precisely the part of the turn obscured by the

overlap." French and Local (1986: 173) further note that:

by producing either simple or expanded repeats of incomplete

syntactic units, intemrpters can signal both that there is more to

follow and that it is being withheld until they have gained sole

occupation of the floor.

The present study supports these views and further recognises repetition as a

positive strategy for successful turn-bidding and turn-competing'

(4) Prosodic Features of Self'repetition

Self-repetition refers to the We 2 and type 3 repetition, that is, the overlapper

repeats his or her own words or utterance within or immediately after the overlap.

As discussed in (2) and (3), self-repetitions are associated with the outcome of

turn-bidding and turn-competing. It is thus worthwhile to go further into its

prosodic presentation in terms of successful and unsuccessful turn-bidding and

turn-competing.

Here a comparison of the intonation contour was made between the original

version and the repeated version by the same speaker. Three types of intonation

contour were identified:

(a) the unchanged type, ie. the intonation contour of the repetition is the same as

the original version;

(b) the more prominent type, ie. the intonation contour of the repetition becomes

more prominent than the original version. It is enhanced by imposing a stress
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on the originally unstressed word or imposing a nucleus on a word which is

originally only stressed ;

(c) the less prominent type, ie. the intonation contour of the repetition becomes

less prominent than the original version. It is downgraded by reducing the

stress on the originally stressed word or losing the nucleus on the originally

nuclear-patterned word.

The results are displayed in Table 21:

Table 21 Intonation Contour of .Self-repetition
in TB and TC

Category Total tokens Unchanged More prominent lrss prominent

STB r93 60.lVo 24.4Vo 15.SVo

UTB 23 56.5Vo 2l.7Vo 2l.1Vo

STC ll 36.47o 45.57o 18.ZVo

UTC 3 66.7Vo 33.3Vo 0

Total 230 58.7Vo 25.2V0 l6.lVo

Tabfe 21 indicates that in general, more than half (58.770) of the self-repetition

instances in turn-bidding and turn-competing retain their original prosodic features

as shown in [71] and [75]. However, with regard to the changed types of

intonation contour, the more prominent type has a higher proportion than the less

prominent type (25.27o > 16.l%o). Therefore the conclusion may be that the

intonation contour of self-repetition in turn-bidding and turn-competing tends to

retain the prior pattern or become more prominent. For example in [69], the onset

"nyouf" is repeated as double-stressed and falling tone ""y\our"; in [70]' the

unstressed "so" is repeated as a stressed "nso"; inl7?l,the phrase "is it" is repeated

as a stressed "^is it" and further repeated as nuclear patterned "is /it"' A similar

enhancement also occurs in [73], tTal and [76]. All these stronger prosodic

versions may strengthen the discoursal and pragmatic functions of self-repetition.
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Comparing the changed types of intonation contour of repetitions in terms of

successful and unsuccessful turn-bidding and turn-competing, it is quite obvious

that repetitions in STB and STC have a higher percentage of more prominent

intonation contour than those in UTB and UTC (24.4Vo > 2l'7%o, 45'5Vo >

33.3Vo). However, with regard.to the percentage of less prominent intonation

contours, UTB is higher than STB (21.7Vo > l5.5%o). This suggests that

repetitions which maintain the original intonation contour, or upgrade to a stronger

version, are likely to make turn-bidding or turn-competing successful. The results

here are consistent with the results of increasing amplitude during the overlap in the

case of STB and STC (see 4.3.1. (3)).

4.3.4 SUMMARY

The results of this section are summarised as follows:

(a) In general,linguistic devices and strategies associated with simultaneous speech

are multi-layered. They involve:

i) salient prosodic features such as prominent initial sounds, various speech rate

and amplitude, and incomplete TU structures at the end of the overlap;

ii) initial discourse items which are associated with agreement, disagreement,

hesitation, exclamation and continuity;

iii) repetitions which are associated with the beginning, middle and post overlap

positions.

(b) Different linguistic devices and strategies are interrelated and combined, ie. the

frequently used initial discourse items are usually accompanied by some distinct

prosodic features; and the repetitions are often highlighted by a more prominent

intonation contour. In other words, it is the combination of these linguistic

devices and strategies that contributes to the same discourse function or to the

same pragmatic effect. To take STB as an example, the most frequently
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associated with:

(i) l9.7%o of 502 tokens of stressed initials,

153

l8.8Vo of 830 STB tokens) is

(ii) 35.8Vo of 254 tokens of nuclear patterned initials,

(1ii) 17.4Vo of 189 tokens of single-word TU initials,

(iv) 43.OVo of 363 frequently occurring discourse items,

(v) l5.5Vo of 193 rokens of self-repetitions within or after the overlap.

To analyse the above findings in another way, among the 156 tokens of "yes"

which occur at the beginning of STB,

(i) 63.5Vo are stressed,

(ii) 58.3Vo are nuclear Patterned,

(ii) 2l.2vo are a single-word TLJ,

(iv) l9.2vo are in a rePeated form.

All these features concenhated on "yes" enhance its pragmatic function and make

it an effective device with which to start turn-bidding, turn-competing and

backchannelling. This is consistent with Grice's (1975) cooperative principle

and Levinson's (1983) politeness principle in conversation --- two essential

principles for successful human communication.

(c) Different categories of simultaneous speech are likely to emphasise particular

linguistic devices and strategies. This is clearly displayed by the difference in

the relative frequencies of many devices when comparing successful and

unsuccessful turn-bidding and turn-competing. The results of the present study

show that the overlapped speech of STB and STC is more likely than UTB and

UTC to have the following features:

i) more frequent use of prominent prosodic features at the beginning of the

overlaps,

ii) a faster speech rate during the overlaps,
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iii) a higher amplitude during the overlaps

iv) a stronger tendency towards incomplete prosodic units at the end of the

overlaps

v) more frequent use of discourse items of agreement, hesitation' exclamation

and continuity at the beginning of the overlaps,

vi) more frequent use of repetition within and immediately after the overlaps'

and the repetitions afe more often accompanied by more prominent

intonation contours.

Howevern BC has by nature the highest frequency of agreement initials such as

"yes" and "m", mostly accompanied by prominent prosodic features and ending

as a single-word tone unit. Yet it has the lowest frequency of repetition and no

occurrence of initial discourse items of disagreement and continuity at all.

4.4 SOCIOLINGUISTIC FEATURES ASSOCIATED

WITH SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Language behaviour is one aspect of social behaviour and therefore a study of any

language phenomenon cannot neglect its social dimensions. In the last part of this

chapter, the analysis shifts to the association between simultaneous speech and

various social factors. Here the five categories of simultaneous speech are

generalised into two:

(a) TB, which includes STB, UTB, STC and UTC, ie. simultaneous speech aiming

at biddding for a turn (see rational in 3.3.4. p.8l);

(b) BC, which includes only backchannels, ie. simultaneous speech not aiming at

bidding for a turn.
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The social factors being analysed in relation to TB and BC are:

(a) Three speech domains, ie. casual conversation, public discussion and telephone

conversation.

(b) Two degrees of familiarity between interlocutors, ie. equal conversation and

disparate conversation. The corpus compilers defined the relationship between

interlocutors as being "equal" or "disparate" depending on the degree of

familiarity or intimacy between them. Therefore equal conversation means that

interlocutors are familiar with each other while disparate conversation means

that interlocutors are strangers to each other (for detail, see 3.3'4)'

(c) Two degrees of relative status of interlocutors, ie. within'the disparate

conversation, speakers with higher social status and speakers with lower social

status.

(d) Speakers' gender, ie. single-gender conversation and mixed-gender

conversation; female speakers and male speakers.

The analysis was carried out in three steps with each pair of social variables so as to

find out:

(a) whether different social variables are associated with the frequency distribution

of TB and BC;

(b) whether different soc.ial variables are associated with the overlappers' choice of

a unit boundary to start TB and BC;

(c) whether different social variables are associated with the overlappers' use of

particular linguistic devices or strategies to produce TB and BC.

Chi-square tests were carried out on the distributional frequency of TB and BC in

terms of different social variables. The statistical results are presented in Tables

22,26,29,32. A log likelihood ratio statistical test (asympototically the same as

chi-square test) was made on the percentage of boundary markers and linguistic

devices and strategies of TB and BC in terms of different social variables- The
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results are presented in Tables 24,25,27r 28,30, 31, 33r 34. In these

tables, the p-values are located in the line or under the column entitled "p-value".

The degree of freedom (df) and the significant p-value are noted in the line just

below each table. Under the column for p-value, those figures which are marked

with an asterisk "*" indicate that the frequencies being compared in the table are

significantly different, while those p-values which are unmarked indicate that the

observed differences between the frequencies being compared in the table are not

convincing evidence against chance.

4.4.1 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH AND SPEECH DOMAIN

(1) Relation between Speech Domain and the Occurrence of TB and

B-s

Comparing the frequency of TB and BC per thousand words, Table 22 shows

that TB clearly has a higher frequency than BC in all of the three speech domains

(17.9 > 11.5,9.6 > 3.8, 15.3 > 7.9). This is consistent with the finding in 4.1,

which shows that in the simultaneous speech of these three speech domains,

participants are making many more turn-bids than backchannels when they are in

the position of a listener.

Table 22 Frequency of TB & BC in Three Speech Domains

Domain lotal
words

.I'IJ

tokens
trequency
/1000 w.

BC
tokens

rrequency
/1000 w.

Casual conversation 31134 557 r7.9 357 I 1.5

Public discussion 31827 307 9.6 t20 3.8

Telephone conversation 28841 441 15.3 229 7.9

TotaJ 91802 1305 14.2 706 7.7

p-value 0.00* 0.00*

df=2, * = significant at p =< 0.004.
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In this comparison of the three speech domains, casual conversation has the highest

frequency of both TB and BC (TB: l7 .9, BC: 1 I .5), telephone conversation ranks

second (TB: 15.3 , BC:7.9) and public discussion ranks last (TB: 9.6, BC: 3.8).

The chi-square test shows that the different frequencies among the three domains

are significant. This indicates that the occurrence of simultaneous speech is not

only associated with different speakers' speech habits or personal characters, but

also with the characteristics of communicative settings. This can be further

explained by the different degrees of formality related to each domain. We might

expect texts from the speech domain which has a higher degree of formality to have

similar characteristics, such as:

(a) a longer speaking turn by every speaker on average, ie. each turn contains more

tone units;

(b) a longer tone unit on average, ie. each tone unit contains more words;

(c) a lower frequency of paralinguistic sounds such as laughs, giggles or sighs.

ln order to test this assumption, a comparison was made of three texts selected from

three speech domains in the subcorpus. They are s2.10, S5.4 and S7.2 (see

Table 2 in p. 52).

Table 23 shows that the degree of formality in the text of casual conversation is

lower than that in public discussion. As casual conversation is usually carried out

in a Iess formal situation and is usually unrehearsed, it is characterised by lack of

explicitness, which is displayed by the frequent use of anaphoric pronouns,

phonologically obscure utterances and incomplete sentence structures (see Crystal

& Davy, 1969: 103). This inexplicitness is due ro the participants' shared

background and knowledge about each other. Therefore, the hearer is able to take a

great deal of what the speaker is trying to say for granted. This capacity for

predicting is important in simultaneous speech. The text in this domain (S2.10)

consists of a conversation between four young people aged between ZS to 30: a

merchant banker and his wife, a male computer specialist and a female research
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worker (see Greenbaum & svartvik, 1990: 23). The topics all refer to daily life

such as family affairs, living conditions and travelling, The atmosphere is light and

happy and the frequency of "laughs" is 25.7 per thousand words' The speaker's

average turn length is only 2.7-TlJ long and the average TU length is only 3'8

words, which means the speakers' turns are short and transferred frequently' All

this displays an informal setting which enables the hearers to bid for a turn more

easily, thus accounting perhaps for the highest frequency of TB (28'll1000 words)

in this text.

Table 23 Comparison of Three Texts from
Different Domains

Dnmil Casual
conversation

Publtc
discussion

Ielephone
conversatlon

text code 2.lo 5.4 7.2

total turns 549 t32 6t9

total tone units r462 r390 14t4

total tokens of "laughs" t4l l0 66

total words 5489 6545 4801

total tokens of TB r54 24 109

total tokens of BC ll l0 34

average turn length 2.7ffU\ 10.5(TU) 2.3(TU)

average TU length 3.8(words) 4.7(words) 3.4(words)

frequency of "laughs" 25.7/1000w. 1.5/1000w. 13.7/1000w.

freouency ofTB 28.1/1000w. 3.7/1000w. 22.7llOOOw.

frequency of BC 2.0/1000w. 1.5/1000w. 7.1/1000w.
Note:
The average turn length = the total number of tone units + the total number of turns.

The averale turn unillength = the total word count + the total number of tone units.

However, in a public domain such as the radio discussion in this corpus, the

conversation is carried out in an "open to all" situation, leading to a higher degree of

formality than in the other two domains. As all public discussions were non-

surreptitiously recorded, it meant the participants were aware that their talk was to

be heard by a public audience, a setting which could move them in a direction of
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formality, such as being more careful in planning what to say and how to say it;

caring more about otherls face and their own self-image' All this could reduce the

occurrence of simultaneous speech. Tabte 23 shows that the text in this domain

(S5.4) has the fewest occulrences of TB, even though it has the largest word count'

It is a radio discussion among three journalists and a lawyer talking about an

accident. The discussion was chaired by a radio journalist who for most of the time

allocated each turn by addressing the particular speaker by name' Therefore' there

were far fewer opportunities for the next speaker to self-select a turn' not to

mention fewer opportunities for turn-bidding or turn-competing' Besides' the

atmosphere seems much more formal than that in Text 52'10, because the

frequency of "laughs" is much lower than in Text 2.10 (1.5/1000 w' < 25'711000

w.). Moreover the average speaker's turn is |Q.S-TUlong, which is much longer

than that in Text 52.10 (10.5 > 2.7), and the average TU length is 4'7 words,

which is the longest among the three texts (4.7 > 3.8 > 3.4). This indicates that the

speech in this domain is more planned and more formal, resulting in the lowest

frequency of TB (3.7/1000 w.) among all three texts.

The sinration with telephone conversations is quite different because, although a

telephone conversation is carried out between individuals and is not open to the

public (all the telephone talks were surreptitiously recorded in this corpus), the

occurrence of simultaneous speech is limited by the lack of visibility' The

interlocutors could not rely on extralinguistic context such as eye contact, facial

expression and body movement in order to understand the referencial meaning from

each other. They had to depend solely on audible sounds, which are usually

diminished in quality over the telephone. As a result, telephone conversation is

likely to have no long pauses but more voiced hesitations, more short utterances

and more questioning, responding and interacting patterns (see Crystal & Davy,

1969: I 19-120). As any long pause may give a false impression of a mechanical

break in communication, speakers and hearers have to present more signals such as
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"@m", "uh", "yes" to keep the channel open. Besides, the speakers' turns involve

more regular patterns of opening, addressing and closing in telephone conversation.

In this sense, this domain may still in some ways create particular oppornrnities for

turn-bidding, for the hearer can make use of the filled-pause marker, the short

utterance boundary or the predictable routine pattems as a transition-relevance place

to start a new turn. Hence this domain has more occurences of TB than public

discussion, though not as many as face-to-face casual conversation. Table 23

shows that the text in this domain (S7.2) has the shortest average turn-length

among the three texts (2.3 TUs) and the shortest average TU length as well (3.4

words). Furthermore, the speech turns involve many pre-fabricated patterns of

opening, addressing and closing routines, thus providing conditions for the

hearers' anticipation so that they could find a place to bid for a turn before the

current speakers end their turns.

The occurrence of backchannelling in the three texts contrasts with that of turn-

bidding: telephone conversation has the most brief backchannels and public

discussion the fewest. This is consistent with the characteristics of each setting

discussed above. In a telephone conversation, the hearer has to make backchannels

frequently so as to signal that the communicative channel is kept open. In a casual

face-to-face conversation between close friends or family members, overlapped

backchannels could decrease either because each speaker's turn or utterance is

comparatively short so that the backchannels may not overlap the current speaker's

[urn, or because the participants are so familiar with each other that the hearer's

attention, support or agreement with the current speaker can be expressed by other

means such as facial expressions or physical motion in the communicative setting.

In a public discussion, giving backchannels to the cunent speaker can be a polite

way of showing the hearer's attention to the topic being discussed, but this could be

limited by the nature of public discussion in which the hearer has to be more active

in preparing to air different opinions in his or her own turn.
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(2)

In summary, the frequency distribution of TB and BC varies according to the

degree of formality of the communicative setting. Formality can be reflected by the

participant's relationship, the occurence of paralinguistic features and the speaker's

average turn length and tone unit length.

Choice of Unit Boundary

In order to test whether speakers in the speech domains with different degrees of

formality would use unit boundaries with different frequencies for making TB or

BC, a comparison was made between three speech domains in terms of their

percentages of three levels of unit boundary markers (prosodic, lexical and

syntactic). The results are presented in Table 24 below'

Table 24 Percentage of TB & BC whicll ale= Immediatgly
pr@M".k".r in Tht*" Do-"ittt

Domain TB D-value BC l-vaIu(

casual public tele. casual public tele.

Total tokens 479 zEl 403 3s7 lZt') 229

Prosodrc toKens 333 258 40t 299 106 zzE

Prosodic boundary 38.4 45.0 52.4 0.00* 54.9 50.0 58.3 0.35

lrxical boundary 23.8 15.3 38.2 0.00* 18.5 13.3 22.7 0.09

Syntactic boundary 72.4 74.7 81.4 0.01* 75.9 77.5 79.5 0.60

df=2, * = significant at p =< 0.05
Note:
In counting the percentage of prosodic boundary markers, only those prosodically

transcribeJinstances wer? takdn into account. fheir total number of tokens in each

Ao*uin is displayed in the fourth row of the table named "prosodic tokens"- The

same pattern ls in Tables 27,30 and 33.

Table 24 shows that in a more formal conversational setting like public

discussion, the hearers have a significantly higher percentage of choosing a tone

unit boundary and a syntactic boundary for turn-bidding than those in a less formal

conversational setting such as casual conversation (45Vo> 38'49o;74'7Vo >
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72.4Vo). This indicates that in a formal conversation, the turn-bidders may adopt a

more polite way of turn-bidding, because intemrpting someone's speech at a unit

boundary is less disruptive than an intemrption at a non-unit boundary' However'

in telephone conversation, the three levels of boundary markers have the highest

percentage (52.4Vo,38.2Vo and 81..47o), though this may not be the domain with

the highest degree of formality among the three. A possible explanation for such a

result is that in a non-face-to-face conversation which lacks visual contact with the

current speaker, the hearer has to rely more on the explicit boundary markers in

order to identify a transition-relevance place for making TB' Though the chi-square

test did not show a significant effect for the three level boundary tharkers in the

cases of BC, the observed figures shows these boundary markers nevertheless have

the highest percentage in the BC tokens of telephone conversation than the other

two domains (58.37o, 22.77o ,79.57o).

Linguistic Devices and Strateeies

Here the analysis of linguistic devices and strategies discussed in 4.3 is again

concentrated on the most salient features of TB and BC according to three aspects

(prosodic devices, discourse items and repetition strategies) to find out if the

speakers in different speech domains prefer to use particular devices or strategies.

The results are presented in Table 25.

Table 25 shows that in the domain of casual conversation, there are significant

differences in some linguistic devices and strategies of turn-bidding.

(a) TB has the highest percentage of disagreement initials (5.2Vo), but the lowest

percentage of hesitation initials (8.87o) and continuity initials (4.0Vo). The first

two features may be due to the nature of casual conversation, in which

participants may engage in a less formal way of talking, ie. they may introduce

TB with a direct disagreement or in a less hesitant way. The last feature may be

(3)
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due to the short utterance structure and the lack of preparedness in this kind of

conversation with the resulting lower occulrence of continuify initials'

Table 25

df=2, * = significant at P =< 0.05

Note:
iyp" I repetition: the overlapper-repeats the last words or sentence pattern of the

ctinent speaker at the beginning of the overlap;
Type 2 rbpetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern

during the overlaP;
TypeS repetitioli: the overlappelrepeats his or her own words-or s^e-nten99 pattern

itiii"Oiui6ly after the overlaf . fneie are the same in Tables 2E,31and 34'

(b) TB also has the highest percentage of repetition (47.OVo) and the type 2

repetition in parricular (l9.2Vo). The more frequent use of type2 repetition may

casual puDllc tele.
conv. disc. conv.

3s7 r20 229

casual PuDllc tele.
conv. disc. conv.

557 307 4l

0.00* 0.00*

0.31 o.34

0.09 0.00*

9l.0 72.5 88.2

I 1.5 10.8 7.9

5.0 26.7 l0.s

59.7 45.5 65.5

26.8 26.1 22.7

37.2 41.7 33.8

Prosodic device

stressed initial

unclear case

o.o2* 0.00*

0.00*

0.00* 0.00*

0.22 0.26

0.03*

78.2 64.2 62.5

000
3.1 16.7 6.1

5.6 5.0 8.7

000

r5.4 l0.l 17.2

5.2 4.6 0.9

8.8 I l.l r0.2

5.2 5.9 3.4

4.0 8.5 5.4

Discourse item

agre€ment

disagreement

hesitation

exclamation

0.72 0.01*86.9 85.9 77.338.6 40.1 37.1

0.19

0.01* 0.02*

0.45

000
10.6 6.7 4.4

000

6.8 5.2 8.6

t9.2 18.6 r2.0

2t.0 18.9 17 .9

Repetition

type I repetition

type2 repetition

3 repetition

0.03* 0.02*47.0 42.7 38.5
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display the turn-bidders' informal speech style or their hesitant way in casual

conversation.

The linguistic devices and strategies associated with backchannelling in casual

conversation are characterised by

(a) the highest percentage of stressed initials (9l.OVo), yet the lowest percentage of

incomplete TU endings (SVo);

O) the highest percentage of agreement initials (78.2Vo) but the lowest percentage

of hesitation initials (3.17o);

(c) the highest percentage of the typ 2 repetition (10'6Vo)'

This means the frequent occurrence of agreement initial in BC such as "yes" and

"m" are mostly accompanied by prominent prosodic features and repetitions'

In the domain of public discussion, the TB devices and strategies which are

significantly different from the other two domains are as follows:

(a) TB has the lowest percentage of stressed initials (45-57o);

(b) TB also has the lowest percentage of agreement initials (l0.l%o) but the highest

percentage of hesitation initials (lL.lVo) and continuity initials (8-5Vo).

The lesser occunence of agreement initials in this domain may be consistent with

the nature of argument usually occurring in public discussion. That is, the

interlocutors are encouraged to raise different opinions instead of agreeing with

each other during the discussion. Yet the turn-bidders in this domain may still try

to make their TB less abrupt or sound more cooperative, and hence they use more

hesitation initials. This is also displayed in the BC devices used in this domain.

They have a lower occurrence of agreement initials (64.2Vo <78.2Vo) than in the

domain of casual conversation and the highest percentage of hesitation initials

(16.7%o) amongst the three domains. Moreover, these discourse items are

accompanied by the fewest stressed initial sounds (72.5Vo)'
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In the domain of telephone conversation, the TB devices and strategies which are

significantly different from the other two domains are as follows:

(a) TB has the highest percentage of stressed initial sounds (65'5Vo) which

indicates that in a non-face-to-face conversation, turn-bidders tend to start the

bidding with more prominent sounds so as to go through the mechanical channel

of telephone conversation.

(b) TB has the highest percentage of agreement initials (17'2Vo), but the lowest

percentage of disagreement (0.97o). Yet the frequent occurrence of initial items

like "yes", "yeah", "@m" dOeS nOt neCeSSarily mean the tUrn-bidderS are alwayS

involved in agreements with the current speakers. It just shows that these words

are especially needed in telephone conversation, because hearers have to use

such backchannels to signal that the channel is open and that the hearers are still

on the line, listening to the speakers.

(c) TB also has the lowest percentage of repetition as a whole (38'5Vo) with a

particularly low level of type 2 repetition (lLvo).

The BC devices and strategies in this domain have the lowest use of five sets of

discourse irems (77.3Vo), particularly in agreement initials (62.5Vo). They also

have the lowest percentage of the type 2 repetition (4.4Vo). Telephone conversation

is likely to reveal frequent use of words like "yes" or "m" in a repeated way. Yet

the result here indicates only that such frequently used backchannel sounds may not

occur in simultaneous speech as often as they do in the other categories'

In summary this analysis suggests that there are some major differences between

the three speech domains because of the different degrees of formality. First' the

most formal speech domain, such as public discussion, has the lowest frequency of

TB and BC, while the least formal speech domain, ie. casual conversation, has the

highest frequency of TB and BC. Second, the overlappers in public discussion
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have a higher percentage of making TB at prosodic and syntactic boundaries than in

casual conversation. But the overlappers in telephone conversation have the highest

percentage in this aspect. Third, the overlappers in public discussion , though they

do not use as many prominent prosodic features and agreement initials to introduce

TB as in the other two domains, have the highest percentage of hesitation initials

and continuity initials for TB. However, the overlappers in casual conversation

tend to use the repetition strategies more frequently in both TB and BC, whereas the

overlappers in telephone conversation tend to use the stressed agreement initials

more frequently to introduce TB. However they use fewer repetitions in TB and

BC than the other two domains.

4.4.2 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH AND DEGREE OF

FAMILIARITY BETWEEN INTERLOCUTORS

(1) Relation between the Familiarity of Interlocutors and the
Occurrence of TB and BC

ln 4.4.1the association between simultaneous speech and the degree of formality

in communicative settings was discussed. In the present section, the formality is

further associated with the degree of familiarity between speakers and hearers.

Table 26 Frequency of TB & BC in Equal & Disparate
Conversations

Kelatlonshtp lotal
tokens

'tB
tokens

Fiequency/
1000 words

BU
tokens

Frequency/
1000 words

Equal 47223 861 18.2 406 8.6

Disparate 4/.579 444 10.0 300 6.7

Total 91802 1305 14.2 706 7.7
p-value 0.00* 0.00*

I =s atp=<tgn
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In Table 26, the observed differences in the frequency of TB and BC between

equal conversation and disparate conversation are quite obvious. The differences

are further confirmed to be significant by the chi-square test of which the p-value is

below .004. First, the frequency of TB per thousand words in equal conversation

is much higher than in disparate conversation (18.2 > 10). Such a difference may

be due to the different degrees of familiarity between the interlocutors in these two

kinds of conversation. For example, in a conversation where the two interlocutors

are not familiar with each other, they would typically share much less common

background than would familiar interlocutors. This could hamper the hearer's

anticipation during the communication, a mechanism which was discussed in 4.2

and 4.3, and which is crucial for turn-bidding. In other words, the hearer who is a

stranger to the current speaker may find it difficult to anticipate the possible

completion of the current speaker's utterance. He or she may try to keep a profile

of being polite or respecting the unfamiliar interlocutor by making less turn-

bidding, and hence a much lower frequency of TB in disparate conversation. This

result indicates that degree of familiarity between interlocutors greatly affects the

occurrence of TB in conversation. People who are familiar with each other may

feel more comfortable in bidding for a turn with each other, while people who are

strangers to each other may be more hesitant in doing so. Dunne & Ng (1994:47)

point out:

... Iistening to the speech of unfamiliar people (strangers) is

cognitively more demanding than listening to the speech of familiar
people (friends). This is because with strangers one has little or no

idea of what to expect and as a result has to pay more attention to
what they are saying, thus reducing available cognitive resources to
plan and execute one's own utterance.

The present results support this point of view, because interlocutors in disparate

conversations seem to anchor their behaviour more in a one-speaker-at-a-time mode

by making much less TB. Yet this is not necessarily so in making BC, for Table
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26 shows that the difference in BC frequency between equal and disparate

conversation (8.6 > 6.7) is not as big as the difference in TB frequency.

(2\ Relation between the Familiarity of Interlocutors and the

Overlappers' Choice of Unit Boundary

Table 27 shows that there is no significant difference between equal and disparate

conversation in terms of the percentages of unit boundary markers occurring before

TB and BC. For example, 44.87o of the TB in equal conversation occurs at

prosodic boundaries and 4'7.7Vo of the TB in disparate conversation also has this

feature. The chi-square test shows that these observed percentage differences are

not statistically significant, because the p-value is far beyond 0.05 (p = 0.38).

Table 27 shows this is also the case with other boundary features and in both TB

and BC cases. These results may be interpreted as evidence that whether the

interlocutors are familiar with each other or not, they seem to choose a unit

boundary to start TB and BC in a similar frequency.

Table 27

lcSnt 8t p =(
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(3) Relation betwepn the Familiarity of Interlocutors and the

Linguistic Devices & Strategies Used b.v Overlapoers

As Table 28 shows, the TB devices and strategies used by turn-bidders in both

equal conversation and disparate conversation do not differ greatly. The chi-square

test shows that most of the p-values are above 0.05, except for the features marked

with "*". This means that interlocutors in both equal conversation and disparate

conversation are likely to use the same linguistic devices and strategies in producing

TB.

However, a closer look at Table 28 shows that interlocutors in disparate

conversation have:

(a) a significantly lower percentage of unclearly-heard cases (l9.8Vo <28Vo);

(b) a significantly lower percentage of hesitation initials (3.27o <8.9Vo);

(c) a significantly higher percentage of repetitions overall (48Vo > 40.6Vo), though

the chi-square test shows no significant difference in each respective type of

repetition.

All these features indicate that turn-bidders in disparate conversation tend to have a

higher amplitude during.the overlap (with evidence of less occurrence of unclearly-

heard cases) and a firmer attitude in starting turn-bidding (with evidence of less

occulrence of hesitation initials). The hearers actively anticipate the current

speakers' oncoming words or patterns and reiterate their own words or patterns

during and after the overlap. This is consistent with the atmosphere in disparate

conversation in which the speaker is trying to take an active part in communication,

but cooperative communication is still maintained between the unacquainted

partners.
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Relationship
TB BC p-value

equal disparate equal disparate TB BC
I otal occurrence u6l 444 406 300

Prosodic

stressed initial 58.7 57.3 87.7 86.0 0.62 0.51

unclear case 28.0 19.8 t2.l 7.7 0.00* 0.05*

incompleteTU 36.7 37.8 8.9 t2.7 0.69 0.1 I

Discourse item

agreement 13.6 17.3 65.3 78.0 0.46 0.00*

disaereement 3.4 4.1 0 0 0.56

hesitation 8.9 3.2 5.2 8.0 0.00* 0.01*

exclamation 5.5 3.4 8.6 3.7 0.15 0.01*

continuiW 4.8 7.O 0 0 0.10

Total 36.2 35.0 79.1 89.7 o.67 0.00*
Reoetition

type I repetition 6.4 8.3 0 0 0.20

type2 repetition l6.l 17.6 7.9 8.0 0.5 | 0.95

type 3 reDetition l8.l 22.r 0 0 0.09

Total 40.6 48.0 7.9 8.0 0.01* 0.95
=s lcant at D =<rgnr

Note:
Type I repetition:lhe overlapper repeats the last words or sentence pattern of the
eurrent speakel at the beginning of the overlap;

Typ." Z repetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern
during the overlap;

Typ" :. repetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern
immediately after the overlap.

Comparing the BC devices and strategies in these two kinds of conversation, the

BC tokens in disparate conversation have a higher amplitude during the overlap,

because the percentage of unclearly-heard cases is lower than that in the equal

conversation (7.7Vo < l2.l%o). They have a significantly greater use of the five sets

of discourse items as initials (89.7Vo > 79.17o) and in particular a higher percentage

of agreement initials (78Vo > 65.3Vo\ and hesitation initials (\Vo > 5.2Vo). This can

be interpreted to mean that in a conversation among unfamiliar people, the hearers
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may pay more attention to the speech of others and give positive backchannels more

frequently so as to display a more formal and polite manner in communication.

However, the BC in equal conversation has a significantly higher percentage of

exclamation (8.6Vo > 3.7Vo). It may indicate an informal atmosphere among

familiar interlocutors in conversation, because when exclamation markers like "ah"

and "oh" are used alone, they may indicate strong emotional states (see Schiffrin,

1987: 73), while strongly expressed emotional states are less likely to occur in

conversation between strangers. This may possibly explain why in disparate

conversation, such exclamation markers are fewer than those in equal conversation.

From another angle it also suggests that interlocutors may be aware of the degree of

familiarity during the conversation.

4.4.3 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH AND TIIE STATUS OF

INTERLOCUTORS

The identification of "higher status" (FI) speakers and "lower status" (L) speakers

was based on the LLC compilers' brief description of the participants' professional

ranking and age. It may be a very rough classification, but the data from this

corpus still provides some interesting information.

(1) Relation between Interlocutors' status and the occurrence of

TB and BC

On examining the total tokens, the TB and BC of H speakers and L speakers are

both significantly different, ie. H speakers have more TB (205 > 186) but less BC

(95 < 168). Yet we cannot simply conclude that H speakers have a higher TB

frequency, or that L speakers have a higher BC frequency until further analysis is

done in terms of frequency per thousand word.
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Table 29

I otal
words

IB
tokens

Frequency/
1000 words

IJU
token

.Frequency/
1000 words

44579 391 8.8 263 5.9

Method I

Hish 28347 205 12.6 95 5.9

Low r6232 186 6.6 168 5.9

Method 2

Hieh 28347 205 7.2 95 3.4

Low r6232 186 l 1.5 r68 10.3

p-value 0.00* 0.00*
=sl nltrcant at n =

Note:
The tokens of TB and BC in this table only take account of those instances which
involve the overlap between H speakers and L speakers, ie. excluding those H
speaker-to-Hspeaker or L speaker-to-L speaker overlapping instances which may
occur in a multi-party disparate conversation.

By using two methods in counting the frequency per thousand words, two

contrasting results can be obtained . Table 29 shows that the total word count of

H speakers is larger than that of L speakers (28347 > 16232). By method l, ie. ro

divide respectively the total TB tokens and BC tokens of H speakers by the total

word count of L speakers, the TB frequency of H speakers is much higher than that

of L speakers (12.6 > 6.6) and the BC frequency is the same for both H and L

speakers (5.9=5.9;. However by method 2, ie. to divide respectively the total TB

tokens and BC tokens of H speakers by the total word count of H speakers

themselves, the TB and BC frequencies of H speakers are both much lower than

those of L speakers (TB: 7.2 < I1.5, BC: 3.4 < 10.3). The results of method I

may indicate that H speakers are likely to speak more in disparate conversation and

intemrpt more often the speech of L speakers. But the results of method 2 also

need to be considered. It is not unusual to see L speakers making more

backchannels when they are listening to H speakers, because giving more attention

signals or agreement feedbacks such as "yes" and "uhm" may indicate that L
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speakers adopt a more polite or cooperative attitude in disparate conversation. But

the higher frequency of TB by L speakers in comparison to H speakers was beyond

the present researcher's expectation, because both turn-bidding and turn-competing

in respect of H speakers' speech are likely to be seen by native speakers of Chinese

as face-threatening acts, and L speakers may prefer to avoid them. Yet in the

subcorpus, the TB frequency ofL speakers is even higher than that ofH speakers.

One explanation could be that in native English speakers'conversation, participants

may not be aware of social status as much as they are aware of the personal

relationship between the speaker and the hearer. In other words, the different

degrees of familiarity or intimacy between interlocutors tends to influence the

occurence of TB more than the status difference between interlocutors. A higher

TB frequency of L speakers may indicate their active participation in the

conversation despite the possible status difference.

Text 53.I is an extract of casual conversation. This is a 5080-word text with 148

tokens of simultaneous speech, of which 55Vo of the TB and 68Vo of the BC are

made by an L speaker -- a 2O year-old prospective female undergraduate --- and

45Vo of the TB and 32Vo of the BC are made by a H speaker -- a 40 year old

academic staff member in the university. This is an academic interview, but the

atmosphere seems quite casual, for there are 37 instances of "laughs, giggles,

sniffs, coughs" and "sighs" transcribed all through the interview. The young girl

student seems to be actively involved in the conversation, for the transcribed extract

shows that she seldom hesitates in making turn-bidding and only six out of her 5l

instances of TB are initiated by hesitation markers like "well" or "@:". She seems

always ready to answer the teacher's question, not even waiting for it to be

completely finished. eg.
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l77l (a = teacher, A = student)

a: you're not very attracted to the modern English novel. Vo*perhaps you

have been reading . novels of earlier in this century*

A: &*I'm ^nAot# / I'm ^so .'very much beh\ind#*$ / ^in . ^in
novels "Vearlier#. / ^in you ^kn/ow# / in the ^nineteen hVundreds# . /

a: yes have you been reading a lot ofthem recen Vo*tly*

A: &*I*$ ^hlave# / I've been ^reading a 'lot of LVawrence# . / I've been

^trying to read m\ost of the'works of IJawrence# . /
a: in the early nineteen hundreds yes 7o*I see*

A: &*^y\es#*$ / ^y\es# /
(LLC, 53.l: 121l-1222)

Here, in speaker A's first STB, she seems so eager to express her idea that she has

a long overlap with the teacher's speech. In her second STB, she starts answering

the question even before the teacher has actually finished it. In her third STB, she

loses no time in showing her agreement with the teacher's words, which in fact is a

completion by the teacher of the student's prior statement. The coherent

development of this discourse does not seem to be hampered by the frequent

occulrence of STB, but on the contrary, it smooths the turn-shifting during the

conversation. In a disparate conversation like this, the student may assume that an

active participation and a full display of her knowledge and talent will be more

important than taking a conservative attitude and keeping at a distance from the

teacher because of the status difference.

Another reason for the higher frequency of TB in L speakers' speech may be that in

the subcorpus, the total word count of L speakers is much less than that of H

speakers (16232 <28347). This could be interpreted as showing that L speakers

have fewer opportunities to speak, while H speakers seem to talk much more in a

given time, and therefore L speakers have to make more TB to gain the floor.

Some previous research findings (see Ng. et al. 1993) show that the power or

influential ranking of a speaker in conversation is represented by the total number of

turns taken in a given time which is reliably predicted by their total number of
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intemrptions. The present study finds that a speaker's power or influence in

conversation may be represented by his or her total word count in the conversation

but not necessarily by his or her intemrption frequency. As the present study is

interested in exploring hearers'response strategies, the results obtained by method

2 may be more relevant and significant. As noted in 3.3.4. (2), method 2 for

calculating frequency of occurrence involves dividing the total number of TB tokens

of one type of speakers by the total word count of these speakers themselves.

(2) Relation between Interlocutors' Status and the Overlannerst

Choice of Unit Boundary

Table 30 Percentase of TB & BC of Hish & Low Sneakers
Immediately Preceded by Boundary Markers

Status TB
hrsh low p-value hieh low TFVAIUE

Total tokens 237 t77 t32 168
Prosodrc tokens 2t4 ll5 57 82

Prosodic boundarv 46.3 50.4 0.47 50.4 61.2 0.09

Irxical boundarv 23.6 28.2 o.29 21.2 13.7 0.09

Syntactic boundarv 82.3 75.1 0.22 72.7 81.0 0.07
lcant at D =<

Table 30 shows there is no significant difference between H and L speakers in

terms of the percentage of TB immediately proceeded by unit boundary markers,

for all the p-values in this column are well beyond 0.05. yet the observed

difference shows that L speakers' TB has a higher percentage of beginnings at a

prosodic boundary and a lexical boundary 60.4vo > 46.3vo;28.zvo > 23.6vo),but

it has a lower percentage of beginnings at a syntactic boundary Q\.lvo <t2.3vo).

Although the chi-square test fails to show a significant difference between H and L

speakers in terms of the boundary features associated with BC, the p-values

(p=0.09, p=0.09, p=0.07) are much less than those in the TB column. This may
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indicate that in making BC, L speakers tend to start at a prosodic boundary and a

synfactic boundary more often than do H speakers (6l.2%o > 50.4Vo, SlVo >

72.7Vo). As a whole, L speakers still seem to choose a unit boundary to start TB

and BC more frequently than H speakers do. It might be interpreted that L speakers

seem to be more cautious in simultaneous speech, because beginning to speak at a

unit boundary may sound less disruptive to the current speaker whose status is

higher than the overlapper's.

(3) Relation between Interlocutorst Status and the Linsuistic

Devices & Strategies Used by Overlaopers

In Table 31, the chi-square test does not show a significant difference between H

and L speakers in terms of the linguistic devices and strategies associated with TB,

because most of the p-values are more than .05, except two cases marked with an

asterisk. This indicates that in general there is no close association between

speakers' social status and their linguistic strategies for producing TB.

Nevertheless, a few differences do exist in some linguistic features, such as the

following:

(a) Prosodically, L speakers' TB has a significantly lower degree of clarity in

speaking than H speakers' TB, for it has more occurrences of unclearly-heard

cases within the overlap (24.27o > l6.lvo). Such a difference in degree of

clarity may indicate that the higher amplitude of H speakers in their speech

(especially during the overlapped speaking time) can be evidence of H speakers'

dominance in disparate conversation, because the same tendency also occurs in

H speakers' BC overlaps (lO.7Vo > 3.8Vo).
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Table 3l Percentages of Linguistic Devices & Strategies
Used by High Speakers & Low Speakers

Status
t'ts tsC D-VaJUe

hieh low hieh low
'Iotal tokens 205 186 95 168 'rts BC

Ptosodic deviee

stressed initial 56.0 57.8 79.5 91.1 0.78 0.00*

unclear case l6.l 24.2 3.8 r0.7 0.05* 0.02*

incomplete TU 36. I 37.1 t8.2 7.7 0.83 0.01*

Discourse item

agreement 17.3 17.4 7 t.2 83.3 0.36 0.01x

disagreement 1.6 7.4 0 0 0.01*

hesitation 3.9 4.2 7.6 8.3 0.79 0.8 r

exclamation 2.8 4.2 2.3 4.8 0.65 0.24

continuiw 7.5 5.9 0 0 0.2r

Total 33. I 39.r 81.1 96.4 0.81 0.00*

Reoetition

type I repetition 8.9 8.9 0 0 0.95

Ww,2 repetition 20.0 19.4 tt.4 5.4 0.87 0.06

type 3 repetition 24.s 25.9 0 0 0.74

Total 53.4 54.2 1t.4 5.4 0.91 0.06
= l, - = slmltlcant al

Note:

slgn

Type I repetition: the overlapper repeats the last words or sentence pattern of the
current speaker at the beginning of the overlap;
Type 2 repetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern
during the overlap;
Type 3 repetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern
immediately after the overlap.

(b) In terms of discourse items, the observed figures show that L speakers have a

more frequent use of the five ses of discourse initial items as a whole (39.l%o >

33.1Vo\ and also have a higher frequency in each set of initiats except the

continuity set, even though the chi-square test does not show a significant

difference for each set separately, nor does it show it as a whole. As initials of

agreement, hesitation and exclamation are all positive devices for tum-bidding,

this may suggest the active participation of L speakers in disparate conversation.

p=
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However the higher percentage of disagreement initials in L speaker's TB (7.4Vo

> l.6Vo) does not necessarily mean that L speakers often start turn-bidding by

disagreeing with H speakers' statements. It could be due to the fact that H

speakers ask more yes/no questions. As a consequence, L speakers are more

often required to answer H speakers by saying either "yes" or "no". Such cases

make up 43Vo of the disagreement instances in L speakers' TB.

(c) In terms of repetition, no significant difference is reported by the chi-square test

for each type of repetition. This indicates that both H speakers and L speakers

used these strategies with a similar frequency.

In terms of the BC devices and strategies used by H speakers and L speakers, some

significant differences are shown by the results of the chi-square test in Table 31

as follows:

(a) L speakers' BC shows a significantly higher percentage of stressed initials

(9l.IVo > 79.5Vo) and unclearly-heard cases (l0.7Vo > 3.8Vo) but a significantly

lower percentage of incomplete TU ar rhe end of the overlap (7.7vo < l8.2vo);

(b) L speakers' BC is more frequently introduced by the five sets of discourse items

(96.4Vo > 8l.l%o), particularly by agreement initials (B3.3Vo > 7l.2%o).

These features can be interpreted as evidence that L speakers are more likely to

initiate backchannels to H speakers' speech by words with prominent prosodic

features, but their amplitude during the overlaps is not as high as that of H

speakers. Moreover, L speakers tend to make better use of the five sets of

discourse items to introduce BC, especially the items which express agreement.
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4.4.4 SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH AND GENDER

(1) Relation between fnterlocutorst Gender and the Ocerrrrence of

TB and BC

Table 32 Frequency of TB & BC Made
by Females and Males

df = 1, *=significantatp=<0.05

df= 1, * = significant at p =q Q.004

3) Mixed-gender conversation: total words = 58427\ (Method 2

Gender Total

words

TB

tokens

Frequency/

1000 words

BC

tokens

Frequency/

1000 words

Female 254t1 340 t3.4 202 7.9

Male 33016 343 10.4 108 3.3
p-value 0.00* 0.00*
=I, -=slgnflcantatp=4

Note:
The tokens of TB and BC in mixed-gender conversations in this table account only
for those instances which are involved in the overlap taking place between a femal-e
speaker and a male speaker, ie. excluding those female-to-fbmale or male-to-male
overlap instances which may occur in a multi-pany mixed-gender conversation.

Section (l) of Table 32 shows that in single-gender conversations, the male-to-

male conversations have a higher frequency per thousand words of both TB and

BC than the female-to-female conversations (TB: 14.4>11.5, p=9.96, BC:

S inele-sender Conversation :

Gender Ibtal
words

'1ts

tokens
r.requency/
1000 words

tsC
tokens

trequency/
1000 words

F-F 8058 93 I 1.5 59 7.3

M-M 25317 365 t4.4 268 10.6

P-value 0.06 0.01*

Mixed-gender Conversation: (total words = 58427) (Meth odl
Gender 'lbtal

words
llJ

tokens
tsrequency/
1000 words

IJU
tokens

tsrequency/
1000 words

Female 25411 340 10.3 202 6.1

Male 33016 343 13.5 108 4.3
p-value 0.00* 0.00*
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10.6>7.4, p=0.01) though the difference of TB frequency is not highly significant

by the chi-square test. These results are inconsistent with the previous research,

which found significantly more female intemrptions in single-gender conversation

(see Crosby: 1976, Street & Murphy: 1987 and Bilous & Krauss: 1988, cited by

James & Clarke, 1993:236). Yet in mixed-gender conversations, Table 32 (2)

and (3) show that both TB and BC occurrence has significant differences in terms

of gender, ie. females have fewer TB tokens (340 < 343) but more BC tokens (202

> 108) than males. A further comparison can be made in terms of frequency per

thousand words.

In counting the frequency per thousand words, another pair of contrastive results is

revealed by using two methods. As Table 32 shows, in mixed-gender

conversations, the males' total word count is larger than that of females (33016 >

25411). By method 1, (ie. to divide respectively the total TB tokens and BC tokens

of males by the total word count of females) Table 32 (2) shows the TB

frequency of males is higher than that of females (13.5 > 10.3) but the BC

frequency of males is lower than that of females (4.3 < 6.1). However by method

2, (ie. to divide respectively the total TB tokens and BC tokens of females by the

total word count of the females themselves) Table 32 (3\ shows that it is the

females that have a higher frequency of both rB and BC (TB: 13.4 > 10.4 , BC:

7.9 > 3.3). Moreover, females' TB and BC frequencies in mixed-gender

conversations are even higher than those in all-female conversations (TB: 13.4 >

11.5, BC: 7.9 > 7.4, see (3) and (1) in Table 32). we may describe the picture

in this way: in mixed-gender conversations, females tend to make more BC than

males, whether it is counted by method I or by method 2. This supports the

previous research which shows that females are more supportive hearers than males

(see Coates: 1989, Holmes: 1991). Their studies show that females tend to express

agreement and awareness of the cunent speakers more frequently than males do and

females tend to support each other's comments, confirming, elaborating and
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developing points made by others. The present study again supPorts their findings

and shows that such a tendency is even stronger in mixed-gender conversations

than in all-female conversations.

In terms of TB frequency in mixed-gender conversation, the results of method I

support the previous studies of males' conversational dominance, which say that

males tend to speak more than females and intemrpt females' speech more often

(see Zimmennan & West: 1975, West: l979,West & Zimmerman: 1983)' But this

is only one side of the picture. As shown in section (2) and section(3) of Table

32, although females' total word count has 7605 words less than males' (33016 -

Z54ll), females' TB is only three instances less than that of males (343-340).

Therefore when counting the frequency by method 2, females' TB frequency per

thousand words is even higher than that of the males' (13.4 > 10.4)' This may be

interpreted to mean that since females have fewer opportunities to speak than males,

they are likely to engage in more tum-bidding or turn-competing in order to gain the

floor, thus resulting in a higher frequency of female TB than male TB. In this

sense, male's dominance in mixed-gender conversations could be represented by a

larger total word count, but not necessarily by a higher frequency of turn-bidding.

(2)

Choice of Unit Boundary

Table 33 shows that females' TB has a significantly lower percentage of starting

at a prosodic boundary, but a higher percentage of starting at a lexical boundary

than males'TB (4l%o <48.5Vo;31.5?o>24Vo). No significant difference is found

in the case of syntactic boundary features (75.6Vo < 76.1). This might be

interpreted to mean that female speakers may be keener on choosing discourse

signals as a chance to bid for a turn. Yet both females and males choose syntactic

boundaries in turn-bidding with a similar frequency, for such boundary features

appear in the majority of TB instances for both females and males. Table 33 also
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shows that females tend to insert backchannels more often at the prosodic and

syntactic boundaries than do males (6l.3Vo ) 52Vo, 84.8Vo > 76.8Vo).

Table 33 Percentage of TB and BC gf Felnales= and Males

@ b" Bound"t" M".k".t

(3)

Devices and Strategies Used by Overlappers

In analysing the devices and strategies for TB and Bc particularly preferred by each

gender, all tokens of TB and BC made by females and by males were taken into

account respectively, whether they occur in a mixed-gender conversation or in a

single-gender conversation. The results are Presented in Table 34.

The statistical analysis in Table 34 shows some significant preferences appearing

in females' and males' use of TB devices. These include:

(a) Prosodically, females' TB has a lower percentage of unclearly-heard cases

during the overlap (I6.4Vo <30.3Vo) and a lower percentage of incomplete TU

structure at the end of the overlap (3l.SVo <40.3Vo\. This may mean that females

are likely to use a higher amplitude to attract the current speakers' attention (or to

show their intentions to tum-bid). A higher percentage of complete TU structure

at the end of the overlap might, however, indicate that females may not have a

strong inclination to speak continuously after their turn-bidding is overlapped

with the males' speech.

Gender

TB BC

female male p-value female male p-value

Total tokens 413 750 270 436

Prosodic tolcens 354 639 2t7 417

Prosodic boundary 41.0 tE.5 U.IJ'.L 61.3 52.tJ 0.03*

lrxical boundary 31.5 24.1) 0.01* I U.v 19.0 u.9b

Svntactic boundary /).o 76.r 0.Ez 84.E /o.6 0.01x

df=l, * = significant at P =< 0.05
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Table 34

TB BC p-value

Gender female male female male TB BC

-Tbtal 

tokens 476 829 270 436

Prosodiedevice

stressed initial 60.6 57.1 90.0 85. I 0.22 0.06

unclear case 16.4 30.3 8.2 10.5 0.00* 0.15

incomplete TU 31.5 40.3 8.1 9.6 0.00* 0.50

Diseourseilem

agreement t4.7 l5.l 68.2 72.5 0.86 0.22

disagreement 4.2 3.3 0 0 0.38

hesitation 2.9 4.1 5.6 6.9 0.14 0.48

exclamation 5.5 4.3 8.5 5.3 0.36 0.09

continuitv 3.8 6.5 0 0 0.03*

Total 3l.l 33.3 82.3 84.6 0.32 0.40

ReDetilion

type I repetition 8.4 6.3 0 0 0.15

woeZ repetition I 1.8 19.4 4.1 10.3 0.00* 0.00*

tvpe 3 repetition 15.8 2t.6 0 0 0.01x

Total 36.0 47.3 4.1 10.3 0.00* 0.00*

=1. 
* = si 8tp=4

Note:
itp; I repetition: the overlapper-repeats the last words or sentence pattern of the

crinent speaker at the beginning of the overlap;
Type 2 rLpetition: the oierlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern

during the overlap;
Type"3 repetition: the overlapper repeats his or her own words or sentence pattern

immediately after the overlaP.

b) In terms of discourse items, though not supported by a significant p-value, the

observed figures still show that females' TB tends to use slightly more

exclamation initials (5.5Vo > 4.3Vo) while males' TB uses significantly more

continuity initials (6.5Vo > 3.8Vo) and a few more hesitation initials (4.lvo >

2.9Vo). The more frequent use of "oh" and "ah" in females' TB and BC may

indicate that females tend to make good use of the pragmatic function of

exclamation markers. As noted by Schiffrin (1987: 99), the exclamation
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markers like "oh" and "ah" can profile a hearer as an active recipient of

information who acknowledges and integrates information as it is provided and

who tries to maintain the alignment between speakers and listeners'

However, the fact that males' TB has used more continuity initials does not

necessarily mcan that males have a special preference for using connectors like

..and,, to start TB. A further examination of 5l instances of males' TB initiated

by connectors reveals that 4l.2Vo of continuity initial instances are presented by

the word "but", whereas among 24 continuity initials by females, only 2037o

use the word "but". As "bgt" iS a cOnnegtor USUally USed tO eXpreSS a

contradictory idea to the prior statement, this result could indicate that males are

more likely to bid for a turn by starting with a challenge, while females are more

likely to use the developmental connector "and". This, from another angle,

suggests again females' stronger preference for an agreement strategy in turn-

bidding.

c) Table 34 shows males' TB has a significantly higher percentage of repetition as

a whole (47 .3Vo > 36Vo) and particularly in type 2 repetition (l9.4%o > ll '\Vo)

and type 3 repetition (2l.6%o > l5.8%o). This can be interpreted as evidence that

males may prefer to repeat their own words or their turn-openings. One function

of repetition is to raise the degree of voice clarity of the turn-bidder. As males'

amplitude during the overlapping time is found generally to be not as high or as

clear as the females' (see the feature of unclearly-heard cases in the prosodic

secrion in Table 34), males might have to do more self-repetition to make their

words clearly heard. The other function of repetition is to express more strongly

the turn-bidder's attempt to gain the turn by overlapping the other's speech. The

more frequent repetition by males during the overlap may indicate that males are

more inclined than females to gain the floor after the overlap'
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4.4.5 SUMMARY

This study has suggested that a corpus-based approach can provide a rich source

for analysing the association between simultaneous speech and social factors'

though the quantitative analysis of the present data is limited by the lack of more

detailed description about the speech domain, the participants' relationships and

social identity. The analysis has covered three aspects: the distributional frequency

of TB and BC, the frequency of choosing a unit boundary to begin TB or BC, and

the most salient lingUistic devices and strategies used by the overlappers in TB and

BC. The focus is on how these three aspects are associated with the sociolinguistic

dimensions of formality, familiarity, status and gender'

(1) Distributional Frequency

(a) There is a great difference between the occurrence of simultaneous speech in the

three speech domains. This may be due to the different degree of formality in

each domain. The rank order in terms of formality is that public discussion is

the most formal, then telephone conversation and finally, casual conversation

(see the analysis in 4.4.1 (1)). However the rank order in terms of frequency

of simultaneous speech is the reverse: casual conversation has the most

simultaneous speech, then telephone conversation and finally, public discussion.

The TB frequency in casual conversation is nearly twice that of public

discussion (17.9/1000 w. > 9.6/1000 w.) and the BC frequency is about three

rimes (l1.5/1000 w. > 3.8/1000 w.). The TB and BC frequencies of telephone

conversation are ranked between these two domains.

b) A great difference in TB frequency is also found between equal conversations

and disparate conversations, the former being much higher than the latter

(13.2/1000 words >10/1000 words). However, the frequency of BC in the two

kinds of conversation is not such a contrast (8.6/1000 w. > 6.7/1000 w.). This

may mean that while the hearers are quite aware of the degree of familiarity with
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the current speakers when they make TB, they do not pay as much attention to

this factor when theY make BC.

(c) When we consider hearers' simultaneous speech acts in relation to their total

word count in "disparate conversation", L speakers'TB and BC frequencies are

both higher rhan those of H speakers (11.5/1000 w. > 7.211000 w. in TB and

10.3/1000 w. > 3.4/1000 w. in BC), though the word count of the former is

much less than the latter. This indicates that when making TB, interlocutors (the

L speakers in particular) may not be aware of each other's status difference as

much as they are aware of the different degrees of familiarity' However they

may pay more attention to the status difference when they are making BC,

because the L speakers obviously make more backchannels to the H speakers

than the H speakers make to the L speakers'

(d) Assuming that the frequency of hearers' simultaneous speech is related to their

total word count, females have a lower frequency of TB and BC in single-

gender conversations than males (11.5/1000 w. < 14.411000 w. in TB and

7.3/1000 w. < 10.6/1000 w. in BC). Yer in mixed-gender conversations,

females have a higher frequency of TB and BC than males (13'411000 w' >

10.4/1000 w. in TB and 7.9/1000 w. > 3.3/1000 w. in BC). This means that in

mixed-gender conversations, females seem to be more active in bidding for a

turn and more involved in giving supportive backchannels by means of

simultaneous speech. One of the reasons for females' higher frequency of TB

may be that in these mixed-gender conversations, females do not gain enough of

the floor to speak, for their total word count is about one third less than that of

males.

(2)

(a) Analysis of the occurrence of unit boundary markers immediately before TB and

BC in different social contexts shows that in public discussion, the prosodic and

syntactic boundary markers all have a higher percentage of occurrence than in
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casual conversation and telephone conversation. This indicates that in the more

formal conversational settings, the overlappers may choose more frequently a r

unit boundary in the current speaker's turn when they attempt to make TB and

BC.

(b) with regard to the three-level unit boundary markers as a whole, there are no

significant differences in relation to the'othe, social variables such as the

different degrees of familiarity between interlocutors, the status difference and

gender difference. Yet with regard to a specific level of boundary marker' it is

found that in disparate conversation, L speakers' BC tends to start more often at

a prosodic and a syntactic boundary than H speakers' BC' Thii is the same in

females' BC in mixed-gender conversation, which indicates that females are

more likely to give backchannels to males' speech at prosodic and syntactic

boundaries

(3)

As a whole, the linguistic devices and srategies which are used in turn-bidding and

backchannelling do not differ greatly in terms of the above social variables' but

there are some specific devices and strategies preferred by speakers in individual

domains and conversational settings, and by interlocutors with characteristic degree

of familiarity or status, or difference of gender.

(a) prosodically, stressed initial sounds have a higher frequency in the TB and BC

of telephone conversations. BC also make more frequent use of stressed initial

sounds in disparate conversation and they are used more by L speakers in turn-

bidding. Second, a higher amplitude or degree of clarity is found in the TB and

BC instances of disparate conversation. The same is found in the H speakers'

and females' TB and BC. Third, incomplete TU structure at the end of the

overlap is more strongly represented in the TB and BC of males and of instances

in public discussion.
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b) In terms of discourse items used to initiate TB or BC, agreement initials have a

higher percentage in the TB of telephone conversation, the TB and BC of

disparate conversation, and the BC of casual conversation and of L speakers'

Second, hesitation initials and continuity initials all have a higher percentage in

the TB of public discussion. Third, disagreement initials have a higher

frequency in the TB of casual conversation'

c) In terms of the repetition strategies used during and after the overlappers'

simultaneous speech, the three types of repetition have a higher percentage in the

TB and BC of casual conversation , in the TB of disparate conversation and in

males' TB and BC. Yet no significant difference is evident for the other social

variables.

In summary, the four social factors (the formality of speech domain, the familiarity

between interlocutors and the participants' status and gender) all put some degree of

constraint on different aspects of simultaneous speech. The constraints seem to be

strongly related to the frequency of occurrence of simultaneous speech, but not so

strongly related to their environmental features, linguistic devices and strategies.

The statistical results show that there are some significant differences in the

distributional frequencies of TB and BC, but there are many fewer significant

differences in terms of the percentages of unit boundary markers before TB and

BC. The same is true for the percentages of overlaPpers' prosodic devices,

discourse items and repetition strategies in producing TB and BC' Some of the

results in 4.4.1 - 4.4.3 are not statistically significant because of the limited

number of tokens from the data. Yet they still reveal certain general sociolinguistic

features associated with different categories of simultaneous speech in a British

English conversational context. However, the results may vary in other linguistic

contexts where the cultural norns and values are different. This possibility is

further discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF CHINESE

CASE STUDY DATA ANALYSIS

In the last chapter different linguistic features and devices associated with

simultaneous speech in English conversation were described' This leads us to

address the fifth research question posed in Chapter I, which is, how these English

features and devices correspond to their equivalents in Chinese conversation' In

this way we can address one of the initial questions which motivated the present

research, namely, why Chinese learners of English find it difficult to take a turn or

to bid for a turn in English conversation. It could be argued that the difficulty may

be due to cultural differences, such as the high value Chinese culture places on

politeness in speaking etiquette which will discourage intemrpting other people'

Nevertheless, there are other possible reasons for the learning difficulty. One might

be the learners' lack of proficiency in the English language. Chinese learners of

English may simply not know how to recognise oppornrnities for turn-bidding in

English. As noted in Chapter III, there is no corpus of prosodically marked-up

spoken Chinese to make a comparison with the data from the LLC used for our

analysis of English simultaneous speech. Neither is there any published literature

on Chinese simultaneous speech. Thus a body of simultaneous speech collected

from Chinese family conversations and used as a case study to investigate whether

there are possible parallels in simultaneous speech in English and Chinese has been

employed to address this research question.
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The Chinese data here.are all in Cantonese which is spoken in South China'

Although the data is in many ways not comparable with the subcorpus of the LLC

in this study, nevertheless, as long as the existence of simultaneous speech and

associated features can be demonstrated, then, we can eliminate the possibility that

the reason Chinese learners of English find it difficult to make simultaneous speech

in English is because of their unfamiliarity with simultaneous speech in their own

first language. That is, we may explore a broader area to find out the answer to the

research question. The case study covered four aspects of Chinese simultaneous

speech, including:

(a) the frequency distribution of the same five categories of simultaneous speech

used for the analysis of the English data described on p20 of Chapter tr;

O) the environmental features occurring immediately before simultaneous speech;

(c) the linguistic devices and strategies used by overlappers in simultaneous speech;

(d) the social aspects of age and gender associated with simultaneous speech.

Owing to the limited tokens of BC in the Chinese data, the analyses in (c) and (d)

were concentrated only on turn-bidding speech acts. That is, the analyses of

linguistic strategies and social aspects associated with Chinese simultaneous speech

were only based on the instances of STB, LITB, STC and UTC, but did not include

BC.

In order to compare the Chinese case study data with the findings from the English

data, the researcher selected a sample of English data from the subcorpus of LLC

for the comparative analysis. The English sample consists of three texts (S 1.2,

Sl.9 and 52.10) in the domain of casual conversation. They were held among

"equals" (ie. among familiar colleagues, friends and family members)' This

English sample is not comparable with the Chinese family conversation in some
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ways. The English informal conversations were all surreptitiously recorded while

the Chinese ones were not; and the Chinese speakers in each family involved three

generations (grandparents, middle-aged parents and grandchildren) while the

English speakers were all middle-aged people. However, it is still possible to find

evidence that both English and Chinese speakers used simultaneous speech for

turn-bidding, turn-competition and backchannelling and it is even possible to

identify similar kinds of devices or strategies used in a similar way and in similar

places in the two languages. All this may give the researcher food for thought: why

is it difficult for Chinese leamers of English to take a turn or bid for a turn in a

second language context?

s.l FRBQUENCY OF CHTNESE SIMULTANEOUS

SPEECH

Using the same formal criteria as in the LLC data to identify simultaneous speech,

288 instances of simultaneous speech were obtained from four Chinese family

conversations as shown in Table 35.

Table 35 Frequency of Simultaneous Speech in Chinese Data

Samily

code

total

words

tokens

of STB

tokens

of UTB

Tokens

of STC

Tokens

of UTC

Tokens

of BC

Total

tokens

Frequency/

1000w.

I 2913 42 40 3 3 t2 t00 34.3

2 t999 t2 t4 I I I 29 14.5

3 2286 3l l6 6 6 2 6l 26.7

4 3187 19 56 8 8 7 98 30.8

Total r0385 l04 126 l8 l8 22 288 27.7

Vo 36. I 43.8 6.3 6.3 7.6

Total TB tokens: 266 Dercentage; 92.4Vo frequencY: 25.6/1000w.

Total BC tokens: 22 Dercentage: 7.6Vo frequencY: 2.1/1000w.

ftr" p"r."ntage is based on the total tokens of simultaneous speech in the Chinese

sample.
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Although it is not entirely valid to make a detailed comparison between the English

data from the LLC and this Chinese data because of the difference in the context of

use, it is nevertheless noteworthy that there is a difference in the frequency of

simultaneous speech between the English and Chinese samples (see Table 36)'

Table 36

of ttve

STB 36.l%o 32.6Vo

UTB 43.\Vo 15.\Vo

STC 6.3Vo 6.07o

UTC 6.3Vo 6.0Vo

BC 7.6Vo 39.5Vo

IOOVo IOOVo

The percentages in Section (2) of this table are based on the total tokens of
simultaneouispeech in the Chinese and English samples respectively'

Table 36 shows that simultaneous speech is quite a frequent phenomenon in both

Chinese and English casual conversation, but the English sample has a higher

frequency per thousand words than that of the Chinese one (36.6 > 27.7). One

possible interpretation of this difference can be that the Chinese conversations were

held among family members with great age and status difference, which may be a

factor limiting the occurrence of simultaneous speech in Chinese conversation. In

terrns of the proportions of the five categories of simultaneous speech between the

two samples, two striking differences in Table 36 are noteworthy: the proportions

fi

l)F of Simultaneous

Chinese Enelish

Total words 10385 16098

Total speakers 23 7

Total tokens of simultaneous speech 288 s89

Frequency /1000 words 27.7 36.6
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in the category of UTB and in the category of BC. UTB in the Chinese data has a

much higher proportion than that in the English data (43'8Vo > l!'8flo)' This

indicates that when the Chinese hearers attempt to bid for a turn and have an overlap

withthecurrentspeaker,theyaremorelikelytowithdraworgiveuptheirattemptat

turn-bidding than the English speakers do. This may be a phenomenon related to

the Chinese speech etiquette which will be further discussed in this chapter' The

other striking difference is that BC in the English data has a much higher proportion

than in the Chinese data (39.59o >7.6Vo) which suggests that English speakers are

more active users of backchannels. The result is consistent with previous research

by Tao & Thomson (1991) which claimed that backchannels in Chinese

conversation tend to be much fewer than in English conversation and that even

fewer Chinese backchannels may occur during simultaneous speaking' The results

here show that such a tendency is also strongly evident in the informal family

conversations, as the frequency per thousand words of TB is obviously much

higher than that of BC (25.6 > 2.1, see Table 35). Strangely enough, although

backchannel responses may be among the last of the conversational skills acquired

by children (as was pointed by Hess & Johnston: 1988), they could be amongst the

first communicative strategies adopted by non-native speakers because of their

salience and difference from their mother tongue. It is not unusual for native

English speakers to find that non-native English learners tend to use the English

backchannels such as "yes", "uhm" and "aha" more frequently in English

conversation than they use other kinds of hearer response such as questioning,

clarifying and challenging. One reason is that such backchannels can serve as a

hearer's signal, which indicates that the hearer is listening to and understanding the

speaker's words and they are therefore a pragmatically safe and polite strategy in

cross-cultural communication. Yet the problem is that sometimes non-native

speakers overuse "yes", "uhm" or "aha" to such an extent that it makes the native

speakers doubt that the hearers have really understood what is actually being said,

because sometimes their backchannels are given in a wrong place or transfer wrong
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signals. As described by Hatch (1992:22), when language learners have difficulty

interpreting messages not negotiated to their level of competence, they may "fake

it", pretending to understand and continue to interact in the hope that they will catch

the theme or focus of the conversation by using backchannel signals. However,

suchfakingstrategymayresultinabanageoftalkbecausecommunicationmay

also break down completely since information that allows the participants to build a

common theme or focus is missing. In this sense, making appropriate

backchannels can be included as part of the teaching of English to non-native

speakers.

5.2 ENVIRONMBNTAL FEATURES BEFORE

SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Just as a unit boundary in the current speaker's turn was found to be the most

frequently used transition-relevance place for starting a simultaneous speech act in

the LLC data, the Chinese data here also provide evidence that a large proportion of

simultaneous speech occurs at a unit boundary which is signalled by syntactic and

lexical markers. Owing to a lack of prosodic transcription comparable to the I LC,

the prosodic information in the Chinese data cannot be compared with the LLC data

in this studv.

Table 37

Boundary type Chinese (288 tokens) Fnglish (589 tokens)
tokens 7o tokens Vo

Svntactic boundary t94 67.4 388 65.9

Lexical boundary 79 27.4 r32 22.4

Note:
The percentage of each boundary type is based on the total tokens of simultaneous

speeih in theChinese and English samples respectively.
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Table 37 shows that about two thirds of the tokens of simultaneous speech in both

English and Chinese data occur at a syntactic boundary of the current speakers'

speech, ie. the overlapped speech starts when the current speaker finishes a

complete sentence, or a clause or a phrase or a one-word utterance such as "yes" or

"no". This further confirms the fact that simultaneous speech does not occur

randomly. No matter whether they are Chinese or English, hearers seek an

appropriate place to bid for a turn or to give backchannels.

5.2.1 SYNTACTIC BOUNDARY MARKERS

Syntactically,6T .4To of Chinese simultaneous speech tokens occur at a point at the

end of a grammatical unit. They include a complete Chinese sentence, clause, or

phrase. For the examples in this chapter, a gloss is provided for every Chinese

character and a free translation is given below each example in [ ]. The words in

{ } are the mood auxiliaries or utterance particles in Chinese which have no

equivalent English translation. The words in ( ) are added to help the reader to

understand the English translation, and the Chinese auxiliaries and particles are

represented by "PT" in the free translation.
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tu
F: ...ffiH EFW ii. ffi fi Fi S A *H F^ q* t(t Lt ffi

like what just talk I just listen I no objection Gl*little daughter {ya} you
El-E::*- - ;ig+E- ...

@::*- - Monday...

GD: l|.fifi ffi[F *

ll* I just talk*

[F: ...(you talk whatever you like I just listen I have no objection*little daughter PT
you @::* -(on) Monday ...

GD: *I just talk about*l (F1: 0l t l-01l3)
Note:

{ya} is a Cantonese auxiliary indicating that someone is being addressed.

I2l
GS: ft EIDI ESIEI Go/o* frA EgHfi **

you may Thursday G%* or Friday go*

cD: &'rFlE:Fp [ffi Ftg:El] plx * K*# U fik,lEEff #,*W. g
&*@: that means @:thrt means* uihich date {ah} 

'\is week u&ich date {ah}

[GS: you may go on Thursday *or on Friday*
GD: *@: that means @:that means* on which date PT this week on which date]

(F4:0075-0076)
Note:
(ah) is a mood auxiliary indicating inquiry.

t3l
GF: Ht rlx 6 g, X c>* =i4( ffif* g5* ( Xg.-)

that means you need come G>*three t'nes lils this [ie]r (laughs-)

GM: >>*ffi tfr*
))*yes {ya}*

[GF: that means you need to come *three times ljfts this PT* (laug!s*)
GM: *yes PT*l (Fl: 0150-0151)

Note:

[ie]and {ya} are both Cantonese particles indicating confrmation with certainty.

In Ul, the grand daughter's UTB occurs ufren the father has jus finished a

seot€nce 'frftH-fi, (I have no objection)". In t2l the grand daughter's STB

occnrs raihen the grandson has just fmlstted an independe,nt word "EffiW
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(Thursday)". In [3] the grandmothet's BC occurs when the grandfather has just

finished a phrase "l gN (you need to come)", demonstrating again that Chinese

speakers also choose a qnrtactic boundary place for turn-bidding and

backchannelling.

5.2.2 LEXICAL BOT'IIDARY IVIARKERS

Following the criteria for lexical bomdary markers in analysing the srbcorpus of

LLC, the lexical boundary markers here are also considered at the discorusal lwel

They include five sets of discoruse items namely address tags, hesitation markers,

termination tags, eryhasizers and connectors (see 4.2.2). As Table 37 showq

27.4o/o of the Chinese simultaneous qpeech tokens begn at the time when the

currelrt speakers just utter one of the five sets of discourse items. eg.:

[4] (N asks F if the recorder is still working)
N: EEt !fr- 6$. q- At* #e{.* :t+:t*'48 :E t W^

still on {ya} is it {ya} Al* still oni ok ok ok Mrs Wong {ne}

F: ll*F%*
ll*sill on*

[N: (it is) still on PT isn't it *(it is) still on * ok ok ok (how about) Mrs Wong's
F: *(it is) still on*l (F4: 0018-0019)

t5l
GF: fifl ii{BFF "9, fiffi */t\#e il^ g,Z q*tA#[

I talk my father just I tdk my father right anyway El* weryone dl
#[F*EE {E6! tfrS
talk* self those interesting \ings

F: ll* {EfE offsm*

ll* casral talk {ya ma}*

[GF: I talk about my father I just talk about my father an] ilay *weryone talk
about* your own interesting things

F: *just casual talk PT*] (Fl: 0282-0283)
Note: {ya ma} is a Cantonese aruciliary indicating emphasis.
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t6l
i,r' A fi[ FFfi lR 1 etrfi Htf tI E, cl*-!6 EHn .*

I all don't lnow you you Friday . begln playor cl* on Saturday.*

ft_f, Iro * iE W*,..
I know others go but I...

GS: ll* !f E- Z. A ESE *, m$m*

ll*very very matry people Thusday go {lo ma}*

[M: I just don't know if you start to play on Friday.or *on Saturday' I know others

will go but I...
GS: *many many people will go on Thrusday PT]

(F4: 0111-0113)

Note:

{lo ma) is a Cantonese auxiliary indicating explanation or emphasis.

17li:'...t=t IA !fr E t u1*-lgO-* ig#= 6 ff E
...little dauglter {ya} you@:: Hl*-Monday* wednesday you dl need

ffijFts .lEffi fii€ _6
be in here {ge bo} luow {ma}

M: ll* {rtr E tr E S. ffiffi ffi ffiffi ff[*
ll* little daugfuter want rot want liste,n grandpa's grandpa {ah}*

[F: hi little daughter PT you @:: 
*-you need to be in here on Monday and

Wednesday you know PT
M: *little daughter do you want to listen to (the story of) grandpa's gfandpa PTf]

(Fl: 0112-0113)

Note:

{ya} is an address tag and {ge bo} indicates confirmation.

In the above fou exaryles the simultaneous speech occurs just after the curreNrt

speaker has uttered a discourse ite,m such as the tag question " WrWnfr (... is it)" in

[a]; a concluding and emphasising word "ffi/ (anyway)" in [5]; an alternative

connecting word "€ (or)" in t6l; a prolonged hesitating sound "9E:: (@::)" in [7].

They all firnction as discoruse bormdary markers in the crurent speakers'turn, thus

providing transition-relevance places for the hearers to bid for a nrn.
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bonndary markers than the English d*a (27.4o/o > 22'4o/o)' This may be due to the

frequent occrurence oftlose mood auriliaries in spoken Chinese' Mood auxiliaries

may be regarded as termination tags or "utterance particles" (PT) identifie'l by

Luke (1990). Although different dialects of chinese can have different mood

auxiliaries, their position and function are more or less the same' In the exaqles

below, the mood auxiliaries xrs meinly from Cantotrese' The present Chinese data

show nearly one fifth of the TB and BC instances occur immediately after these

mood auxiliaries. eg.

t8l
rd w, {t Bu ffi nE'fE E rl*tt uu # nE'fEnF:' . * EK a

this we talk this one [a] Tl* we talk this one this::* is not eating

tE*+t uu...

if we...
F: ll*t1 ffi E{E a a rffiffi Ft+ 

'iE-ii."ert which one eating eating is it best is eatingr

[M: let's talk about this bpis PT *we talk about this one this::* it is not (about)

eating if we...
F: *what which one is it about eating eating eating is the best topicf]

Fl OL2G0L27)

Note:

{la} is an ending auxiliary indicating emphasis.

telbrr, m H [F 4 ffiffi W ffiffirfi! ffi+ rrFn* r) *.* lRffiffi
listen listen yogr gandpa's grandpa's story {ya ma}T> *.* your gfandpa

+TW1 H
very snart {ga}

M: >>* lifi [fr
>>*yes (ye)*

[GM: listen to listen to the story of yoru grandpa's grandpa PT *'* yoru grandpa

(used to be) very smart PT
M: *yes PT*l (F 1: 0105-0106)
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In t8l the fathet's UTB occurs just after the mother utters the mood auxiliary "&

0a)". In tgl ttre mothe/s BC occlus just after the grandmother utters the mood

auxiliary "[ffm (ya ma)". Both are very frequently used Cantonese utterance-find

particles. As a mood auxiliary has no independent semantic cotrtent and has to be

anached to the end of an utrerance as a bound form (see Luke, 1990:3), it can dso

function as a termination tag, signalling the coming e'nd of an information chunk

Or in other words, it can indicate that the prwious utterance is already a

completed, 6saningful unit. In this sense, the hearer can anticipate the appearance

of a mood auxiliary and start a turn-bidding even before it actually occurs or before

it is fully finisfugd, as trumy Cantonese mood arxiliaries are prolonged. eg.

ll0l
GF: Friday [8t \ Hi two/o*

Friday those people just go lVo/o*

M: &*ESI*A tr EH- Zffi
&*Satur*day and MondaY [ii ma]

[F: the people will go just on Friday *PT*

M: *(iust) Satru*day and Monday PT] (F4: 0091-0092)

Note:

[ii ma] is a Cantonese ending auxiliary indicating epistemic modality.

tl lll
bM, lA H{+ H tr{E# M trffi:t+ ffiBffi

you not good turn on room's machine{bo}not allow hr1r on recorder

W9lo*'lElqft*
W7o*gebo*

M: &*EEflGl,* E:iqffi q ffiffi
&*not allow turn on* TV tya) little boy

[GM: don't tum on the machine in the room PT you're not allowed to tun on the

tape-recorder *PT*

M: *(you're) not allowed to tum ou* the TV PT linle boyl
(F3: 0053-0054)

Note: {ge bo} is a Cantonese ending particle indicating emphasis.

2**
(ii ma)*
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[12]
GM: ffiAuckland EE ftlw1*-S::* W #rye W

in Auckland which part 1oe w[* ga::]* in chinese Association (ya]

M: ll*€fi
.-.\

F- | I

Z JryI> E

ll*don't know {Ya} now .9t*

[GM: in which part of Auckland P*T::* in the chinese Association PT

M: *I don't loow PT now hetJ (F4: 0125-0126)

Note:
(de ga) is a Cantonese particle indicating impatience'

The above are three examples showing that the ftrn-bidding jqst precedes the

mood auxiliary or occurs before the aruciliary acnrally ends' In UQl the motheds

STB starts just before the grandfather utters the episemic aruiliary "Zffi (ii ma)";

in [ 1], the mothet's STB starts just before Oe grandmother utters the eryhasisiOe

particle "{EU (ge bo)"; and in [12] the mothe/s UTB starts even before the

grandmothe/s ending auxiliary "'&W (de ga)" has actually been coryleted' This

indicates that gnit boundaries ending with mood auxiliaries are predictable. The

mechanism of prediction can be applied to other discourse items as well. The

following is an example of a predictable address tag'

u3l
M: =#* E[ Aunty Be[v ffi

tlree o'clock half {ah} Aunty Betty said

GD: &* EL* -E[ + U
&* four* o'clock half {ah}

[M: at half past three Agnty Betty said at hatf past three PT isn't *it*

bn, *n"lf* past foru TPI (F3: 0082-0083)

In summary, simultaneous qpeech is not a randomly occuning phenomenon in

Chinese conversation. Both TB and BC occru in similar places in both Endish and

=sJ+ !q E*o/otc$tc
three o'clock half {ah} isn't o/ot'ittc
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Chinese. As with the native English qpeakers in the LLC data, the Chinese here

tend to choose a unit boundary to start tum-biddhg or to grye a backchennel. The

boundary is signalled by a corylete syntactic structtue or by a lexical item which

may function as an appeal to the hearer or as a termination of an utterance. Table

37 reveals that more than two thirds of TB and BC occru at a sJmtactic boundary

in both samples and about one fourth of TB and BC occur at a lexical boundary.

Although some unit boundaries :ue not explicitly marked, they can be predicted by

the hearers through use of contexnral cues such as utterance-final auxiliaries.

Further, some of the boundary markers in Chinese have the same firnction as those

in Engtislt" but some are qpecific to Chinese. This suggests that the difficulty for

Chinese leamers of English to make TB in English conversation may be due to

ftsil rrnfamiliarity with the English boundary sipals. On the one hand they may

not be aware that some of the English boundary markers have an equivalent in

Chinsss, and therefore they nuy rot recoenise tle proper place to start turn-

bidding in English. on the other hand" wen if they are aware of the chinese

boundary signals for turn-bidding zuch as the mood auxiliary markers, they coutd

still find it difficult to make TB in Fnglish should they not find similar particles

appearing in English. This has implications for teachers of English in China.

5.3 LINGTIISTIC STRATEGIES USED BY O\TERLAPPERS

It may be expected that any language can have effective strategies to carry out

different ty?es of qpeech acts. Howwer it could not necessarily be assumed that

Chinese would use similar linguisic strategies to those in the LLC data in order to
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make successfirl turn-bidding. Because the Chinese data was not prosodically

analysed, the analysis here concentrates on the five sets of discotuse items which

are associated with the beginning of simultaneous speech and the three types of

repetition used druing and immsfixlsly after simultaneous speech. A comparison

was made between the Chinese and Engllsh samples to see if the strategies

identified in the LLC data also occur in the Qhinese turn-bidding instances (tunt-

lidding here includes STB, IJTB, STC and II[C).

Table 38 Occurrence of Discourse Items and Reoetition

in Chinese and Enslish Samnles

Strategy Chinese(288 tokens) English (589 tokens)

Discourse items

Repetition

tokens o/o

52 l8.l

66 22.9

tokens

188

t57

o/o

31.9

26.7

5.3.I DISCOTTRSE ITEMS

Table 38 shows that the Fnglish saryle has nearly one third (319%) of the TB

tokens initiated by one of the five sets of discoruse items. Although the Chinese

sample does not have zuch s high proportion as the Fnglish saryle (18.1% <

31.9o/o), similar kinds of discourse items are also used in nearly one fifth of the

instances of Chinese simultaneous speech. According to the criteria used to

identi$ the five sets of ,liscourse items in the zubcorpus of LLC, it can be shown

that the Chinese discourse items which are used to htroduce the overlappers'
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speech also include the initials of agreement, disagreement, hesitation, exclamation

and continuity. eg.:

u4l
GF: ft € HtilX ffiW €qffi ,tEtfr+t ffiE o7o*tL&*FW*

most important just is yqu interested those topics o/o*better {bo}*

M: &* rffirjf a #tr- * ffi ffl E# [F ffi.ew +r4( w^
&*yes{ya} ask father* talk {ah} have a look just terible{lo} ten times {ne}ffi +ft...

talk ten times...

[GF:the 6ssl impofisnl thing is the topic you're interested in *(that would be)
better PT*

M: les PT ask father* to tdk PT just a look at it it would be tenible PT ten
times PT talk ten times ...1 (Fl: 0091-0092)

Note: {bo} is a Cantonese particle indicating perzuasion.

I l5]
GM: ..t1.ffi flffi.o/o*X ffi tBffi W,::*

...anything all talk. o/o*also talk she,s ill {ne::}*

GF: &*![z H - #- #_* #. fu, #* 1+4, fr..
&* ee: wear - wait wait* wait me put on an item of clo'\hg first ...

[GM: ...(she) talked about everything *also talked about her illness pr*
GF: t@: (you should) wear -(you should say) wait me wait me* until I get

dressedl (Fl: 0190-0191)

ll6l
M: ...8€ E o/o*_M.toll call &W*

...moreover nLot o/o* is toll call {lai wo)*

GM: &* s ,,Ifi t Erffi* .tEF+ ##ffiF frFi6
&*{wa}:: you really really are+that night pan pan Rui ein made phone call

44#.,...
to me...

[M: ...moreover (it's)* not a toll call PT*
GM:*wow:: you really really (don't know)* that nigbt pan pan Rui qm gave me a

call...l (Fl: 0172-0173)
Note:

{wa} is a Cantonese exclamation word, {lai wo} is a sentence-final particle of
emphasis.
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llTI
M: ... 11 fE*lI ,fE{E master l. (48 ) * niwpK +k[A

...every year all go play that masterl*(inaudible words)*so that I think'+'+ E[...
every year all ...

cM: ll*{E lffi 6 tI': rffi'Et#*
ll* but you play:: inwhichpart*

[M: ...every year they all go to play that master (cup) *(inaudible words) so I think
every year they all...

GM: *but where do you play* (F4: 0128-0130)

The fow examples above illustrate that the hearers use discourse items to initiate

their turn-biddings. In [14], the mothe/s STB is introduced by an agreement "

lffinf (yes)"; in [15], the grandfatheds srB is introduced by a prolonged hesitator

"4F:: (@::)"; in [6], the grandmothe/s STB is initiated by ao sr(gtnmn1sry "S

(wow)" and in [7], the grandmothefs urB is initiated by a conjunction ",[El lffi

(but)'. Out of the 266 TB in this data, l8.lo/o are introduced by srbh discourse

items. They function in a similar way to their equivalents in the LLC data. For

exaryle, the nun-bidders use agreements as a trigger to gain the floor; or use a

hesitation marker as a hedge to soften the abnrptness of insertion; or use ar

sr(slamnlien to draw the current speakels attention and use a connector to make

the turn transition cohesive and coherent. The presqrt data also reveals that

among these disoourse items, connectors have a much more freque,nt occurreNrce

than the others. They take up about l0% of the 266 TB cases. This may be due to

ttre frequent occrrre,lrce of one cantonese initial particle "ffi', ufioss f,nglish

equivalent can be "so" or I'then'r or "well" or "but", all playing a connecting

function in the discourse. eg.:
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[18]
GF Q: nEffi o/o* E- W AilF*

{hai::} don't know 7o*what's interesting*

M: &*$[ ffi ffi ffi A r* pE* +t roAEffi€ # tr pg H'ffi r* [F
&* so just is o61 mine{ga la} *our family story rn anything interesting{ga ha}

[GF: PT (siping) don't know what is interesting
M: so that's not my case PT my family story has nothing interesting PT]

(Fl:0235-0237)
Note:

{ga la} and {ga ha) are all mood auxiliaries indicating an emphatic ending.

llel
M:...{6 E E ffi E l*iE fit{n IE nn *Fs fli ge ffi filtn € form

...you yourself found him lihe at first he at firstiasked me{ga la}at first fill form

GF:ff*& 1WH*tr ffi[F*
ll*then you help him look foil

[M: you found him yourself tat first he at first he* asked me PT to fill the form at
first

GF: *then you help him to find someone*l
(F4: 0l l9-0120)

[20]
F: Elr pffi E W qE!- l*ffi A & €-ffi *&AEffie yfr....

that means what{ya}thatl*means most most interesting*{ge}family story {ya}...

GF: ll*ft Fi il [[ glflr

ll*well just try once {na}*

that means that *means the most interestingt family story PT
*well (in that case) let's have a try* (Fl:0234-0235)

In U8], the mother starts her TB with um" which means "so", as a consequential

response to the grandfathet's statenent. h [9] the grandfathefs starting word

"m" is a continuant, which is equivalent to the Fnglish "th€,n". In [20] the

grandfathet's TB is introduced by another mgnning of "M", which could serve the

p:
GF:
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function of a tum initiator like "well". Such a connecting particle is quite

popularly used in spoken Cantonese.

5.3.2 REPETITION STRATEGMS

Table 38 shows that both Chinese and English saqples have about a quarter of

tum-bidding instances with re,petition pattems (22.9% in Chinese anrd 26.70/o m

English). 4ssslding to the position of repetition in the overlap, there are also

tbree types of repetition identified in the Chinese data. The first type occurs at the

beeinning of the overlap, ie. the turn-bidder re,peats the curr€nt qpeake/s last word

or pattern and then continues the new tum (see exaryle [21]); the second tlpe of

re,petition occrus within ttre overlap, ie. the turn-bidder repeats his or her own

words or pattern druing the overlap (see example lz2l);the third q'pe.of repetition

occtus immediately after the overlap, ie. the turn-bidder repeats his or her own

words or pattem after gnining the floor (see example [23]):

[2rl
r: ...H:It tsffi^ Hd %*El_d.*

...ttre second time also is free o/o* frce*

M: &*H #* ,|iiE W W^ fr. r€,& r€,f* *€fr @...
&* free* but isnot very strictly strictly prescribed {ge} ...

F: ...the second time is also free *free*

M: *(it's) free* but still it is not very strictly strictly prescribed PTI
(Fl:0121-0122)
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I22l
M: IB rF+ o/o* E I+ta sft*

you not go 7o*wear an item sf qlsthing come outr'

F: &*fr !{ tr. 6_ U, tr nFr+#{+ * ++k +4k *
&*you asked her. you asked her not speaking* wait me wait me go

E# I+4,, ,+-

put on an item sf slsthing first...

[M: (why) don't you go to tget dressed (and then) come out*
F: *you (should have) asked her you (should have) asked her stop lalking* wait

wait until I get dressed]

[23] (after laugbter)
GS:<*M \W tr &n*rym*

<*but he asked me {ya ma}*

M:(* &jE&l fr ffiEffi€
<<* so he asked you need not need

transportation
tranqportation

[GS: *but he asked me (first) PT

(Fl: 0180-0181)

M: *so he asked ifyou need or not*so he asked if you need transportation or
notl

Note:
(ya ma) is a Cantonese auxiliary indicating eryhasis and signelling a sentence
ending.

In [2U, the mothe/s STB, which starts by repeating the fathet's last words 'H f;

(free)" before the overlap, could serve as ar agreem€nt to or a continuant of the

fathe/s speech. In t22l, the father rqreats his oram pattem "4/TPL|{tr (you asked

her)" firing the overlap to reiterate his stateme,nt. l23l is a turn-coqletition case

bewreen the mother and the son. As the mother gains the floor after the overlap,

she restarts her new hrnr by repeating her pattern 'ffi{EH{6ffi8ffi9... (so he

asked if you need ...)", which can be regarded as a rerycled turn-beeinning. All

these examples indicate that ufielr two speakers' voices are overlapped" the

clearness of voice quality could be affected or their expression could be haryered.

*&lE E1 tr #PF#g
*so he asked you need not need

(F4:0097-0099)
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Therefore the rurn-bidders need to reinforce their speech by repetition so as to

express their continuing wish for a tum.

In summary, Chinese simultaneous speech tends to have similar linguistic strategies

in the use of discourse items and repetitions as those in the Fnglish LLC data. The

discourse items and repetitions of both languages appear in similar positions ofthe

overlap anfl flisplay the same discourse functions. Yet uative speakers may not be

consciously awrue of such strategies, though they may use them habinrally in their

mother tongue. On the other hand" when learning a foreign language, learners may

not pay e,nough attention to zuch strategies in the target language, and hence there

is a lack of positive trander from Ll to L2. As noted above linguistic analysis has

been carried out at discouse and pragmatic lwels. Any firrther analysis at the

prosodic level is haryered by the lack of fully transcnted Chinese data especially

in an electronic corpus. Were it othernise, tle data could be investigated further

to see if the difference betweeo the sente,nce-stress timed English rhyhm and the

syllable-timed Chinese rhythm might have a bearing on the difficulty of Chhese

learners of English uihen involved in turn-taking and tunr-bidding. The rhythmic

unit in English (ie. a beat or a foot) is coryosed of one stressed syllable with or

without unstressed syllables around it (see O'Connor:1967) u&ile a Chinese

rhythmic unit is a combination of one or more stressed words with or without

unstressed words as compatry (see Liu Granghui & Shi Peiwen: 1988). It may be

difficult for Chinese learners of Fnglish to get used to the rhyhmic pace in English

conversation, a factor which may increase the difficulty they have in overlapping

the ongoing tums of native English speakers, and thus taking the floor.
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5.4 SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF CHINESE

SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

The limited number of 2}BCtokens identified in the Chinese data is insufficient to

warrant further analysis of BC in respect of its conventional social variables such as

age, gender and status. However, an exploration of the 266 turn-bidding tokens

(including sTB, UTB, STC and uTC) reveals interesting data about the social

constraints on Chinese speakers' turn-bidding behaviour, especially in terms of

gender and age.

5.4.1 TURN.BIDDING AND GENDER

The Chinese data, which involve family members of three generations are all

mixed-gender conversations. The present study analyses both the percentage of TB

produced by speakers who are within the same gender (ie. female-to-female or

male-to-male) and those who are different in gender (ie. female-to-male or male-to-

female). The former is defined as "same gender TB" and the latter as "cross-gender

TB". The results are shown in Table 39.

Table 39 Distribution of Turn'bidding by Males and
Females in the Chinese Sample

Gender Wpe Tokens Vo Freouencv/I000 w.

Same-eender 123 46.2 I 1.8

Female-to-male 70 26.4 6.7

Male-te'female 73 27.4 7.O

Total 266 100 25.6

Table 39 shows that nearly half (46.2Vo) of the Chinese TB tokens occurred

between speakers within the same gender, while the rest of the TB tokens are quite

evenly distributed among speakers different in gender (26.4Vo are made by female
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to male and27-4%o are made by male to female). As the Chinese sample has 12

female speakers and I I male speakers while the English sample extracted from the

LLC for comparison has only 2 female speakers but 7 male speakers, it is invalid to

compare the same-gender TB and cross-gender TB in the two samples. Yet the

above results from the Chinese data may be interpreted to show that simultaneous

speech in the Chinese data not only has a lower frequency than that of the English

data (see 27.711000w. <36.611000 w. in Table 36), but also occurs mainly

ilmong speakers within the same gender. If we compare the females' and males'

cross-gender TB frequency per thousand words in Chinese data with the

corresponding ones in the LLC subcorpus (see Table 32 (3) in 4.4.4), the former

is much lower than the latter (for female: 6.7 < 13.4, for male: 7.0 < 10.4).

To have a closer examination of the gender effect on turn-bidding in both samples,

the present study sorted out all the cross-gender TB tokens from the two samples

for comparison. The focus was on the frequency of turn-bidding per thousand

words and the proportion of successful cases (ie. STB and STC) and unsuccessful

cases (ie. UTB and UTC).

Table 40 Cross-gender TB in Chinese & English Samples

Chinese Enelish

female male female male
( I )_t requency dlstnbuuon:

Total words 7553 2832 6282 4175

TB tokens 70 73 138 88

frequency /1000 w. 9.3 25.8 22 2l.l
(2) Proportion of successful & unsric

Successful 45.7Vo 46.6Vo 63.9Vo 68.2Vo

Unsuccessful 54.3Vo 53.47o 36.ZVo 3l.6Vo

IOOVo IOOVo IOOVo lO0Vo
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Table 40 shows that in terms of frequency of simultaneous speech in our data, the

Chinese females have a much lower frequency than Chinese males (9.3/1000 w. <

25.8/1000 w.) while English females have a marginally higher frequency than

English males (2211000 w. > 21.1/000 w.). As these frequencies are obtained by

dividing the total tokens of females' TB by the total word count of females

themselves (the same is done in case of males'), one possible interpretation of the

results is that Chinese females have obtained the floor more than males because

their total word count is much larger than male's (7553 > 2832). Therefore they

need not make as much turn-bidding or turn-competing as males do. Another

possible explanation may be that Chinese females are not likely to overlap male's

speech until it is really necessary. This again may be related to Chinese speech

etiquette.

In comparing the proportion of successful and unsuccessful turn-bidding, the

second section of Table 40 shows that Chinese females and males have a very

similar percentage (45.7vo : 46.6vo in successful TB and 54.3vo ; s3.4vo in

unsuccesstul lB). Yet in the English data, male's turn-bidding has a slightly larger

proportion of successful cases than female's (68.2vo > 63.8vo) but a smaller

proportion of unsuccessful cases than femal e (31 .8Vo < 36.2vo). This may suggest

that in casual conversation although Chinese females make much less turn-bidding

when males are speaking, when a turn-bidding situation really occurs, they seem to

have no fewer opportunities to win the floor than males. Both males and females

have similar chances to win or lose the floor after the overlap. However, in the

English sample, although both males and females have a larger proportion of

successful TB than unsuccessful TB, males tend to win the floor more than

females.
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5.4.2 TURN.BIDDING AND AGB

In looking for an association between turn-bidding and age, the Chinese data cannot

be compared with the data from the LLC. However the Chinese data reveals that

age difference may affect the occurrence of turn-bidding and the outcome of

overlapped speech in cross-generation conversation.

Table 41 Distribution of Chinese TB in Terms of Age

sirme-generauon llJ and cross-generauon IIJ

Age type Successful Unsuccessful Total

tokens Vo tokens Vo tokens Vo

same generation 42 34.4 47 32.6 89 33.4

old-to-vouns 47 38.5 29 20.1 76 28.5

young-to-old 33 27.1 68 47.2 l0l 38. l
Total t22 100 t44 100 266 100
Cross-generation TB

tokens Vo tokens Va tokens Vo

old-to-voune 47 61.8 29 38.2 76 100

vouns-to-old 33 32.7 68 67.3 101 100

The percentage is based on the toral tokens of each type of TB.

Table 41 shows that 33.4Vo of TB occurs between speakers who belong to the

same generation such as grandfather to grandmother, father to mother, or grand

daughter to grandson. Only 28.57o of TB is made by the older generation to the

younger generation such as grandparents to their children or to their grandchildren,

and middle-aged parents to their children. Yet 38.lvo of TB is made by the

younger generation to the older, ie. grandchildren to their parents or to their

grandparents, and middle-aged parents to their elderly parents. However, this does

not mean that the younger speakers. are always successful turn-bidders. A further

examination of TB in terms of successful and non-successful outcomes shows that

there is a more subtle difference between the older and the younger. With regard to

the percentage of cross-generation TB, out of the 76TB tokens made by the older
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to the younger, 6l.8Vo are successful cases and only 38.2Vo are unsuccessful cases.

However, out of the 101 TB instances made by the younger to the older, only

32.6Vo are successful but 67.4Vo are unsuccessful. It could be interpreted that in a

turn-bidding or turn-competing situation, the older people are more likely to gain

the floor (ie. continue to speak after the overlap) than the younger. It could be a

result of either the younger having yielded the floor to the older, or the older having

been more assertive in striving for a turn. One interpretation of this may Iie in the

characteristics of Chinese speaking etiquette which emphasise older people's

authority and the requirement for youth to respect age. Its impact in conversation

may be firstly, that the younger tend to avoid intemrpting the older; and secondly

when an intemrption does occur, the younger tend to give the floor to the older for

the sake of politeness and respect.

We may describe the picture in this way: on the one hand, simultaneous speech

seems unavoidable in conversation because the next speakers may mistime the start

of their speech or they may sometimes feel it necessary to bid for a turn. On the

other hand, when such turn-bidding or turn-competing actually happens, who will

yield the floor and who will dominate the other speaker and continue to speak can

depend on various factors. Some are related to the speaker's turn-bidding strategies

or turn-holding strategiep; some are related to the speakers' own value of turn-

bidding or competing in that specific situation, that is, whether it is necessary,

worthwhile or polite to go on speaking, or whether it is wiser to give up the floor.

The findings from the Chinese conversations indicate that in such a situation, the

younger people uue more likely to give the floor to the older people. This may be

another explanation of why Chinese learners of English may feel embarrassed in

turn-bidding when they are communicating with native English speakers, especially

when the interlocutor is older or of higher social status. The reasons for this are

discussed further below.
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Culturally speaking, Chinese and English speech etiquette, although sharing the

same general principles of cooperation and politeness, may have different

emphases. China has a history of more than five thousand years, during which

agriculture was the major production activity, an activity which is oriented to the

expectation of the elderly and experienced people. The hierarchical clan and family

network was the major social administration system, within which everybody had

to know his or her place in the social order and be aware of what to say and how to

behave. Chinese culture has thus inherited a tradition of respect for seniority and

authority, based on moral doctrine advocated by Confucianism, which emphasises

a hierarchical order between the old and the young. This is evident in Chinese

speech etiquette, which takes special account of differences in age and status,

valuing modesty, inwardness and even quietness -:- ds oxprossed in the Chinese

proverb: "kwai yahn yu chf (a noble person would speak less and keep his ideas till

later)". An essential aim of social communication is to establish, to maintain or to

coordinate the participants' inter-relationship so as to keep the hierarchical system

working. A traditional norm, based on status or age difference, was that children

should not intemrpt adults when speaking, and this was extended broadly to similar

situations such as student not intemrpting teacher, employee not interrupting

employer, and even female not interrupting male, particularly in public. Therefore

in a Chinese conversation, a quiet child who sat to the side listening to adults' talk,

not speaking until being asked, was regarded as well behaved. The same was the

case for a student who kept quiet while listening attentively to the teacher; or for a

wife who just kept smiling and listening while her husband talked with visitors.

Nowadays, the traditional hierarchical system has long disappeared and people's

values have changed a lot. Equiry and equal opportunity are $eatly enhanced,

especially in terms of the relationship between old and young, men and women,

"high ranking" authorities and common citizens, and the like. However, the

awareness of age difference and status difference is still guiding the direction of

etiquette in many speaking situations. In the following Chinese data, which was
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e*racCfrom an iuter-generational conversation amongst members of a Chinese

family living in New Zealndn we can still find the cases of traditional Chinese

expectations:

I24l
(In a thre+'generation conversation recording situation, all family members

(including the young children) were e,lrcouraged to qpeak while being recorded.
Yet when adults were telking, the 9-year-old grandson was singing and qpeaking to
himself for a while, and the mother and grandmother tried swerd times to stop
him:)

M,-frM,4,WyX. ^.ro96 €*t E
you doing what {ya} ottrers hear you singng {me:}

[M: what are you doing (here) PT you't'ink others would hear you singng PT]

(a few seconds later, mother said again)
u: rFfslfi! rffffi

formal a bit {ya ma}

[M: can you behave youself PT]

(but the boy was still speaking to himse[, grandma said)
cM rgt+ €

no good meke noise

[GM: don't make any noise]

(a minute later, grandma said again)
GM:FT # pF fr

stop talking things first

This examPle may show that traditional Chinese speaking etiquene is still deep!

rooted in the older femily members' waluation of the younger ones' behavioru,

deqpite the fact that in this case, the fa-ily has been settled in Wellington, New

Zealanrd for a doze,n years and the young children were born and grew up in this

Westem society.
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5.5 SUMMARY

Although the available Chinese case study data is not able to be directly compared

with the quantitative analysis of the English conversation in the LLC in terms of all

the multi-level linguistic and sociolinguistic features, there is still enough evidence

of certain similarities and differences between the Chinese and English

simultaneous speech. The results of the case study show:

(a) The Chinese speakers also make frequent simultaneous speech in casual

conversation, though the frequency is not as high as for the English speakers in

the LLC because the Chinese speakers make many fewer backchannels than the

English speakers.

(b) Chinese speakers also choose similar linguistic unit boundary signals to make

turn-bidding and backchannelling and use similar discourse and pragmatical

strategies to make successful turn-bidding. Many discourse items have similar

functions and positions to their equivalents in English, although some discourse

items have no equivalents in English.

(c) Chinese turn-bidding speech acts occur most frequently between speakers

within the same gender and age range. The chinese females, though they make

less frequent turn-bidding on males' speech, do not have fewer chances to gain

the floor than males if they actually auempt to bid for a turn. The younger

Chinese, though they attempt more frequently to bid for a turn than the older

Chinese, are more likely to yield the floor when the situation of simultaneous

speech actually occurs.

These findings may help to answer the question why Chinese learners of English

may face difficulties in turn-bidding and turn-taking in English conversation. The

reasons are multi-dimensional and complex. Accounting for the difference

according to social factors such as age and gender, we may say different cultural

nortns and speech etiquette is one of the important reasons, because every culture
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has its own ways to express politeness and cooperation in conversation. However,

accounting for the fact that simultaneous speech occurs frequently in both languages

and that native Chinese and English speakers share many similar skills and

strategies in carrying out such speech acts, the learners'English proficiency and

experience in English conversation is another major reason for the difficulty of

making simultaneous speech in English. On the one hand, Chinese learners of

English may not be aware of the features and devices of their own language; and on

the other hand, they may not be familiar with the conesponding ones in English.

They will find it easy to bid for a turn in their own language, because they are so

familiar with Chinese boundary signals and contextual cues that they may do so

unconsciously. But if they have not had practical experience in English

conversation, such Chinese knowledge cannot be automatically transferred into

their spoken English performance. It is at this point that English teachers may need

to assist their students by offering them more exposure to those features or devices

in the target language and by making comparisons between the two languages as

well.

The lack of English communicative competence on the part of Chinese or other non-

native speakers can be seen in their withdrawal from conversation because they just

do not know what are appropriate topics for discussion with foreign speakers nor

how to start a conversation. This can be supported by the common feeling that

young children may intemrpt adults at an inappropriate time or in an improper

manner, thus failing to gain the floor in conversation. This is due to the young

children's lower language proficiency in their mother tongue and their lack of

language performance experience. The same could be said of a non-native English

speaker. The difference is that while young children can naturally acquire such a

competence as they grow up, adult learners have to be taught this in effective ways

and in a shorter time by more conscious learning and practice.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this chapter, the major findings of the research are summarised in relation to the

five research questions set out in Chapter I. Firstly, there is a summary of the

findings in the analysis of the English spoken corpus in relation to the first four

research questions; and secondly, a summary of the findings of the case study of

Chinese conversation in relation to the fifth research question. Finally, implications

from this study are discussed.

6.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS IN THE ANALYSIS
OF THE SPOKEN CORPUS OF ENGLISH

6.1.r HOW OFTEN SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH OCCURS

The present study retrieved 20l l instances of simultaneous speech from a 91802-

word corpus of English conversation which formed part of the London-Lund

Corpus. The general frequency over three speech domains is almost 22

occurences of simultaneous speech in every thousand words. This means that

simultaneous speech occurs quite frequently in English conversation. Five

categories of simultaneous speech were identified in terms of their pragmatic

functions. They include turn-bidding speech acts, ie. TB (which is subcategorised

as STB, UTB, STC and UTC) and non-turn-bidding speech acts, ie. BC

(backchannels). The turn-bidding cases take up 657o of the total overlaps and thus
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form the bulk of simultaneous speech. Moreover, about 70Vo of TB were identified

as successful turn-bidding (STB) and successful turn-competing (STC). STB

occuned most frequently with nine occurrences per thousand words. As the corpus

is a collection of naturally occurring English conversations which cover casual

conversations, radio discussions and telephone conversations, and as it involved

193 speakers (l 13 females and 80 males), a conclusion can be drawn that turn-

bidding, especially successful turn-bidding, is a frequent and normal phenomenon

in English conversation, even though it used to be thought to be abnormal,

intemrptive or even offensive. It is normal in the sense that it reflects the natural

operation of the human speech mechanism --- the mechanism of anticipation and

prediction in particular. It is normal also in the sense that its occurrence is not

random, but rule governed and context constrained. Gumpen (1982: l0l) once

described conversation as a dynamic process full of anticipation and inference,

which both interprets what has been said and generates expectations about what is

to come. He noted that:

The process is always situated or context bound. It begins with
informed guessing based on what we know about the physical setting,
the participants and their backgrounds, and how we relate the situation at

hand to other known activities. These initial hypotheses are subjected to

constant modification by our perception of information signalled in both

the form and the content of speech. ... Knowledge of the conversational

activity entails expectation about possible goals or outcomes for the

interaction, about what information is salient and how it is likely to be

signalled, about relevant aspects of interpersonal relations, and about

what will count as normal behaviour.

The anticipating and inferring mechanism, the context constraints and the linguistic

signalling system mentioned by Gumperz above were all found in the present

studv.
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6.1.2 WIIEN AND WHERE SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

USUALLY OCCURS

A three-level linguistic analysis was made of the environment in which

simultaneous speech is most likely to occur. The findings show that hearers who

initiate simultaneous speech usually make use of the unit boundaries in the current

speakers' turn, or even anticipate a possible completion point of a turn unit

boundary, because a unit boundary can be regarded as a transition-relevance place

to start a new turn. Such transition-relevance places in the current speaker's turn

are usually marked by prosodic,lexical and grammatical features.

( 1) Prosodic Features

6l%o of the simultaneous speech instances occur at or near a tone unit boundary.

Such boundaries are signalled either by a pause or a nuclear pattern, especially

when the nuclear pattern is a falling tone. There is a higher frequency of prosodic

boundary markers occurring before STB than UTB.

(2) Lexical Features

Nearly 24Vo of the simultaneous speech instances occur when the current speakers

utter some specific words or sounds which are called as discourse items. They

include: address tags (such as tag questions, name addressing and phrases like "you

know" or "you see"), hesitation markers (such as "well", "sort of', ',@m:"),

termination tags (such as "...that sort of thing", "... and so on and so forth"),

emphasizers (such 4s "yes", "right", "absolutely", "anyway") and connectors (such

as "and", "so", "or", "but", "because"). The first two sets can function as an

appeal to a hearer's response and the other three sets can function to terminate an

utterance. They can all be regarded as transition-relevance places for the hearer to
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start a new turn. Turn-bidding has a higher frequency of this lexical feature than

backchannelling does.

(3 ) Grammatical Features

77 .4Vo of the simultaneous speech instances occur at a syntactic boundary, ie. when

the current speaker has just completed a sentence, or a clause or a phrase structure

or a one-word utterance such as "yes". STB, UTB and BC all have a similar

proportion of this feature. Although 2l.SVo of the simultaneous speech occurs at a

non-syntactic boundary such as a word boundary or a syllable boundary, hearers

can also anticipate the coming grammatical boundary by using their knowledge of

grammatical and lexical structure. This is particularly so in the cases of TB.

Finally the three levels of unit boundary signals -- prosodic, lexical and syntactic --

- usually occur together in the current speaker's turn. 97.5Vo of the tone unit

boundaries are coincident with syntactic boundaries and 9l Vo of the lexical

boundaries (which refer to a number of discourse items) are coincident with

syntactic boundaries as well. Moreover, 62.2Vo of the syntactic boundaries and

65.l%o of the discourse items are accompanied by salient prosodic features such as

word stress or a nuclear pattern. As a result, the co-occunence of signals at three

levels emphasises a unit boundary and makes it easier for the hearer to recognise it

as a transition-relevance place for turn-bidding or backchannelling.

6.1.3 LINGUISTIC DEVICES AND STRATEGIES WHICH

ARE USED TO INITIATE SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH

Linguistic analysis was also undertaken of the strategies and devices being used in

simultaneous speech. It was found that particular prosodic devices, discourse items

and repetition strategies are frequently used by the person who is the overlapper in

simultaneous speech.
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(1) Prosodic Means

(a) The overlapper tends to use prominent sound features to attract the current

speaker's attention, because more than two thirds of simultaneous speech is

introduced either by a stressed initial or a nuclear patterned initial or a single-

word TU initial. This is particularly the case in BC. Comparing STB and

LITB, the former has a higher frequency of this feature than the latter.

(b) Generally, successful turn-bidders and turn-competitors have a faster speech

rate than the other speakers during the overlap, because the former have a

Iarger average word count in the overlap than the latter. Yet this is not the

case for unsuccessful turn-bidders and turn-competitors, nor is it so for

backchannel makers.

(c) As for the amplitude of the overlappers, successful turn-bidders and turn-

competitors generally have a higher degree of clarity during the overlap than

other speakers, because STB and sTC all have a lower occurrence of

unclearly-heard words or syllables during the overlap. However this is not

the case with unsuccessful turn-bidding and turn competing, for UTB and

UTC have a much higher frequency of unclearly-heard words or syllables in

their overlap. Moreover, the clarity has a tendency to decrease at the end of

UTB and UTC, but it has a tendency to increase at the end of STB and STC.

Very little difference was observed between the overlapper's and the current

speaker' s amplitude in backchannels.

(d) At the end of the overlap, srB and srC have a higher percentage of

incomplete tone unit structures than UTB, UTC and BC, which indicates that

the successful turn-bidders and turn-competitors tend to have a stronger

intention to continue their speech after the overlap.
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(2) Discoursal Means

54.5Vo of simultaneous speech instances in this corpus data are introduced by five

sets of discourse items in descending order of frequency as follows:

(a) agreement initials such as "yes", "yeah", "yupn', "@m", "m" (in falling tone),

(b) hesitation initials such as "well", "@", "@m", "mhm" (unstressed or in level

tone),

(c) exclamation initials such as "oh", "ooh", "ah",

(d) continuity initials such as "and", "but",

(e) disagreement initials such as "no".

Comparing the five categories of simultaneous speech, BC has the highest

Percentage of agreement initials; STB has the highest percentage of hesitation

initials; STC has the highest percentage of exclamation and continuity initials; UTB

and UTC have the highest percentage of disagreement initials. Moreover, more

than two thirds of all these discourse items are marked with prominent prosodic

features such as a stress or nuclear tone, but the disagreement initials tend to have a

softened intonation contour such as a rising/level nuclear tone or even unstressed

words.

(3) Pragmatic Means

17.3Vo of simultaneous speech instances have at least one of the three types of

repetition. In the type I repetition, the overlapper repeats the current speaker's

incomplete sentence pattern or words so its to take over the current speaker's

unfinished turn. This only appears in STB and UTB. In the rype z repetition, the

overlapper repeats his or her own words or pattern during the overlap. This

appears in all five categories of simultaneous speech. In the type 3 repetition, the

overlapper repeats his or her own words or pattern immediately after the overlap so

as to enhance the new turn opening. This only appears in STB and STC.
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STB has the highest frequency of the three types of repetition, which makes up

about one third of its total 830 tokens. Moreover, the successful turn-bidders and

turn-competitors tend to retain or upgrade intonation contours more often than

unsuccessful turn-bidders and turn-competitors. In contrast, the UTB and UTC

repetitions have a higher percentage of less prominent intonation contours.

Comparing the linguistic devices and strategies used in successful turn-bidding

instances (ie. STB and STC) and unsuccessful turn-bidding instances (ie. UTB

and UTB), STB and STC generally have a faster speech rate, a higher amplitude,

and a higher percentage of prominent onset of the simultaneous speech and

incomplete TU endings than UIB and UTC. STC and STC also employ more

discourse items to initiate the turn-bidding, as well as more repetition. As for the

BC instances, because of their briefness in form and supportiveness in function, the

devices are characterised by frequent use of prominent starting sounds, agreement

initials and exclamation initials. All these can be regarded as hearers' effective

strategies in active and cooperative communication.

6.1.4 HOW SIMULTANEOUS SPEECH IS CONSTRAINED

BY SOCIAL FACTORS

The present research analysed the association benveen simultaneous speech and its

social consfraints in terms of :

(a) the formality of speech domains, ie. casual conversation vs. public discussion

vs. telephone conversation;

O) the degree of familiarity between interlocutors, ie. equal conversation vs.

disparate conversation ;

(c) the status difference between interlocutors, ie. speakers with higher status vs.

speakers with lower status,

(d) the gender difference between speakers and hearers.
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The findings are summarised as follows:

(1) Formality

Firstly, the degree of formality in different speech domains has a strong association

with the frequency of TB and BC occurrence, ie. the more formal the situation, the

lower the occurrence of simultaneous speech. For example, casual conversation

has much higher frequencies of both TB and BC than formal public discussion.

Secondly, formality can alter the frequency of hearer's choice of unit boundary at

which simultaneous speech is made. The present research finds that the more

formal the situation, the more frequent the occurrence of boundary markers before

simultaneous speech. For example, hearers in public discussion are shown to make

TB and BC more frequently at an actual unit boundary which is prosodically or

grammatically marked than hearers in casual conversation. Thirdly, formality in

conversational settings can make the hearer prefer some TB or BC devices and

strategies more than others. For example, the TB tokens in public discussion have

a tendency to have fewer stressed initial sounds and fewer initials of agreement.

The BC tokens in casual conversation have a higher frequency of agreement initials

which are accompanied by prominent prosodic stress as well. And in the domain of

telephone conversation, TB has the highest percentage of prominent initial sounds

and agreement initials, but the lowest percentage of repetition.

(2) Familiarity or Intimacy

The degree of familiarity or intimacy between interlocutors has an obvious

association with the frequency of TB although it is not so obvious in cases of BC.

In general the more familiar the interlocutors, the more frequent the occurrence of

simultaneous speech. For example, equal conversation has a much higher

frequency of TB and a slightly higher frequency of BC than disparate

conversation. However, there is no significant difference between familiar and

unfamiliar interlocutors in accounting for the choice of unit boundary to start TB
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and BC. As for the preferred devices, TB among "disparates" tends to have a

higher amplitude and to be introduced more by discourse items signalling an

agreement and a continuity. However the TB tokens in equal conversation zue more

frequently initiated by exclamation markers. The BC tokens in disparate

conversation are more frequently initiated by words or sounds of agreement and

hesitation, while in equal conversation they are more frequently introduced by

exclamation markers.

(3) Social Status

Difference in interlocutors' social status (which is assumed to be related to

professional ranking and age in this study) shows an interesting relationship with

the occurrence of TB and BC. The subcorpus shows that in disparate conversation

higher status speakers (H speakers) generally have a larger word count than lower

status speakers (L speakers). As a result, L speakers' speech has more occurrence

of TB and BC than H speakers in terms of per-thousand-word frequency. With

regard to the environmental features, no significant difference is found between H

and L speakers in terms of using unit boundary markers for TB, but L speakers

tend more frequently to choose prosodic and syntactic boundaries when they insert

BC into H speakers' turns. Moreover, the turn-bidding produced by L speakers

tends to have a lower amplitude, but more initials of disagreement. Nevertheless,

the backchannels produced by L speaker are introduced by more initials of

agreement, which are prosodically stressed.

(4) Gender

Gender is also an important factor affecting the frequency of TB and BC and the

use of particular linguistic devices or strategies. The present study shows that in

single-gender conversation, males have a higher frequency of TB and BC than

females. However in mixed-gender conversation, females, though they seem to

speak less than males, have a higher frequency of TB and BC than males.
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Moreover, females' TB occurs more frequently at a lexical boundary, whereas

female BC occurs more at a prosodic or syntactic boundary. In terms of the

prefened devices and strategies, females' TB has a higher amplitude during the

overlap, while males' TB has a stronger tendency towards incomplete tone unit

structure at the end of the overlap. Moreover, males' TB has a more frequent use

of repetition than that of females.

The above summary indicates that simultaneous speech such as turn-bidding and

backchannelling are constrained by different social variables. Though it could be

assumed that people can overlap each other's speech at any time they want, the

present findings show that people in fact tend to look for an appropriate time or

place to initiate the overlap, particularly when they attempt to bid for a turn. They

prefer to make TB and BC at a unit boundary, particularl y at a prosodic and

syntactic boundary. This is more the case in formal speech domains, in disparate

conversation and in low status speakers' speech. As a whole, the overlappers in

each social category tend to use similar linguistic devices in all categories of

simultaneous speech. They differ only in showing a stronger or weaker preference

for some devices or strategies in particular. However, due to the limited number of

tokens in the data, some of the findings discussed above do not have statistical

significance.

6.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS IN THE CASE STUDY

OF CHINESE CONVERSATION

In a complementary study to the analysis of the English spoken corpus, a 10385-

word sample of Chinese casual conversation was studied in comparison with a

16098-word sample of English casual conversation from the subcorpus of LLC.

The study of 288 instances of Chinese simultaneous speech has found many
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similarities but also some differences between the Chinese and English languages irl

the domain of casual conversation. It should be noticed that the Chinese data did

not include telephone conversation and public discussion.

(1) Frequencv of Distribution

The Chinese data (which is described in 3.5) shows that simultaneous speech

occurs frequently in Chinese casual conversation, though its frequency per

thousand words (ie.27.711000 w.) is not as high as that of the English sample (ie.

36.6/1000 w.). The same five categories of simultaneous speech were identified in

the Chinese data as in the English data, amongst which TB (includi'ng STB, LITB,

src and uTc) accounted for 92.4vo and BC accounred for only 7.6vo. Compared

with the English sample whose TB accounted for 60.5Vo and BC accounted for

39.5Vo, the Chinese TB makes up a greater bulk of simultaneous speech while the

backchannels in this sample of Chinese simultaneous speech have a much lower

frequency than in English.

(2) Environmental Features

In terms of environmental features, the most frequently occurring features before

Chinese TB and BC are unit boundary markers as they are in English. Although no

prosodic data is available for the Chinese case study, the syntactic and lexical

boundary markers are frequently identified before the overlap. The Chinese sample

reveals that67.4Vo and27-4%o of the simultaneous speech tokens actually start after

a syntactic boundary and a lexical (discoursal) boundary respectively in the current

speaker's turn. Moreover, there is evidence that some instances of TB and BC

occur in an environment where it is possible for the hearer to anticipate a syntactic

and discoursal boundary. Compared with the English sample, the Chinese casual

conversation has a higher frequency of discourse items occurring immediately

before the overlaps because Chinese speakers tend to use more frequently the

"mood auxiliaries", a type of utterance final particle which can signal the boundary
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of a syntactic structure or an information "chunk". Most of the Chinese mood

auxiliaries have no exact equivalents in English.

(3) Linguistic Devices

Although the Chinese data was not prosodically transcribed, the same five sets of

discourse items and the same three types of repetition were also found frequently in

Chinese turn-bidding as they are in the English datz. l8.lVo and22.9Vo of the266

TB tokens were identified as using the discourse items and repetition strategies

respectively. The difference between the two samples is that the Chinese data has a

Iower frequency of discourse items as initials than the English data, but the initials

of continuity in Chinese TB have a higher percentage of occurrence than the other

four sets of discourse items. This may be due to the pervasive usage of Chinese

connective auxiliaries, since Chinese is a non-inflected language.

(4) Social Constraints

The case study of Chinese casual conversation shows that more than one third of

TB tokens occur between speakers who are of the same gender or in the same age

group. In mixed-gender conversation, the Chinese females have a much larger total

word count than males but a much lower frequency of TB than males. Yet gender

difference does not appear to be associated with the outcome of turn bidding, ie.

who wins the floor after the overlap. Both the Chinese females and males have a

very similar proportion of successful TB and unsuccessful TB in their total number

of tokens of cross-gender turn-bidding respectively. This is different from the

results of the English sample in which the English females, though they also have a

larger total word count than males, still get a similar frequency of TB to males. Yet

the proportion of successful TB by English females is not as high as thar of English

males.
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Age difference is another factor associated with turn-bidding in Chinese casual

conversation. In terms of cross-generation TB, although the older speakers have a

lower frequency of TB than the younger speakers, the older have a much larger

proportion of successful TB than the younger. This indicates that when a turn-

bidding situation occurs between an older speaker and a younger speaker, the

younger speaker is more likely to yield the floor after the overlap while the older is

more likely to gain the floor. As seniority is closely related to status in Chinese

society, such an age difference in turn-bidding may contrast notably with the

findings from the I LC subcorpus.

So far the findings show that English and Chinese simultaneous speech share many

similar kinds of features and devices, though some of them are subject to different

social constraints. This leads us to re-address the problem of why Chinese learners

of English find it difficult to bid for a turn in English conversation. This research

suggests that the reason may be both linguistic and cultural. On the one hand, this

is a problem of the proficiency in English of Chinese learners. The problem refers

both to their knowledge of the English language and to their practical experience in

English conversation. On the other hand there are cultural differences between the

two speech communities, especially in terms of speech etiquette. Both of these

factors have implications for the teaching and learning of English in china.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS

The findings of the present study show how successful communication depends on

the participants' shared system for signalling or negotiating shifts or transitions

from one activity to another, or from one utterance to another, or even from one

word to another. Chinese learners of English, because of the level of proficiency

required to use such a system in English, may find it difficult to anticipate and
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predict oncoming forms and content, and hence there is a lack of confidence in turn-

bidding and turn-taking.

The corpus-based analysis of the LLC subcorpus in the present research provides

rich information about this turn-taking-signalling system in English conversation,

which can be transferred into rich input for English teaching and learning. Many

applied linguists such as Long (1991) and Ellis (1993) have strongly suggested a

form-focused pedagogy in foreign language teaching and learning. They advocate

that learners must attend to specific linguistic features in the input and be ready to

incorporate these into their interlanguage. Previous research haS found clear

evidence that focus on form in language teaching has some beneficial effects:

(1) It speeds up the rate of learning (for review, see Long, 1983). (2) It
affects acquisition processes in ways possibly beneficial to long-term

accuracy (Lightbown, 1983; Pica, 1983). ...(3) It appears to raise the

ultimate level of attainment.

(Long, l99l:45)

Yet focusing on form in language teaching and learning does not mean simply

addressing a series of isolated linguistic forms such as sound contrasts, lexical

items, structures, speech acts, etc. It also aims at taking the formal teaching in a

direction of "consciousness-raising".

Consciousness-raising refers to a deliberate attempt on the part of the

teacher to make the learners' aware of specific features of the L2; it
entails an attempt to instill an understanding of the formal and functional

properties of these features by helping the learners develop a cognitive

representation of them.

(Ellis, 1993: 109)

The present research has described a number of linguistic features and devices of

English simultaneous speech both in terms of form and function. Thus the
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pedagogical implication of this study for English teaching in China is that it can

enhance our efforts to

(a) select relevant materials for teaching spoken English;

(b) focus on relevant spoken English features and strategies; and

(c) practise conversational skills.

6.3.1 TIIE SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR IEACHING

SPOKEN ENGLISH

English teaching in China has long been concentrated on written English and has

long emphasised grammar, intensive reading and memorising and reciting

vocabulary. It needs to improve listening and speaking skills and train

communicative strategies. The first step required is to select authentic spoken

English as teaching material, because it reflects the natural use of the language. The

traditional English text books in China, which concentrated mainly on written

English, or artificially constructed English dialogues, have resulted in learners

developing bookish, patternJike or pre-fabricated English speech. That may be

why many Chinese learners, after learning many English grammatical rules and a

lot of vocabulary, still find it difficult to listen to or engage in a simple conversation

with native speakers of English. Audio-video teaching materials in authentic or

semi-authentic spoken English which uses data covering different fields of life in

English speaking countries are often completely absent from the curriculum. Such

materials could be topic-based or related to a series of themes or connected stories.

At the post-intermediate level, extracts from films or videos can also be used as

teaching material, because they can demonstrate polished language skills and

develop meaningful ideas, which provide authentic and interesting exposure for

non-native English learners.
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6.3.2 THE FOCUS ON SPOKEN LANGUAGE FEATURES

AND STRATEGIES

As more and more imported English spoken materials are now being used in China

for language teaching, there is a need to explore the value of these materials.

Listening materials used at present and audio-visual materials imported from abroad

are mostly at elementary level and mainly used for word learning, pattern drilling or

listening comprehension. The ways these materials reflect grammatical, lexical and

prosodic features of spoken English, or cultural nonns, pragmatic elements and

communicative strategies, are generally neglected. For example, the discourse

markers which have been shown in the present research to play an important role in

turn-bidding are not likely to be handled well in most dictionaries and grammars,

and they are not likely to be involved in traditional English teaching. Thus one

consequence is learners' unnaturalness in English. If the goal of English teaching

is to build up the learners' communicative competence, the relevant syllabus design

should cover both grammatical, lexical and prosodic knowledge as teaching items,

not only at the single word or single sentence level but also at a discourse level

which can reveal discourse items or pragmatic strategies. As suggested by Ellis

(1993: 109), the teacher should focus the learners' attention on the meaning(s)

performed by specific grammatical properties so as to help their intake --- a

necessary step for internalisation of the features as implicit knowledge. Pedagogy

may involve activities which induce the learners to notice and understand the feature

in the input. It may also involve problem-solving tasks which supply the data

needed to discover the rule for themselves. Such activities and tasks will raise their

consciousness about a specific language item and at the same time provide

opportunities for communicating in the target language. Moreover, efforts need to

be made to design motivating learning tasks or to select situations (including

interesting discourse or text) which provide repeated exposure to salient, useful,

frequently occurring linguistic and pragmatic elements of the language (see
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Kennedy, 1992: 357). In this regard, descriptions based on the distributional

analysis of large English spoken corpora like the LLC can contribute valid and

reliable input for teaching.

6.3.3 TTTE PRACTICE OF CONVERSATIONAL SKILLS

Although the present study is on simultaneous speech, its descriptive findings

imply that learners' mechanisms of anticipation and prediction not only contribute to

turn-bidding and backchannelling in conversation, but are also available for reading

and listening comprehension. As Chinese learners are typically taught English

starting from isolated speech sounds, words and sentences, they tend to regard

English as a static combination of segments of sounds and words, thus forming a

habit of dealing with reading or listening materials sound by sound, or word by

word. Efforts should be made by teachers to draw the attention of learners to the

dynamic occulrence of coherent or cohesive "chunks" of language items such as the

collocation of words, transitional devices of sentence and paragraphs, and

intonation contours of discourse. Nowadays, cohesive devices have been studied a

great deal in written discourse particularly in terms of lexicon and syntax, but not

much in spoken discourse, and even less in terms of prosody. The present research

shows that cohesive devices at prosodic, lexical, syntactic and discoursal levels

play an important role in the turn-taking system of conversation, and many of them

are predictable in the context as well. Therefore in training English learners'

reading and listening skills, teachers may design anticipation exercises to encourage

learners to predict the coming content as well as language forms by looking for

relevant linguistic features or contextual cues. This can be helpful for those

intermediate and advanced level English learners such as teacher trainees. For

example, in an audio-visual lesson, by building their understanding of the main

content of the material, the trainees should be encouraged to explore the language

more deeply by picking up those salient and useful linguistic devices or pragmatic
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strategies of native speakers. These may include linguistic signals of turn-taking,

turn-yielding, turn-bidding, turn-competing, turn-holding or backchannelling

strategies. They may also include stylistic features in communication such as the

discourse intonation features and lexical features in formal and informal speaking

styles, or in such styles as narradon or sports commentary. They can be discussed

in terms of their formal codes, pragmatic functions and cultural significance.

Although evaluation of the effect of such a formal-functional learning is beyond the

scope of the present study, it has already aroused the interest of some Chinese

teachers and learners of English, because it makes good use of the imported

teaching materials and has the potential to improve the classrooin atmosphere,

enrich the variety of learning exercises and stimulate the students' motivation for

learning.

6.3.4 THE AWARENESS OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Although cultural difference is not the only factor influencing the learners' study of

English, it should not be neglected by teachers and learners. Take speech etiquette

as an example. In the classroom of native English speakers, students are often

encouraged to "think aloud" by using speaking to develop their ideas. yet in

Chinese classrooms, students are told not to speak in haste until they have thought

about what they want to say or what they should say, because in traditional Chinese

culture, to raise a question indicates that one is a poor or naive learner, and making

mistakes is a matter of "losing face". Therefore teachers, especially native English

teachers who are teaching in China, need to be sensitive to such cultural

differences' As learning and teaching a foreign language is a process of cross-

cultural communication, mutual respect and mutual understanding of cultural

differences is very necessary. In other words, one object of foreign language

learning is to arouse transcultural awareness in the learners, thus developing their

understanding of and respect for the foreign culture, as well as their own.
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The present study has not been undertaken to advise the Chinese learners of English

to give up their traditional speech ctiquette and become active turn-bidders in

English conversation, nor does it attempt to persuade the native English teachers to

get used to the silent behaviour of Chinese learners in the classroom. This study

however suggests that knowledge of how native English speakers produce different

kinds of simultaneous speech in conversation, particularly successful turn-bidding

and appropriate backchannels, can be derived from a corpus-based analysis.

Teachers and learners of English can thus contribute to inter-cultural communication

through gaining greater insight into how English is used, what conversational

devices and strategies are used most frequently by native speakers of English, and

how they are similar or different from their own.
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